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In 2016, we embarked on a 
journey to rethink high school 
with the XQ Super Schools 
Challenge. Our goal was to make 
high school more meaningful 
and engaging so more students  
would graduate ready to  
succeed in college, careers,  
and whatever the future holds. 
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We selected exciting proposals from 

around the country: district schools 

and programs, new schools, alternative 

schools, and charter schools. In 2022, 

for the first time, all 16 original XQ 

Super Schools had graduating classes, 

amounting to a total of 1,721 students.

These XQ students were among some 

three million other U.S. graduates 

who came of age during a time of 

unprecedented change. By studying their 

progress, we learned how their journeys, 

their experiences, their achievements, 

and struggles shaped and validated what 

we believe is a transformative framework 

to make high school more engaging and 

relevant for students and teachers, alike.

Surprisingly, we learned that in many ways, 

most XQ grads succeeded in navigating 

the last four years—which included 

tectonic educational and social shifts 

during a pandemic in which more than 

a million U.S. residents died and tens of 

millions more were sickened. On the whole 

these students didn’t just advance, they 

thrived. So did their schools.

This overview of our XQ Class of 2022 

includes detailed profiles of graduates 

from 14 of the original 16 XQ Schools and 

key data points on graduates of the other 

two schools. It includes several impressive 

takeaways based on graduation rates, test 

scores, and college-going rates higher 

than the national average, along with 

qualitative data showing how prepared 

these young people felt about their future. 

You’ll read about these findings in this 

introduction and in the individual school 

sections that follow.
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In the spring of 2022, XQ launched a 

project to better understand the XQ Class 

of 2022: their experiences, challenges, 

growth and learning, accomplishments, 

and plans for the future.

This project itself is a milestone for XQ.  

It represents our first effort to use expertise 

from multiple disciplines and analyze a 

wide range of evidence to learn about a 

cadre of students who journeyed through 

XQ schools. We looked at these students’ 

experiences, challenges, growth and 

learning, accomplishments, and plans for 

the future. Celebrating and learning from 

the XQ Class of 2022, in turn, generated 

essential insights about how the schools 

continue to evolve and refine their models.

We analyzed results from our first-ever  

XQ Senior Survey conducted in the 

spring of 2022, which had an unusually 

high response rate of nearly 90 percent, 

including five schools that surveyed 

100 percent of their 12th graders, giving 

us confidence in the findings. We also 

collected and examined school-level,  

local-level, and state-level data published 

by state education departments. Those 

data included results from various 

standardized subject tests the students 

took during high school.

In the fall of 2022, we held hour-long  

“data conversations” with leaders from  

14 schools. These conversations enabled  

us to confirm the accuracy of the data 

while digging into the human context  

and student stories behind the statistics.  

Talking with the leaders also allowed us  

to build our “data relationship” with  

XQ schools—a relationship grounded in 

regular, reciprocal sharing of information. 

These conversations proved critical for 

developing full profiles of the graduating 

class of each school. We could not hold  

full conversations with the leaders who 

guided Brooklyn LAB and Vista High School 

during the four years when the students  

in the Class of 2022 were enrolled, so  

we include shorter bulleted data summaries 

for those schools. 

Following these conversations, some 

school leaders shared additional data on 

their Class of 2022 graduates, such as 

participation rates and scores on national 

exams such as the ACT, SAT, and Advanced 

Placement (AP). That gave us an even richer 

picture of how XQ graduates compared 

with their peers locally and nationally.

We also examined qualitative sources of 

information on the students, including 

interviews XQ conducted with 12th graders 

in a number of the schools, social media 

and traditional news stories featuring  

XQ students, and student publications  

such as school newspapers. Finally, we dug 

into extensive documentation from visits to 

eight schools in 2021–22 by teams of expert 

observers from XQ’s partner, Springpoint.

In the appendix, we provide a more  

detailed technical description of every 

source of evidence we examined for this 

project, as well as limitations to data 

collection due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The appendix includes a school-by-school 

table showing which kinds of evidence 

were available to us when we went to 

publication.

A MILESTONE METHODOLOGY

Celebrating many kinds of success4



Reflecting on the data 
and our learnings, this 
is our look back on our 
first graduating class:

 
The Class of 2022
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A snapshot of successes

On many measures  
we analyzed,  
XQ students— 
and their schools—
outperformed  
their local, state,  
or national peers.  
And in many cases,  
by a wide margin. 

A snapshot of success6



CROSSTOWN HIGH

Crosstown’s Class of 

2022 met college-ready 
benchmarks on all four 

sections of the ACT exam 

at higher rates than their 
peers both statewide and 
nationally (e.g., in English, 

68 versus 47 and 52 percent) 

and planned to enroll in  

four-year colleges at a 
much higher rate than 

graduates nationally  

(75 versus 47 percent).

LATITUDE

Latitude’s Class of 2022 

had a nearly perfect rate 
of completing all “A-G” 
courses necessary to be 

eligible for admission to 

California’s four-year public 

universities, far exceeding 

2021 rates in the Oakland 

Unified School District and 

statewide (97 versus 58 

and 52 percent), as well as 

a much higher rate of 12th 
graders planning to attend 
college than 12th graders 

nationally (86 versus  

66 percent).

GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC  
MUSEUM SCHOOL

Grand Rapids Public Museum 

School’s Class of 2022 

had double the combined 
proficiency rate across all 
state assessments compared 

with students in 23 “similar 

high schools” identified by 

the Michigan Department of 

Education (42 versus  

21 percent).

SUMMIT SHASTA

Summit Shasta’s Class of 2022 

had nearly triple the rate of 
participation in AP compared 

with 2021 graduates nationally 

(100 versus 35 percent taking 

at least one AP exam) and 

double the rate of passing one 

or more AP exams (47 versus 

23 percent).

CÍRCULOS, ELIZABETHTON 
HIGH SCHOOL, GRPMS

Nine in ten Círculos Class 

of 2022 graduates earned 
college credits during high 
school, as did over half the 

graduates at Elizabethton High 

School (54 percent) and Grand 

Rapids Public Museum School 

(56 percent).

PURDUE POLYTECHNIC  
HIGH SCHOOL

Purdue Polytechnic High 

School’s Class of 2022 

members were four times 
as likely to pass both the 
math and English sections 

of the state’s 11th grade test 

as those in Indianapolis 

Public Schools (34 versus 

8 percent). Black students, 

Latino students, and 

students from low-income 

families at PPHS all had 

passing rates about four 

times as large as the rates 

for those groups across 

the district. In fact, PPHS 
students from low-income 
families were twice as likely 
to pass both sections of the 
test as Indianapolis students 

who were not from low-

income families.

NEW HARMONY HIGH AND 
TIGER VENTURES

At both New Harmony High 

and Tiger Ventures, seven in 

ten members of the Class of 

2022 completed internships 
during high school.
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XQ’s Class 
of 2022 

illuminates  
the uniqueness 
of each school 

and community

99



While the data insights are 
nuanced, there is a powerful 
overarching theme: 
The Class of 2022  
helps us imagine a future  
in which XQ Learning  
can engage students  
in all types of schools  
and communities.

The Class of 2022’s story has many 

characters and scenes. XQ shaped the 

experience of students in big schools and 

small schools, cities and suburbs, district 

high schools and charters. Some students 

pioneered XQ Learning in new schools 

and others experienced XQ through the 

transformation of longstanding institutions. 

As XQ looks to expand our impact, the  

Class of 2022 shows many different ways  

for our schools to succeed with students 

and deliver a reimagined, modern model 

for high school education nationwide.

XQ’s Class of 2022 illuminates the uniqueness of each school and community10
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“ Being a founding class  
I felt was an important role 
because we set the bar  
for the kids behind us, and  
it really showed me how  
to be a leader and step up  
and be a part of things.” 
 
Courtney,  
Latitude 
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Our class  
is resilient, and 

XQ has been 
tested in tough 

times
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The last four years  
tell a story of resilience, 
adaptation, and 
ingenuity.
We’re all aware of the myriad disruptions 

of these last two years—academically, 

emotionally, and beyond.1 Those 

disruptions changed not only the daily 

experience of students, but also the way 

XQ thinks about what it means to be a 

partner and a leader in the field. Despite 

the painful challenges, we believe XQ and 

its students not only held up, but also 

came away with learnings we never could 

have expected.

“As the first inaugural  
class of the school,  
it’s been rocky; there’s  
been a lot of changes  
we went through. I feel  
like that quality is actually 
like a bonus because it’s 
helped me deal a lot with 
sudden change. I feel 

like that’s very important, 
especially because of  
XQ’s objectives in creating 
students who are capable 
of interfacing with a 
constantly changing world.” 
Thomas 
Crosstown 

Continuity of Learning

XQ schools made tremendous efforts 

to maintain continuity of learning and 

educational opportunities, and they 

doubled down on the kinds of social  

and emotional support they provided  

to students.

Nevertheless, the XQ Class of 2022 faced 

a challenging journey through high school.

“By my 12th-grade year I was on the verge 

of dropping out, not because of grades 

but because of the pandemic,” said 

De’von, a WLA student. 

Our class is resilient, and XQ has been tested in tough times14



“It was two years at home,” 
De’von added. “Before the 
pandemic, we were just 
little boys and girls, and 
after two years at home, 
you’re a full-grown man  
or woman”

De’von enrolled at Morehouse College in 

the fall of 2022, and he credits WLA with 

helping him get there: “WLA was one of 

the best things to help prepare me for life.” 

But it took unusual persistence and 

resilience to graduate with solid 

preparation, plans, and prospects for 

the future during such an emotional and 

physical upheaval wrought by a deadly 

pandemic. Nonetheless, like De’von, 

the vast majority of XQ’s Class of 2022 

graduated from high school telling our 

survey they feel ready to face their future.

Along with COVID-19, students and 

educators also faced challenges from 

local politics, staffing changes, and 

other hurdles that come with working 

to transform a tried and true education 

system. Some schools had changes 

in leadership or had to move to other 

locations. Change is never easy. XQ 

schools had to adapt to unanticipated 

challenges while remaining true to their 

core mission, using XQ’s Design Principles 

and Learner Outcomes—and that hard 

work paid off, judging by what we learned 

from their graduates.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Creating Moments of Beauty

Beyond enduring a chaotic few years, 

our students turned challenges into 

opportunities and found ways to give back 

to their communities.

• Iowa BIG students turned a natural 

disaster into an opportunity to raise 

money for an environmental cause  

by transforming fallen trees into  

wood sculptures, then auctioning off 

artist-commissioned creations to the 

tune of $25K. 

• Latitude students learned about the 

beauty that comes from helping others 

better face adversity.  

“ Our first physics project 
was building a house... and 
I was like, dang, like, I’m 
building a house right now,” 
said Andrew, a Latitude 
Class of 2022 graduate. 

“I’m in service. I’m doing 
something not for myself, 
but for someone else.  
And I’m actively being  
a part of my community.” 
 

 

Each school’s circumstances were 

different over these past four years, 

requiring specific reflections for how 

they adapted and managed. In turn, we 

broadened our understanding of success 

in school and what it means for students.

15
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XQ and  
its students 

imagine 
success  

in new ways
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Our students and 
educators discovered 
that success is not  
just something that  
can be measured  
by test scores alone. 

 Even more noteworthy were those 

moments when students proactively and 

confidently used their time in and out  

of school to change the world, give back 

to their community, and turn academic 

theory into action. 

Beyond traditional indicators of academic 

achievement, students gained the 

confidence, skills, and knowledge to better 

prepare them for life beyond high school. 

Students gained leadership, problem-

solving, time management, creative 

thinking, and other critically important  

life skills that are not fully measured by  

our educational system today.

XQ and its students imagine success in new ways18



 
“What I’ve realized in my past four years here is that 
learning isn’t just English, math, science, and history.  

It really is learning about yourself, learning about  
how you interact with everybody else in the environment 

around you. I just want to continue to learn about  
myself and others and about how I can get closer  

to my most authentic person.” 
 

   Ava,  
Crosstown High 
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Timeless Lessons

 
“It will definitely help you develop more in your  

time management skills as well as develop more in  
your cognitive thinking... From my understanding  

of more traditional schools, that isn’t something  
that is usually emphasized a lot because there’s a  

specific structure you have to follow.” 
 

   Aeden,  
Grand Rapids Public Museum School 

 

XQ and its students imagine success in new ways20

Students at Grand Rapids Public Museum School
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“I’ve learned management skills, and I’ve learned about 

working with people, and working in a group, as well  
as working with people who don’t really want to listen  

to what I’m saying. But I learned how to actually get them  
to respond, which I think is a great skill.” 

 
 Dot,  

Grand Rapids Public Museum School 
 

Students at Grand Rapids Public Museum School
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Notable Projects

 
“We made an art business... and we founded  

an artists’ collective... It taught me a lot about art  
and entrepreneurship, which is what I want to get into  

for the rest of my foreseeable life.” 
 

  Nisa,  
Crosstown High 

XQ and its students imagine success in new ways22

Student at Crosstown High



 
“I learned a lot of  

political science [through  
The Fast Fashion  

Kills zine]. The second 
issue of the zine focuses  

on social and political 
aspects. Also writing 

and revising. Whenever 
I would write an article, 

we’d have our project 
mentor—a teacher  

at BIG—look over it.  
Lots of edits.  

I learned to keep going.” 
 

  Anna,  
Iowa BIG

 
“A memorable project  

that we did was  
a credit card project  

in our mathematics class, 
where we learned how to 

manage debt and also how 
to strategize to actually 

reduce debt, and actually 
how to build credit.  

And I really appreciated 
that because it was a  
real-world example.” 

 
  Anthony,  

Latitude 

23
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Work-Based Learning

Work-based learning experiences such as 

internships give students a chance to apply 

what they are learning in the classroom  

to real-world problems, gain exposure to  

a professional field, and build relationships 

with accomplished adults who can guide 

them toward career opportunities in the 

future. Well-designed internships also help 

students develop mastery of the full range 

of XQ Learner Outcomes.

About one in seven XQ graduates 

completed internships (14 percent) during 

high school, far exceeding the national  

rate of participation (2 percent) based  

on the best available data.2 If that figure  

is accurate, XQ’s Class of 2022 participated 

in internships at seven times the rate  

of high schoolers nationally. 

Some XQ schools came up with inventive 

solutions to continue providing internship 

opportunities during the pandemic. Tiger 

Ventures in upstate New York expanded  

in-house opportunities, for example,  

by partnering with a local business so that 

students could launch a café and coffee 

shop in the basement of the school’s 

building. That solution provided internships 

for five of the school’s eleven 12th graders,  

and school leaders helped two additional 

12th graders land internships outside the 

school building. 

Latitude’s model originally called for  

all students to complete internships in 

11th grade, a plan that had to be rethought 

when COVID-19 hit. When the students 

returned for senior year, the school 

required a revised college and career 

planning course to allow any 12th grader 

to complete an internship. Based on our 

survey, more than two in five did. Now that 

Latitude’s model is operating as intended, 

the school said 100 percent of its Class  

of 2023 members have already completed 

internships.

The XQ’s Senior Survey probed more deeply 

into the question of internships, asking how 

that experience supported students’ plans 

for the future. Unsurprisingly, a significant 

proportion—nearly two in five—said  

the internship helped them gain experience 

in a specific field they plan to pursue  

in college or a career. But 75 percent  

said the internship “helped me build skills 

I can use in the future no matter what field 

I study or pursue as a career,” the most 

commonly cited benefit by a wide margin.

That response aligns well with modern 

ideas about work-based learning, which 

aims to help students develop broad-based 

competencies rather than narrow expertise 

in a job that might not exist in ten years. 

It also means internship opportunities 

provided by XQ schools help students 

master the kinds of skills and competencies 

described in the XQ Learner Outcomes. 

This type of meaningful, engaged learning, 

in and out of the classroom, helps students 

turn academic theory into action and  

the graduates into active citizens, problem-

solvers, and leaders. 

 

Our research ultimately serves as a solid 

jumping-off point to push against both 

traditional educational practices and how 

we measure academic success. 

XQ and its students imagine success in new ways24



Helped me build skills I can use 
in the future no matter what field  
I study or pursue as a career

Led to me meeting a mentor  
in the field I plan to pursue in 
college and my career

Resulted in college credit

75%

“ How did your internship  
experience support your plans?”

Was in a field I plan to pursue 
in college and my career

Other

Resulted in a  
professional credential

22%

7%

38%

15%

3%

Source: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022
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Engaging with 
the education 

system of today 
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Even though standardized  
tests can’t measure the  
full range of learning described  
in the XQ Learner Outcomes,  
we know these existing 
measures have currency  
for students when they pursue 
postsecondary opportunities. 
Those traditional indicators  
of learning open the door  
to more experiences, so  
XQ understands it’s important  
to consider student successes 
and opportunities in 
conversation with state  
and national benchmarks  
for academic performance.

While also engaging with the education system of today28



In the school profiles that follow, we 

provide information from state and national 

standardized exams whenever such data 

shed light on the Class of 2022. However, 

the available data had large gaps due  

to several circumstances:

First, the pandemic severely disrupted 

testing programs. 

Second, state testing programs vary 

considerably from state to state, with some 

testing all students in a particular grade 

level and other states only testing students 

at the end of a subject-area course such as 

U.S. history or biology. Therefore, in many 

cases, members of the Class of 2022 took 

different tests at different times.

Third, states do not report separate 

assessment data for a few of the  

XQ schools—Iowa BIG, PSI High, and  

Tiger Ventures—because they are 

considered dependent programs attached 

to larger schools or districts rather than 

standalone schools. 

For now, state assessment data are best 

interpreted on a school-by-school basis in 

combination with other information and 

in light of observations by school leaders. 

From a big picture perspective, we can say 

that results of state assessments for Class 

of 2022 members varied considerably 

across the XQ schools. In some schools, 

students were more likely to perform at  

a proficient level than their peers locally 

and statewide (or nationwide on exams 

such as the SAT and ACT). In other schools, 

that held true for all groups of students for 

whom the state reported data, for example, 

students from low-income families.

Across 24 instances where we obtained 

validated state test results, we saw a mix  

of outcomes:

•  In ten instances, the school’s percentage 

of students meeting standards surpassed 

the results for both the surrounding 

district and the state as a whole.

•  In four instances, the school’s percentage 

exceeded either the district’s or the  

state’s results.

•  In ten instances, the school’s percentage 

trailed both the district’s and the  

state’s results.

Gaps in Testing Data,  
with Mixed Results

 

“I feel like, for being  
a learner for life, you also 

have to know what it  
is that you might be 

lacking in or what you’re 
good at, so that you can 

develop those things more.  
So it’s not just taking 
things as they come,  

it’s also planning to know 
what is it that I want  
to experience next?” 

 
   Thomas,  

Crosstown 

29
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Meeting Readiness Benchmarks 
on State Assessments:  
XQ Schools versus Surrounding Districts and States

XQ percentage 
meeting benchmark 
HIGHER than district 
AND state

XQ percentage 
meeting benchmark 
HIGHER than district 
OR state

XQ percentage 
meeting benchmark 
LOWER than district 
AND state

No state testing 
results available for 
the Class of 2022 
cohort in this case

Key

Data unavailable: 
Brooklyn Laboratory High School (NY)
Da Vinci RISE High (CA)
Iowa BIG (IA)
PSI High (FL)
Tiger Ventures (NY) 
Vista High School (CA)
Washington Leadership Academy (DC)
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Higher than average  
College-Going Plans

More than seven in ten 12th graders in  

the XQ Class of 2022 who took our survey 

(72 percent) planned to go directly to 

college by the fall, a higher rate than the 

66 percent of 12th graders in a separate 

national survey in 2022.3 XQ students were 

somewhat less likely than 12th graders 

nationally to plan to attend a four-year 

college (43 versus 47 percent) and more 

likely to head to a two-year institution  

(28 versus 19 percent).4 

Several factors explain the higher rate 

of XQ 12th graders planning to attend 

a two-year college, the biggest being 

affordability. When asked why they  

had chosen the school they planned to 

attend, “I can afford this school” outranked 

all other reasons by a wide margin among 

those planning to attend a two-year 

college. For those headed to a four-year 

institution, “this school is one of my top 

choices” ranked first, followed closely  

by “this school has strong academics.”  

About two in three students across  

the 16 XQ schools are from low-income 

families, compared with just over half  

of high school students nationwide.

19%

47%

CLASS OF 2022

College Plans

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A 2-YEAR COLLEGE

SOURCE: XQ School data from XQ Senior Survey for Class of 2022. U.S. data from YouthTruth survey of seniors in Class of 2022. 

Note: Total percentage for XQ students exceeds the sum of four- and two-year percentages due to rounding.

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A 4-YEAR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY

28%

43%

XQ CLASS 

OF 2022

U.S. CLASS 

OF 2022
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Second, at least half of the 16 schools are 

located in states or regions with especially 

strong connections between two-year 

colleges and public four-year universities. 

That high level of “articulation” makes  

it easy for students to begin at a two-year 

college and later transfer all their credits 

to a four-year institution to complete 

their undergraduate studies. A follow-up 

question on the XQ survey bears out this 

theory: Two out of three XQ 12th graders 

planning to attend a two-year college  

also said they intended to transfer to  

a four-year institution in the future.

XQ conducted additional analyses of 

the XQ Senior Survey data to identify 

factors that led to four-year college-

going. Students who felt more prepared 

for the future were significantly more 

likely to plan to attend a four-year 

college. While XQ’s non-comprehensive 

and comprehensive high schools have 

similar college-going rates overall, XQ’s 

non-comprehensive high schools have 

a far higher four-year college-going 

percentage than do comprehensives (58 

percent versus 28 percent). This mirrors 

the research literature. Finally, XQ schools 

that were launched as new startups 

have similar college-going rates overall, 

but new schools have a far higher four-

year college-going percentage than do 

redesigns (53 percent versus 36 percent).

Nine percent of XQ’s 2022 graduates said 

they don’t see college in their future, and 

another 14 percent said they were unsure 

of their next step. Our early information on 

both groups suggests that 31 percent of 

these students are planning professional 

training; 46 percent are going directly into 

the workforce either part-time or full-time; 

and about 7 percent are entering the 

armed forces. Another 2 percent will do 

service work through organizations such 

as the Peace Corps and Americorps. 

More than one in four XQ graduates  

(27 percent) got a head start on college 

education by earning postsecondary 

credits during high school. That appears  

to be around the national average based 

on the best available data, but those 

figures are out of date and not strictly 

comparable to the information we have  

on XQ students. Among the national class 

of 2013 (currently the most recent data), 

34 percent of graduates enrolled in  

one or more dual enrollment courses,  

and 11 percent completed such courses  

to earn high school credits by the time 

they graduated.5

Most XQ school leaders told us that 

pandemic restrictions made dual 

enrollment much more difficult for 

members of the XQ Class of 2022, 

particularly for students taking courses 

on college campuses. (Dual enrollment 

courses can take place on college 

campuses or in the high school itself 

depending on state policies and regional 

dual enrollment models). Therefore,  

we expect this number to increase for 

future cohorts.

While also engaging with the education system of today32



Four-Year versus Two-Year 
College Decision-Making:  
XQ 12th graders who reported they were heading to a two-year college were  
motivated by affordability, whereas those planning to go to a four-year college  
were more likely to report career match and strong academics as their reasoning.

Four-year college  
or university

Two-year college

Key

This school is one of my top choices 

This school has strong academics 

This school has a strong focus  
on the career I want to pursue

I can afford this school 

This school is located in a place  
I want to live

This school has support to help me 
succeed there

This school was recommended  
to me by an adult in my life

I know someone who goes  
to this school

This school’s graduates succeed in 
career and life

This school was recommended to me by 
a teacher or counselor at my high school

This school has a name-brand 
reputation

Other, please explain

52%

50%
18%

22%

43%
51%

25%
47%

41%
32%

33%
42%

33%
29%

37%
35%

22%
26%

21%
33%

5%
7%

9%
23%

0% 25% 50%

% of college-bound respondents

Factors Informing Four Year versus Two Year College Choice
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And preparing 
to lead  

proudly into  
the future
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“  I’m always  
considering  
possible solutions  
to whatever  
situation may arise,  
whether they 
be societal, 
environmental, 
economical.”

  Jakeb,  
Elizabethton
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College entrance exams, state test scores, 

and even tangible accomplishments such 

as earning college credits can only tell part 

of the story. What do the XQ graduates 

themselves have to say about their 

preparation for the future?

Overwhelmingly, members of the XQ 

Class of 2022 said they felt prepared for 

the future, with a full 84 percent feeling 

at least somewhat prepared. Among 

those students, more than half said they’d 

developed creativity and problem-solving 

skills during high school that would serve 

them well in adulthood. Nearly half pointed 

to the ability to collaborate and work in 

groups, with the same percentage saying 

that the ability to demonstrate knowledge 

in complex ways made them feel prepared 

for life after high school.

That survey question did not include 

an answer related to leadership skills. 

However, another survey question—plus 

several other kinds of evidence—led us to 

believe that XQ schools offered students 

many opportunities to take on leadership 

roles. Asked what aspects of their XQ 

schools had been most important to help 

them accomplish their goals both during 

high school and for the future, more  

12th graders pointed to “opportunities  

for students to play leadership roles” than 

to any other feature.

As we explored such findings with school 

leaders, we discovered that student 

leadership can mean a wide variety 

of opportunities that are all clearly 

important to XQ students. These range 

from traditional leadership roles such 

as participating in student government, 

to informal opportunities such as 

interviewing applicants for teaching 

positions, giving tours of the school, or 

playing the role of “ambassadors” during 

recruiting visits to local middle schools.  

In many XQ schools, group projects  

offer chances to learn about leadership as 

students take turns leading collaborative 

teams. We believe these opportunities 

bolster their confidence in themselves  

and their ability to succeed in the future.

Finally, we learned about a very special 

kind of leadership enjoyed by nearly  

200 graduates of the Class of 2022.  

These students were members of 

“founding classes” at four XQ schools  

that launched in the fall of 2018: New 

Harmony, Latitude, Crosstown, and  

Grand Rapids Public Museum School. 

School leaders and students alike told  

us their founding classes had played  

a big part in shaping the school model, 

culture, and enduring institutions. In  

effect, the schools learned from these 

students even as the students learned 

from the schools. Students said this 

bolstered their confidence as they headed 

into adulthood in an uncertain world.

Feeling Prepared for the Future

And preparing to lead proudly into the future36



Creativity and problem-solving

Collaboration, working in groups

Deep knowledge in academic areas 
(math, English, science, history, civics)

54%

“ What strengths did you develop in  
high school that made you feel prepared?”

The ability to demonstrate and 
communicate my knowledge  

(critical reading, oral and written communications,  
data analysis and visualization)

Other

Curiosity, a desire to keep 
learning more

48%

35%

48%

1%
Source: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022. This question was asked only of students who indicated that they were 

somewhat, very, or extremely prepared for their future.

38%
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Introducing
the XQ Class

of 2022...
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Helping high-need students 
from low-income families 
build a strong academic 
foundation through 
customized support.

 Brooklyn LAB 
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

This is a charter high school dedicated 

to serving the highest-need students, 

regardless of their academic level, 

English language proficiency, or disability. 

One-third of students receive special 
education support, showing the country 

what’s possible for complex learners.

This is giving all learners an academic 
foundation built on research, reasoning 

and argumentation, use of data and 

evidence, digital literacy, and leadership 

skills they need to succeed in college  

and professional life. 

 

This is a school that embraces Advanced 
Placement for all, ensuring all students 

have access to AP courses and the ability  

to earn AP credits in the main content areas. 

This is an investment in strong teachers 
and leaders as diverse as the students 

they serve. Educators at Brooklyn LAB are 

committed to hiring a teaching staff that 

mirrors their student population. 

This is the belief that great teachers with 
powerful technology can customize 
learning for every student. Teachers  

work to form personal relationships with 

students to provide stability, and gain  

a better understanding of how to serve 

their students’ needs.
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BROOKLYN LABORATORY HIGH SCHOOL

In the spring of 2022,  
99 students graduated 
from Brooklyn LAB, 
the school’s second 
graduating class  
since it was founded  
as an XQ high school  
in 2017–18.

Brooklyn,
New York
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As the original founders of Brooklyn LAB 
transitioned out of the school after the  
2021-2022 school year, XQ was not able to 
complete a personalized, deep-dive data 
conversation with those founders and former 
leaders. Brooklyn LAB’s new leaders did  
not feel equipped to provide insight into  
LAB’s Class of 2022, as those students had 
graduated before the new leadership team 
assumed their roles. As a result, we relied on  
pre-existing data and knowledge about 
Brooklyn LAB and its students, including  
our Spring 2022 Senior Survey, published  
data where available, and the expertise  
and experience of our School Success Team.
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The following bullets 
describe what we know from 
students who completed 
the XQ Senior Survey and 
updates from the school’s 
new leadership team.

• Nearly two in three 12th graders 

planned to attend college (64 percent), 

a rate that approaches the national 

average (66 percent) and significantly 

exceeds the typical college-going 

rate for high poverty U.S. high schools 

such as Brooklyn LAB (45 percent).6 

In 2021–22, 100 percent of Brooklyn 

LAB students were from low-income 

families that qualified for the federal 

free and reduced-price lunch program. 

The school also has a greater share 

of students with special needs than 

average for New York City public 

schools, whether district or charter. 

• Among Brooklyn LAB 12th graders 

planning to attend college, 47 percent 

planned to attend a four-year college 

and 17 percent a two-year college. 

Those rates closely resemble the 2022 

rates for 12th graders nationally, 47 

percent of whom planned to attend 

a four-year college and 19 percent 

of whom were headed to a two-year 

institution.7 

• Sixteen percent of 12th graders said 

they had earned college credits in 

high school, and the same percentage 

reported they had completed 

internships. 

• Nearly eight in ten Brooklyn LAB 12th 

graders said they felt at least somewhat 

prepared for the future (79 percent). 

Of those students, two in three (65 

percent) said they had developed 

creativity and problem-solving skills 

during high school that made them feel 

prepared for the future. 

• When asked which aspects of Brooklyn 

LAB had helped them achieve their 

goals, two answers stood out for the 

school’s 12th graders: “lets me work at 

my own pace until I truly master the 

things I need to learn” (56 percent) 

and “opportunities for students to play 

leadership roles” (46 percent). 

• Because of disruptions caused by the 

pandemic, school staff were unable 

to identify any state assessments that 
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enough members of the Class of 2022 

took to provide meaningful data on the 

cohort’s academic performance. 

• The school’s new leadership team, 

headed by Dr. Garland Thomas-McDavid, 

has determined that a fundamental 

academic reboot is needed in order to 

fulfill the school’s college-ready mission 

while embodying XQ Learner Outcomes 

sustainably. 

• Thomas-McDavid said that Brooklyn 

LAB will begin using a suite of tools 

offered by the College Board to enhance 

academic rigor and keep students 

on a college preparation track: the 

organization’s Springboard curriculum 

and SAT Suite, which includes the 

SAT exam preceded by annual PSAT 

assessments in earlier grades.
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Helping first-
generation Americans 
carve a path to college 
and beyond through 
project-based learning.

Círculos 
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA

This is a school designed 
to give first-generation 
Americans and students 
from low-wealth 
communities access  
to the resources  
and opportunities  

of Orange County. 

 

This is where students 
are held to high academic 
standards and receive 

support in reaching 

their goals.

This is a school where 
every student is part of  
a learning circle of peers, 
teachers, and mentors. 
Students meet in circles, 

so they’re seen and heard 

every day, and given the 

opportunity to develop 

and cultivate their voices 

and discuss their goals, 

victories, and setbacks.

This is a belief that 
communities have  
a commitment to young 
people, and young  
people have a commitment 
to their communities.

This is a school that’s 
sharing its success with 
project-based learning 
(PBL). It has created four 

PBL classes that are state-

approved and available to 

any school in the district.

 

This is a school where 
students work on 
competency-based 
projects with local  

arts, civic, and business 

leaders; and where 

educators integrate 

place-based projects with 

interdisciplinary courses.
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CÍRCULOS

In the spring of 2022,  
12 students graduated 
from Círculos, 
representing the school’s 
second graduating class 
since it began its  
XQ journey in 2018–19.

Santa Ana, 
California

52
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All surveyed 12th graders planning to 
attend college, a rate much higher than the 

national average (100 versus 66 percent).8

A higher proficiency rate on state 
assessments of English than in the 

surrounding district, especially for Latino 

students (47 versus 39 percent), though  

math remains an area for improvement.10

A 100 percent rate of participation in  
AP courses and exams compared with  

35 percent nationally.9

Ten of 11 surveyed 12th graders who  

earned college credits during high school  

(91 percent).

53

100%

Círculos started as a small pilot program before formally  
launching in 2018–19 as an option for Santa Ana high school 
students housed within the Advanced Learning Academy,  
a district-dependent charter school. Círculos enrolled only  
39 students in the 9th and 10th grades in its first full operating 
year, and enrollment grew to about 150 by the 2021–22 school 
year. Twelve students graduated from Círculos in 2022,  
the school’s second graduating class. Eleven of those twelve  
12th graders completed XQ’s Senior Survey, which is a very  
high response rate. The Círculos Class of 2022 can boast  
several signal achievements, such as:



Heading to Higher Education

All 11 surveyed 12th graders planned to 

attend college in the fall of 2022, with all 

but one of those students being the first 

in their families to do so. By comparison, 

just 66 percent of 12th graders nationally 

planned to attend college, about half of 

whom will be first-generation college-

goers.11 More than half of the Círculos 

students planned to go to a two-year 

college, slightly higher than the national 

average (53 versus 47 percent).  

 

Following graduation in June, Juan, the 

class salutatorian, was planning to study 

computer science at the University of 

California, Irvine, with the goal of becoming 

a software engineer. Valedictorian Ana was 

planning to study psychology at UCLA.12

 

“Some of our students had to make difficult 

choices,” said Deborah Park, the former 

curator of projects and partnerships 

for Círculos. Park continues to work 

with Círculos as a certified learning and 

achievement specialist with the Santa Ana 

Unified School District. “They got into four-

year universities, but because of financial 

reasons and family circumstances,  

they’ve chosen to start at a two-year 

community college.” 

 

Fortunately, California’s community 

college system makes it easy for students 

to begin at a two-year college and finish 

at a campus in either the University of 

California or California State University 

system. Among Círculos graduates heading 

to a two-year college, 60 percent planned 

to transfer to a four-year campus to finish 

their undergraduate studies. For example, 

Lismara, who planned to go to Santa 

Ana College in fall 2022, said she would 

continue studying international business 

and neurosonology at California State 

University, Fullerton.

19%

47%

CLASS OF 2022

Anticipated College-Going Patterns

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022. National data from YouthTruth survey that asked “After you finish high school, what 

do you expect to do next?”

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY

45%

55%

CÍRCULOS NATIONAL
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Ten out of 11 surveyed 12th graders (91 

percent) said they had earned college 

credits while still in high school. The 

salutatorian, Juan, earned a full 40 college 

credits by the time he graduated, an 

accomplishment cited by the Santa  

Ana Public Schools Foundation when  

it awarded him a scholarship to help  

pay for college.13 

Every Círculos graduate completed at least 

one AP course, resulting from an “AP for all” 

philosophy adopted by school leaders.  

 

“ We were reading a lot in the 
literature about the benefits 
of taking AP and how there 
are inequities in access, and  
 

we wanted to break that 
pattern,” explained Park. 

“We want every student to experience the 

kind of coursework they will need to do 

at the university level, no matter where a 

student is. So a student who is an English 

learner who earned a D in English in 10th 

grade will be enrolled in AP language and 

composition the following year.” 

However, Park said very few students 

earned a score of 3 or higher on an AP 

exam, the level considered passing 

because it’s the minimum many colleges 

use to award credit. “We already knew our 

passing numbers were not going to be 

great,” she said. “But we’re okay with that 

because it’s part of increasing that access 

to those college-level AP classes.”

College Classes in High School
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More Work to Do in Math

Members of the Círculos Class of 2022 

achieved uneven results on the California 

assessments for 11th graders given in the 

spring of 2021. They did slightly better on 

some tests when compared with their local 

district but not when compared with the 

state. For example, in English, 47 percent 

of Círculos 11th graders met the state 

standard, compared with 41 percent in the 

surrounding district. But that was lower 

than 59 percent statewide.14 That same 

pattern held for the school’s students  

from low-income families and with its  

Latino students. 

However, Círculos students 
trailed well behind both 
district and state proficiency 
rates in math. 

 

Only 6 percent of Círculos 11th graders 

met the state standard in math, compared 

with 24 percent in the Santa Ana district 

and 34 percent statewide. None of the 

11th graders from low-income families met 

the math standard, while about one in five 

such students met the standard in the 

surrounding district and statewide.

Park said that traditional standardized 

tests, including both the state tests and 

NWEA MAP assessment, do a poor job 

measuring the Círculos competencies, 

which the district administers three times 

per year. But she acknowledged that “our 

students do struggle with math much more 

than English.” School leaders and teachers 

are now targeting math as a key area for 

improving teaching and learning.

 

Círculos emphasizes project-based 

learning. Like some other XQ schools, it 

has struggled to integrate math into the 

projects and learning activities students 

do with community partners. “From a 

curricular lens, we have focused a lot more 

energy on humanities than STEM,” Park 

said. “In fact, I don’t think any of our current 

eight community partners has a STEM 

focus. So changing that is one of our big 

goals for improving our programming.”  

 

School leaders and teachers also are 

exploring programs that can boost  

students’ foundational math skills.

The Círculos staff does find one  

assessment useful—Santa Ana’s District 

Writing Assessment—which all students 

in grades 6–12 take every year. “We 

look at that data closely because the 

writing assessment covers a lot of our 

competencies,” Park explained. “I wish we 

had something like that to assess STEM.”
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11TH GRADE ASSESSMENTS

Meeting the Standard in English
Arts/Literacy

CÍRCULOS SANTA ANA USD CALIFORNIA

ALL STUDENTS STUDENTS FROM 
LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

LATINO

SOURCE: California Department of Education, California Assessment of Student Performance 

and Progress, Smarter Balanced Summative Assessments, Spring 2021.

47% 46%
41%

59%

40%

47%

39%

50% 50%

11TH GRADE ASSESSMENTS

Meeting the Standard in Math
CÍRCULOS SANTA ANA USD CALIFORNIA

ALL STUDENTS STUDENTS FROM 
LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

LATINO

SOURCE: California Department of Education, California Assessment of Student Performance 

and Progress, Smarter Balanced Summative Assessments, Spring 2021.

6%
0%

24%

34%

40%

6%

22% 22%50%
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Prepared for the Future

Nine out of 11 surveyed 12th graders (82 

percent) said they felt at least somewhat 

prepared for the future. More than three 

quarters of those students cited the 

ability to collaborate and to demonstrate 

knowledge as key strengths they had 

developed at Círculos that will serve them 

well as adults.

When asked what aspects of Círculos 

helped them achieve their goals, more than 

half named being able to work at their own 

pace to achieve mastery. 

Park wasn’t surprised. “We have a four-point 

rubric we adopted two years ago that uses 

terms like ‘standard not met yet,’” she said.

“ It’s part of our learning 
cycle to reflect and revise, 
and we want our students 
to understand the idea  
of mastery and revision  
over time.”

 

Nearly half the students said advisory and 

mentorship sessions were helpful. True 

to the school’s name, students meet daily 

in circles where they are seen and heard 

and given the opportunity to cultivate 
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SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022. This question was asked only of students who indicated that they felt 
“somewhat prepared,” “very well prepared,” or “extremely prepared.”

78%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate 
my knowledge (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis, and visualization)

78%

Collaboration, working 
in groups

56%

Creativity and 
problem-solving

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What strengths did you develop in high 
   school that made you feel prepared?”
Class of 2022’s top three choices for “strengths”

their voices. These candid discussions 

build belonging and support social and 

emotional learning. They also set the 

students’ trajectory for their daily learning 

and help them develop the ability to 

engage in academic discourse. 

Finally, nearly half the students said they 

valued the opportunity to learn outside 

the school in the community. That is a 

testament to how hard school leaders 

and teachers worked to keep community-

connected projects going when the  

school had to switch to remote learning 

due to COVID-19.

For example, during their 11th-grade year, 

Class of 2022 members worked with history 

teacher Jamie Caldwell to devise a new 

project to replace in-person partnerships. 

Students created documentary films to 

explore an area of concern for themselves 

and their community and to galvanize 

action to solve the problem.

Future valedictorian Ana and her 
classmate Jade made a documentary 
about “food deserts,”—neighborhoods 

where residents have limited access to 

nutritious foods. “Growing up in Santa Ana, 

I’ve seen the struggles of the low-income 

communities and how they manage to 

access food, especially healthy food,” she 

said.15 “Usually, these communities are  

prey for fast food companies and the  

prices are targeted for them. It made me 

sad, and I wanted to see how this issue 

could be solved.”
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Crosstown High 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

This is a “diverse by design” high school 
of about 500 students, created by the 

community to put a city’s history of 

segregation and inequality in the past.

 

This is a school located inside a 1 million-
square-foot redeveloped local landmark 

alongside arts organizations, health 

care providers, a YMCA, restaurants, a 

pharmacy, higher education institutions, 

nonprofits, and residences.

This is a place where students lead their 
learning, mastery is measured,  

and the results prove success.

This is a school with a project-based 
learning approach in all classes, giving 

students time to explore topics deeply  

and in an interdisciplinary manner, while 

also meeting state standards.

61

A school united by its 
commitment to rigorous, 
project-based learning and 
driven by its goal to create 
equal opportunities for all in 
a historically segregated city.



Memphis, 
Tennessee
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CROSSTOWN HIGH 

In the spring of  
2022, 122 12th graders 
graduated from 
Crosstown High, 
representing the school’s 
first graduating class 
since it launched as an 
XQ school in 2018–19. 



A significantly higher graduation rate 
than the surrounding district and state  

(95 percent versus 80 and 90 percent).16 Better results on several standardized 
tests compared with their local, 

statewide, and national counterparts.19

(e.g., 68 percent meeting the ACT’s 

college-ready benchmark in English, 

compared with 47 percent statewide  

and 53 percent nationally).

Stronger results across the board  
for students from low-income families  
and students of color compared  

with similar groups in the surrounding  

region and statewide. Crosstown school 

leaders are working to build on that  

success and promote greater equity by 

reducing schoolwide opportunity gaps  

for future cohorts.

Despite the challenge posed by COVID-19, 
the school’s first graduates can boast several 
impressive accomplishments, such as:

Substantially higher participation in 
AP courses and exams than the national 

average (58 versus 35 percent).18

A much higher rate of 12th graders 
planning to attend college than the 

national average (84 versus 66 percent).17
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High Graduation and  
College-Going Rates 

The Tennessee Department of Education 

delivered good news to the Crosstown 

community in early October 2022. Slightly 
over 95 percent of Crosstown’s inaugural 
cohort graduated on time in four years.  
That’s much higher than the 2022 

graduation rate of 80 percent in the 

surrounding Memphis-Shelby school 

system and 90 percent statewide.20 

Every Crosstown group for which the state 

published data—including Black students 

and students from low-income families—

graduated at higher rates than similar 

groups across the district and the state. 

Crosstown’s leaders weren’t surprised. 

Research shows that high schools with  

a strong mission and culture tend to have 

higher graduation rates, as do schools  

with trusting relationships between 

students and adults.

A team of experts who visited Crosstown 

in 2021–22 identified caring, trusting 

relationships between students and 

adults—and among students themselves—

as the school’s greatest strength. The 

visitors also praised the school’s strong 

mission and culture, efforts to foster 

student voice and empowerment, and 

beneficial community partnerships.21 

Students graduated with high  
aspirations—84 percent of Crosstown 
12th graders told XQ they planned  
to attend college, including 75 percent 

planning to attend a four-year institution 

and 9 percent planning on a two- 

year college.

“ I don’t think I would’ve 
built as strong connections 
with my peers and with 
our teachers at any other 
school. We are given the 
opportunity to grow so 
close with our educators, 
and I think that itself 
makes for a much more 
fruitful experience as a 
student in the classroom.” 
 
Vera,  
Crosstown Class of 2022
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“What strengths did you develop in high 
   school that made you feel prepared?”
Class of 2022’s top three choices for “strengths”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022. This question was asked only of students who indicated that they felt 
“somewhat prepared,” “very well prepared,” or “extremely prepared.”

68%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate my 
knowledge (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis, and visualization)

65%

Collaboration, working 
in groups

73%

Creativity and 
problem-solving

That puts Crosstown graduates well ahead 

of their peers in college-going plans. In the 

national survey of 12th graders conducted 

in the spring of 2022, 66 percent planned 

to attend college, with 47 percent planning 

on a four-year college and 19 percent 

headed to a two-year institution.22 XQ’s 

Senior Survey also asked the Class of 2022 

whether they felt prepared for the future, 

and if so, why. More than four-fifths of 

Crosstown’s 12th graders (84 percent) said 

they felt at least somewhat prepared for the 

future. When asked what kind of strengths 

they had developed in high school that 

made them feel prepared, those students 

ranked “creativity and problem-solving” 

first, with the “ability to demonstrate and 

communicate knowledge” and the “ability 

to collaborate” coming in second and third.

  

School leaders said those responses 

align well with Crosstown’s collaborative, 

competency-based learning model and 

expectations for students. “The minute our 

students walk in here, they are faced with, 

‘How are you going to communicate your 

learning? And how are you going to present 

your learning,’” said Mindy Baier, Crosstown’s 

director of academics. “Last year’s seniors 

did a lot of work on this at the end of the 

year by making presentations about their 

learning over their full span of years here.”
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Progress Over Time

Crosstown’s first cohort of students hit 

the ground running. Beginning in the 9th 

grade, Class of 2022 members performed 

well on assessments of learning relative  

to their peers in the surrounding county 

and across Tennessee.

 

For example, Crosstown’s 9th graders 
had a higher proficiency rate on the state 
English I course exam than those in Shelby 

County, with 45 percent of Crosstown 

students achieving a “mastery” level on 

the exam compared with 17 percent across 

the county.23 While there were gaps in 

test results across student groups within 

Crosstown, all groups for which the state 

reported results—Black students, white 

students, low-income students, and non-

low-income students—outperformed those 

same groups countywide. Crosstown’s 9th 

graders also outpaced their counterparts 

across Tennessee on that exam, with only 

one exception: Crosstown’s low-income 

students had a slightly lower proficiency 

rate than did low-income students across 

Tennessee (15 versus 17 percent).

 

However, Crosstown’s Class of 2022 
didn’t perform as well on the 2021  
Tennessee U.S. history exam in  
11th grade, falling below county and state 

proficiency rates among all groups.  

Leaders think this relates to participation 

rates on the test. 

 

Unlike the earlier English I test, only about  

two-thirds of Crosstown’s 11th graders took  

the 11th-grade history exam. The rest took  

a separate college-level course—AP U.S.  

history—which has its own end-of-course  

exam. Crosstown’s leaders made a change 

when they saw that data.
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9TH GRADERS REACHING “ON-TRACK” OR “MASTERY” LEVEL

English 1 End-of-Course Exam
CROSSTOWN SHELBY COUNTY TENNESSEE

ALL BLACK WHITE ECONOMICALLY 

DISADVANTAGED

NON-

ECONOMICALLY 

DISADVANTAGED

45%

26%

17%

13%
17%

72%

54%53%

40%

15%

10%

25%

40%

17%

33%

SOURCE: Tennessee Department of Education, Data Downloads and Requests
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UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT: 

As of the 2022-23 year, Crosstown students  
are no longer taking the state’s U.S. history exam. 
Instead, they will all take the AP U.S. history course 
to promote broader and more equitable access to 
college-level content. 

Crosstown already provided greater AP access than typical American high schools 

even before that change. Nearly three in five members of the Class of 2022 (58 
percent) took at least one AP exam, including 44 percent of Black and 73 percent 

of white graduates. That level of AP participation greatly exceeds national numbers, 

both overall and for student subgroups.

According to the College Board’s most recent data, only 35 percent of the  

nation’s 2021 graduating class took one or more AP exams.24 The College Board  

did not recently report figures for racial and ethnic groups, but in 2013,  

only 20 percent of Black graduates took an AP exam.25 If that rate held, then 

Crosstown’s Black graduates had more than twice the AP participation  
rate as Black students nationwide.

Diversity and Equity

Nonetheless, Crosstown leaders aren’t 

satisfied and want greater participation in 

AP tests. They have adopted a proactively 

equity-based approach to AP access,  

in part based on what they learned from 

the Class of 2022 cohort. As noted above,  

for the 2022–23 school year, all 10th and 

11th graders are enrolled in AP U.S. history. 

Starting with the class of 2024, all students 

will take AP U.S. history in 10th grade, 

followed by AP world history in 11th grade. 

For non-mandatory AP courses, teachers 

now conduct a second round of outreach 

to encourage more students to take the 

course, especially low-income students  

and students of color.

Ginger Spickler, director of growth and 

sustainability and a founding member  

of the Crosstown team, emphasized that 

the new philosophy goes to the heart  

of Crosstown’s founding mission. 
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“ As a ‘diverse-by-design’ 
high school, we need to 
make sure that the makeup 
of our AP classes comes 
as close as possible to 
mirroring the demographic 
makeup of our overall 
student body,” she said. 

Crosstown’s founders explicitly rejected the 

de facto segregation across most Memphis 

high schools. Instead, they recruited 

strategically from across the region to 

enroll a mix of students from different racial 

and ethnic backgrounds and a range of 

family income levels. In that, their charter 

school succeeded. Crosstown’s first 

graduates were 58 percent Black and  

36 percent white. About half were from 

low-income families.

But during Crosstown’s opening year, 

students and adults alike began to notice 

that the diversity wasn’t reflected in 

groupings within the school. In fact, at the 

start of their 10th-grade year, members of 

the Class of 2022 led a walkout of nearly 

100 students to protest what they saw 

as unequal access to opportunities. The 

school had divided the grade levels into 

two main groups called “cohorts.” Students 

presented a letter to leadership stating 

one group had “a large majority of Black 

and minority students” while the other 

group was mostly white, limiting diversity—

whether intentionally or not. A parent at a 

rally also said the group with more white 

students was receiving more resources, 

including an advisory period and smaller 

student-teacher ratios.26 Looking back on 

the year, Spickler said that latter cohort 

had more students with special needs, 

which meant the whole group got an extra 

inclusion teacher part of the time. But she 

was proud of the students for speaking out 

and called the walkout “a good reminder 

to us as a staff that student voice has to 

remain central to our school for it to work 

well for everyone.”Since then, Crosstown 

Diversity of Graduates versus
AP Participation

BLACK STUDENTS WHITE STUDENTS OTHER STUDENTS

ALL CLASS 

OF 2022 

GRADUATES

CLASS 

OF 2022 

GRADUATES 

WHO TOOK 1+ 

AP EXAMS

SOURCE: XQ analysis of data shared by Crosstown High.

48%

37% 45% 18%

36% 16%
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has focused on within-school equity as a 

driving goal, most recently through the 

effort to expand enrollment in AP courses.

Crosstown’s leaders and teachers also  

want to increase the pass rates on AP 

exams—especially for students of color—

but not by limiting access only to the 

highest-performing students, as many high 

schools do. By expanding AP enrollment, 

“we knew we were going to have lower 

exam passing rates at first, but there is a lot 

of research showing benefits to students 

exposed to college-level AP material, 

including for students who don’t pass the 

exams,” explained Crosstown’s executive 

director, Chris Terrill. “Our goal isn’t to 

boast a super high pass rate but to expose 

all students to a college-level curriculum.”

Following national trends, fewer Crosstown 

graduates achieved a score of 3 or higher 

on the AP tests. (A 3 is considered “passing” 

because it’s the minimum for a student to 

earn college credit from many institutions 

of higher education.) Nationally, 22.5 

percent of 2021 high school graduates 

passed at least one AP exam. At Crosstown, 

30 percent of 2022 graduates did so, with 

large differences between groups.  

Nearly half of Crosstown’s white graduates 

passed an AP exam compared with about 

one in seven Black graduates. 

Crosstown remains committed to its 

innovative learning model while expanding 

access to AP courses. Its educators 

decided the solution wasn’t to lean heavily 

on lectures, note-taking, and exam prep, 

which is how many high schools teach 

AP courses. Instead, they redesigned AP 

U.S. history to be more like Crosstown’s 

other courses: inquiry-driven and project-

based, supplemented with goal-setting 

sessions and practice tests. Crosstown 

aims to achieve AP’s benefits for college 

access and success while fostering the 

development of the XQ Learner Outcomes, 

which the school formally adopted in 

September 2022.
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Meeting College-Ready 
Benchmarks

Tennessee offers another college access 

opportunity for its high schoolers: The state 

requires every student to take a college 

entrance exam to graduate, and it offers  

the ACT exam for free. As a result, nearly  

all Crosstown’s graduates took the ACT 

before graduating. And they did well. 

Crosstown’s 2022 cohort met ACT college-
ready benchmarks in all four subject 
areas—English, math, science, and social 
studies—at significantly higher rates  

than did 2021 graduates across Tennessee.27 

In addition, Crosstown’s Class of 2022 

graduates outpaced the national 2022 

cohort in all subjects, even though 98 

percent of Crosstown’s graduates took the 

exam compared with only about one in 

three nationally. 

The Tennessee Department of Education 

annually reports another ACT statistic: the 

percentage of graduates achieving an ACT 

Composite Score of 21 or higher. More than 

half of Crosstown’s Class of 2022 graduates 

(53 percent) achieved an ACT Composite 

Score of 21+, nearly triple the 18 percent 

among Shelby County’s 2021 graduates 

and significantly higher than Tennessee’s 

2021 rate of 36 percent.28 (The Tennessee 

Department of Education has not updated 

its figures with new 2022 ACT data yet.)

Tennessee reports this statistic for two 

additional student groups: students from 

low-income families and a combined 

category dubbed “Black/Hispanic/

Native American.” For those groups as 

well, Crosstown’s graduates significantly 

outperformed their counterparts by wide 

margins, both in the surrounding region 

and statewide. 

“Many of us went to Crosstown for the 

chance to break away from the traditional 

‘one-size-fits-all’ model of education and 

enjoy the opportunity of a personalized  

and collaborative learning style,” Class  

of 2022 member Harmony Sheftall wrote 

in a Crosstown Chronicles article about 

dealing with the necessity of standardized 

tests such as the ACT. 

“ While we all appreciate our experiences with learning 
streamlined standards alongside valuable personable skills 
through projects, we cannot forget that the world around us 
has yet to adapt to this innovative learning model.”29 

 
Harmony Sheftall,  
Class of 2022
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CLASS OF 2022

Meeting College Readiness
Benchmarks on the ACT

CROSSTOWN TENNESSEE U.S.

ENGLISH

68%

50%

32%

41%

53%
57%

33%

41%

22%

31% 25% 32%

READING MATH SCIENCE

SOURCE: Crosstown Class of ‘22 data provided by Crosstown High. State and U.S. data 
from ACTU.S. High School Class of 2022 Graduating Class Data, October 2022.

Scoring 21 or Higher on ACT
CROSSTOWN ‘22 SHELBY COUNTY ‘21 TENNESSEE ‘21

ALL

53%

28%
31%

18%

36%

10%
17%

14%
17%

ECONOMICALLY 

DISADVANTAGED

NON-

ECONOMICALLY 

DISADVANTAGED

SOURCE: Crosstown Class of ‘22 data provided by Crosstown High. Shelby County and Tennessee 
statewide data extrapolated from, 2021 District-level data file downloaded from Tennessee Department 
of Education, data downloads and requests
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Helping students who  
were failed by the traditional  
school system, including 
students in foster care,  
involved with the juvenile 
justice system, or experiencing 
homelessness get back  
on track and rise beyond  
their circumstances.

Da Vinci RISE High 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

This is a high school for more than  

200 students who were failed by the 
traditional school system, including  

young people in foster care, involved  

with the juvenile justice system,  

or experiencing homelessness.

This is a school that meets students 
wherever they are and gets them  
where they need to be.

This is a stable and trusting environment 

that reconnects young people with learning 

at any time—through year-round extended 
hours and face-to-face and online learning.

This is a school that partners with social 
services agencies and operates from  

three locations, allowing students to  

access critical services and resources 

without taking them too far from their 

academic experience.

This is a school that creates  

personalized education plans for all 
students to both help them progress 

academically and provide key support 

systems and communication.
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DA VINCI RISE HIGH

In the spring of 2022,  
17 students graduated  
from Da Vinci RISE High.  
Many of them overcame 
significant obstacles  
on their journey to a diploma,  
a journey further disrupted  
by the pandemic.

Los 
Angeles, 
California
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All 12th graders feeling at least somewhat 
prepared for the future (100 percent)  

on XQ Senior Survey, including three out of 

four who felt “very well” or “extremely well” 

prepared (35 and 41 percent, respectively).

One in four 12th graders completing 
internships during high school  

(24 percent).

A percentage of 12th graders planning 
to attend college that approaches the 
national rate for graduates of similar  
high-poverty high schools (41 versus  

45 percent), with an additional 35 percent 

of RISE 12th graders planning to work  

full-time this year.30

Four in five 12th graders (81 percent) 
citing “creativity and problem-solving” 

as a strength they developed in  

high school that will serve them well  

in the future.
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Students frequently enroll in RISE later in their high school careers, 
many of them having fallen behind in accumulating credits needed 
to graduate. “Most of our students have already attended multiple 
educational institutions before enrolling here,” Principal Naomi 
Lara explained. “For example, after a period of incarceration, or 
after switching schools multiple times due to housing instability, 
or changing foster care placements.” This is why many RISE 
students take more than the traditional four years to earn a diploma. 
Consider one student who missed nearly her entire 11th-grade year 
in 2020–21. She credits RISE with helping her get back on track 
to graduate in 2022. At RISE, every student has a personalized 
learning plan, and students can learn at their own pace anytime, 
anywhere by logging into various platforms.



RISE provides intensive support to keep 

students engaged in school and working 

toward graduation. Te’niya enrolled at RISE 

in 2018 with the encouragement of her 

education attorney after her parole officer 

became concerned about her resistance 

to going back to school. “At first, I didn’t 

want to go to school,” she recalled. “But at 

Da Vinci the teachers make sure they call 

and text you, check up on you. I really loved 

that they contacted me, because I probably 

wouldn’t have gone to school if they didn’t 

keep contacting me.” 

A team of expert observers who visited 

RISE in the spring of 2022 found that 

the school excels in two areas critical 

for the success of its students: fostering 

exceptionally caring, trusting relationships 

between students and adults and 

connecting students to a wide range of 

community resources through strategic 

partnerships. Students praised the high 

level of support they receive from all RISE 

staff members, telling the visitors that  

even the school’s security guards regularly 

talk with them about their progress.31

Assistant Principal Edith Funes said the 

staff took an “all hands on deck” approach 

during COVID-19, when it became even 

harder to stay in touch with students.  

Every student had an advisor and a  

co-advisor who focused not just on 

academics but also on social and emotional 

learning. XQ administered a student survey 

on social and emotional learning in the 

winter of 2022, finding that 94 percent  

of RISE students had at least one teacher  

or other adult in the school they could talk 

to if they had a problem.
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Feeling Ready for the Future

In addition to that relentless support, RISE’s 

Class of 2022 appreciated other aspects of 

the school’s design. More than three in four 

12th graders (76 percent) said they valued 

being able to work at their own pace to 

master what they needed to learn. Four in 

ten cited RISE’s strategies for connecting 

them with a trusted adult, and three in ten 

identified internships or other opportunities 

for work-based learning.

One in four RISE graduates (24 percent) 

completed an internship during high school, 

an impressive rate given the obstacles 

to work-based learning during COVID-19. 

Principal Lara placed some of the credit 

with the impressive array of diverse, 

community-based partnerships RISE has 

established. Students said they valued how 

easy RISE staff members made it for them 

to participate in internships that matched 

their personal interests. The school has a 

partnership with A Place Called Home— 

an arts, education, and wellness program 

in South Central LA that provides paid 

internships and other opportunities.

Remarkably, every member of the RISE 

Class of 2022 reported feeling at least 

somewhat prepared for the future, with 

three in four feeling “very well” or “extremely 

well” prepared. The expert observers who 

visited in the spring of 2022 noted that RISE 

has created a culture where students feel a 

strong sense of belonging that, over time, 

helps them build confidence in themselves.

Lara said she was gratified to see that 

theme reflected in student responses to 

the XQ Senior Survey. She also was glad to 

see that eight in ten 12th graders pointed 

to “creativity and problem-solving” as 

a strength they developed at RISE that 

bolstered their sense of being prepared. 

“That’s something we really do value, and we 

try to tap into that to build their self-efficacy.”

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What aspects of 
your XQ high school 
program were most 
important in helping 
you reach your goals 
while in high school 
and for college/career?”

Class of 2022’s top three choices for “aspects”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

has an advisory, 

mentorship 

program, or 

other way for me 

to work closely 

with a trusted adult 

at school

has opportunities 

for out of school 

learning in the 

community

76%
lets me work 

at  my own pace 

until I truly master 

the things I need 

to learn

41%

35%
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Turning to Learning  
and Assessment

Nonetheless, Lara worried about whether 

the students’ skill sets match their high 

levels of confidence. “Are we making 

sure we’re actually preparing them?” she 

wondered. Expert observers voiced a 

similar caution, noting that RISE’s biggest 

area for improvement is raising academic 

expectations to a consistently high level  

for all students.

Unfortunately, we don’t have useful data 

on whether RISE’s 2022 graduates met 

standards for college and career readiness 

on assessments of learning. In 2021, due 

to the ongoing COVID-19 emergency, the 

California Board of Education allowed 

school districts and charter schools to 

administer a local assessment instead of 

the statewide standardized test normally 

required for all 11th graders. 

RISE exercised that option and reported 

results from the NWEA MAP assessment on 

its state-published school accountability 

report card. Among those tested, 23 

percent scored “at or above grade level”  

in math and 17 percent in English language 

arts.32 However, only about one in seven 

eligible students participated in the MAP 

assessment. 

“We do struggle with testing percentage 

rates” on the MAP assessment and 

other traditional standardized tests, Lara 

explained. “We’re continuously trying 

to figure out how to build that culture 

because we need to be able to measure 

their progress.” School leaders are working 

to solve that problem by testing out more 

authentic opportunities and meaningful 

ways to assess student progress, including 

by participating in XQ’s competency-based 

assessment pilot using the XQ Student 

Proficiency Framework. 

Next Steps for the Class of 2022

Two out of five RISE 12th graders (41 

percent) planned to attend college in 2022, 

including 12 percent planning to go to a 

four-year college and 29 percent planning 

on a two-year institution. That rate is 

significantly below that of a national survey 

of the Class of 2022, which found that 66 

percent of 12th graders were planning to go 

to either a two- or four-year college.33 

However, RISE’s college-going rate is very 

similar to the national college-going rate 

for “high-poverty” high schools where, like 

RISE, more than three-quarters of students 
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qualify for the free and reduced-price lunch 

program. According to the National Student 

Clearinghouse, 45 percent of students  

who graduated from “high-poverty” high 

schools in 2020 enrolled in college by the 

following fall.34 

At RISE, six in ten 12th graders heading to 

a two-year college also said they plan to 

transfer to a four-year college in the future. 

Finally, an additional 35 percent of 12th 

graders said they planned to work full-time 

after graduating from high school. During 

the visit by outside experts, students said all 

the adults at RISE spend time talking with 

them proactively about their postsecondary 

plans. And staff members are ready to 

provide whatever support students need to 

reach their goals.

Te’niya, the Class of 2022 graduate who 

initially didn’t want to return to high school 

at all, enrolled in a medical assistant 

training program before graduating from 

RISE. She was impressed that she could 

continue to count on RISE for support  

even after graduation. 

“ I’m sure any time  
I need help, they will  
help me,” she said. “They  
told me never give up.  
If I need help, just  
contact them.”

17%

CLASS OF 2022

Post-High School Plans

TWO-YEAR 
COLLEGE

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

12% 12%

TWO-YEAR AND 
TRANSFER TO 

FOUR-YEAR

FOUR-YEAR 
COLLEGE/

UNIVERSITY

NOT SURE NEITHER

12%

47%
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A rural high school—
redesigned by students 
and guided by XQ design 
materials—to increase 
graduation and college 
attendance rates.

 Elizabethton High School 
ELIZABETHTON, TENNESSEE

This is a vision for the future of high 
school—designed by students, for 
students—at a comprehensive high school 

with about 860 pupils.

This is an interdisciplinary approach  
to teaching and learning that started with 

just two courses and grew. The school then 

invested in training and ongoing support 

for implementing high-quality project-

based learning (PBL) to ensure the projects 

they create are rigorous and meaningful.

 

This is a community wracked by the  

opioid crisis, where school is a source  
of stability and a path to prosperity  

for the entire town. 

This is the belief that young people 
are worth investing in as innovators, 
entrepreneurs, and professionals.  

Adults throughout the community see  

high school students as valuable 

contributors, and students see school  

as more engaging and meaningful.

This is a commitment to high school  
as a gateway to higher education. 

Elizabethton educators are intentional 

about showing students what is possible—

beyond the opportunities they may have 

originally imagined for themselves— 

and then helping them to take advantage  

of those expanded opportunities. 
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ELIZABETHTON HIGH SCHOOL

In the spring of 2022,  
177 students graduated 
from EHS, the first 
graduating class  
to spend all four years  
at the high school  
since it began  
its schoolwide journey  
with XQ in 2018–19.

Elizabethton, 
Tennessee
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A higher graduation rate than the 

surrounding Carter County district and 

state (93 versus 83 and 90 percent).35

Higher rates of proficiency on  
standardized assessments than their 

counterparts statewide in English, math,  

and social studies (e.g., 53 versus  

44 percent meeting college-ready  

benchmarks in English on the ACT exam).37

A much higher rate of 12th graders 
planning to attend college than the 

national average (83 versus 66 percent).36

An impressive rate of accumulating 
college credits during high school through  

the school’s partnerships with local  

postsecondary institutions (54 percent).
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Elizabethton High School (EHS) began its transformation  
in 2015–16, when a sociology class of 23 students decided to  
join the XQ Super School Challenge. Guided by their teachers, 
they researched the history of public high schools in America,  
dug deep into the XQ materials, and authored a plan for a 
transformed, student-centered high school. EHS staff started  
with two pilot courses in 2017–18 before expanding the effort 
schoolwide the following year. It’s the only high school in  
this small district. Despite the disruptions caused by COVID-19, 
Elizabethton’s Class of 2022 persisted and achieved some 
significant accomplishments, such as:



More Students Graduating  
On Time

Elizabethton’s official four-year graduation 

rate edged up annually over the past four 

years, from 89 percent for 2019 graduates 

to 93 percent for the Class of 2022. That 

exceeded the on-time graduation rate 

of 84 percent in the surrounding Carter 

County Schools, a largely rural district with 

four high schools that does not include 

Elizabethton City Schools with its single 

high school. Elizabethton’s graduate rate 

also exceeded the statewide rate of  

90 percent.38

Elizabethton also had a higher 2022 

graduation rate than the county and the 

state for nearly every student group for 

which the state reported data, including 

students from low-income families and 

students with disabilities.

 

The one exception was Elizabethton’s 

small population of students experiencing 

homelessness, who graduated at a rate of 

60 percent in 2022, compared with  

a rate of 67 percent in Carter County and  

73 percent statewide. 

Elizabethton’s on-time 
graduation rate for students 
with disabilities rose each  
of the past four years,  
from 64 percent in 2019  
to 88 percent in 2022. 

 

That 2022 rate is about 10 percentage 

points higher than the rate for similar 

students in Carter County and across 

Tennessee, where students with disabilities 

had on-time graduation rates of 76 and  

78 percent, respectively.

SOURCE: Tennessee Department of Education, Data Downloads & Requests web page, downloadable files

CLASS OF 2019

63.6%
CLASS OF 2020

67.9%
CLASS OF 2021

83.3%
CLASS OF 2022

87.5%

Four-Year Graduation Rate
Students with Disabilities
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At the time Elizabethton’s Class of 2022 

entered 9th grade, XQ-supported 

innovations only extended to two pilot 

courses taken mostly by students in upper 

grade levels. Since then, Elizabethton has 

worked to extend project-based learning 

throughout the school, an approach that  

is not used in all classes and will take time 

to come to fruition. 

Therefore, we can’t say how much the new 

approaches to teaching and learning 

impacted Class of 2022 members as they 

progressed through the grades over four 

years. In some ways, the following data can 

be seen as a baseline for comparing the 

outcomes of future cohorts at Elizabethton 

High School.

Elizabethton’s Class of 2022 got off to a 

strong start during their first year of high 

school in 2018–19. Near the end of 9th 

grade, Elizabethton administered the 

College Board’s PSAT exam with support 

from XQ. The class’s average score of 470 in 

reading and writing exceeded the College 

Board’s benchmark of 410 for being on 

track for college and career. The class’s 

average math score of 460 also exceeded 

the benchmark for that subject of 450.39

That same spring, Elizabethton’s 9th graders  

achieved higher proficiency rates than 

students in Carter County and across 

Tennessee on state assessments given at 

the end of two courses: English I and 

Algebra I. On the Algebra I course 

assessment, 35 percent of Elizabethton 

students scored at the state’s “on track” 

level or higher, compared with 29 percent in 

Carter County and 22 percent statewide.40 

Students from low-income families were 

less likely to reach proficiency in Algebra I 

than were other students at Elizabethton, 

but not by a wide margin: 30 percent 

CLASS OF 2022 9TH GRADERS REACHING “ON -TRACK” OR “MASTERY” LEVEL

Algebra 1 End-of-Course Exam
ELIZABETHTON HIGH CARTER COUNTY TENNESSEE

ALL STUDENTS FROM 

LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

STUDENTS 

NOT FROM 

LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

35%
30%

36% 36%

26%
29%

19%

12%

22%

SOURCE: Tennessee Department of Education, Data Downloads and Requests

Meeting Benchmarks  
for Readiness
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versus 36 percent. At the same time, 

students from low-income families at 

Elizabethton High had a significantly higher 

proficiency rate in Algebra I than did similar 

students in Carter County and statewide  

(19 and 12 percent, respectively). About 

eight in ten members of Elizabethton’s 

Class of 2022 cohort took a U.S. history 

course in 11th grade, concluding with the 

state’s end-of-course exam for that subject. 

Again, Elizabethton students had 

higher proficiency rates on the 

exam than did students in Carter 

County and statewide, a pattern 

that held for all groups, including 

low-income students and students 

with disabilities.

That same year, Tennessee 

administered the national ACT exam 

statewide for all 11th graders. More 

than half of Elizabethton’s 11th 

graders (53 percent) met the ACT’s 

benchmark for college readiness in 

English compared with 44 percent 

statewide. Elizabethton edged out 

statewide averages in reading and 

math as well. In science, 

Elizabethton’s proficiency rate 

matched Tennessee’s 22 percent.41

CLASS OF 2022 11TH GRADERS REACHING “ON-TRACK” OR “MASTERY” LEVEL

U.S. History End-of-Course Exam
ELIZABETHTON HIGH CARTER COUNTY TENNESSEE

ALL STUDENTS FROM 

LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

STUDENTS 

NOT FROM 

LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

STUDENTS WITH 

DISABILITIES

STUDENTS 

WITHOUT 

DISABILITIES

43%

18%

34%

21%

7%

20%

48%
45%

24%

39%

15%

9% 11%

19%

37%

SOURCE: Tennessee Department of Education, Data Downloads and Requests

CLASS OF 2022 11TH GRADERS

ACT Exam for Spring 2021
ELIZABETHTON HIGH TENNESSEE

ENGLISH READING MATH SCIENCE

53%

44%

31%
29%

23% 19% 22% 22%

SOURCE: ACT Profile Report for Elizabethton High School, accessed from ACT website  

and shared with XQ by Elizabethton High School
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By the end of their 12th-grade year, more 

than half of Elizabethton’s Class of 2022 

cohort (54 percent) had already earned 

college credits through dual enrollment 

courses at local colleges and universities.  

That astonishing level  
of participation in college 
coursework was made 
possible by Elizabethton’s 
strong partnerships with 
five local colleges and 
universities. 

Many students take courses on the campus 

of Eastern Tennessee State University 

(ETSU) in nearby Johnson City, about 10 

miles from Elizabethton.

Students clearly appreciate those courses. 

When asked what aspects of Elizabethton 

High helped them achieve their goals, 

more than half of 12th graders (56 percent) 

pointed to opportunities made possible 

by the school’s partnerships with local 

colleges and universities. Expert observers 

who have visited Elizabethton confirm that 

strong community partnerships are one of 

the school’s biggest strengths.42

 

The high school fosters and maintains 

partnerships in several ways. In 2021, the 

principal hired a full-time community 

coordinator to strengthen partnerships 

with local businesses, community 

Partnerships  
Extend Opportunities
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organizations, and colleges. Elizabethton 

also launched a Community Partnership 

Advisory Group, or CPAG. The CPAG 

meets monthly and includes a wide 

range of community leaders representing 

local businesses and higher education 

institutions, including administrators from 

Tusculum University and ETSU.

Assistant Principal Sheri Nelson 

emphasized that students always take the 

lead in making presentations and leading 

discussions at the monthly CPAG meeting. 

“When community members and college 

partners find out what is going on in 

our high school, it is always through our 

students, through their voices, through 

their projects,” Nelson said. “And that’s  

one big way students can play a leadership 

role here.” 

Indeed, more than half of 12th graders (51 

percent) told XQ that such opportunities 

for leadership were one of the school’s 

top aspects for helping them achieve their 

goals for high school and beyond.

The expert observers who visited 

Elizabethton last spring named the 

CPAG an “exemplary” model of powerful 

partnerships, a key aspect of the XQ  

Design Principles. They told school leaders 

how inspiring it was to see students 

confidently presenting to and engaging 

with community leaders, and to see those 

same leaders eagerly collaborating with 

students and seeking their input on local 

issues. When Elizabethton polled CPAG 

members to ask if the meetings were 

being held too frequently, the members 

overwhelmingly said they wanted to keep 

the monthly schedule.
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Graduating Ready  
for the Future

Eighty-three percent of Elizabethton 12th 

graders planned to go to college in the fall 

of 2022,43 including 54 percent planning to 

attend four-year institutions and 29 percent 

heading to two-year colleges. More than 

half of Elizabethton 12th graders planning 

to attend a two-year college (54 percent) 

also said they planned to finish their 

education at a four-year institution.

Those rates far exceed figures from a 

national survey of 12th graders, which 

found that 66 percent planned to attend 

college this year—47 percent of them at 

a four-year and 19 percent at a two-year 

college. The school’s college-going rate 

also exceeded Tennessee’s, which fell from 

64 percent in 2017 to 53 percent in 2021.44 

School leaders said they are seeing an 

increase in college applications since they 

hired two additional college counselors 

with support from XQ. The hires came after 

students said it was too difficult to talk with 

the school’s existing counselors, who were 

overextended. In addition, school leaders 

established a Student Center  

where counselors are always present  

to provide advice, assistance, and social 

emotional support.

MORE HELP

Assistant Principal Sheri Nelson said the 
additional counseling staff and their high 
visibility in the Student Center helped 
students weather the challenges posed by 
COVID-19. “Having a visible, accessible 
space was a big part of helping students 
feel supported and feeling a sense of 
stability,” she recalled. “When everything 
else was chaos, we provided a stable 
environment for them.”
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Members of the Class of 2022 appreciated 

having more reliable access to college 

counseling. Jakeb said one counselor 

“was a tremendous help, a godsend 

[because] the application process was 

rather foreign to me. He made sure I wasn’t 

tripping over myself.” Jakeb, who plans 

to major in marketing with a minor in 

fashion merchandising, ultimately earned 

acceptance into ETSU’s Global Scholar 

program in the university’s Honors College.

An overwhelming 93 percent of 12th 

graders told XQ they felt at least somewhat 

prepared for the future, with nearly six in 

ten saying that Elizabethton helped them 

develop creativity and problem-solving 

skills that would serve them well after  

high school.  

“ Nothing in this world  
is guaranteed or promised,” 
Jakeb explained. “I’m 
always considering possible 
solutions to whatever 
situation may arise, whether 
societal, environmental,  
or economical.”
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Disrupting the cycle  
of poverty and empowering  
a new generation of  
change-makers to tackle 
environmental justice in  
Houston through peer-to-peer 
mentoring and high-quality 
learning opportunities.

Furr High School 
HOUSTON, TEXAS

This is a comprehensive 

high school that empowers 
students to tackle 
environmental injustice in 

Houston through powerful 

partnerships and by taking 

ownership of their learning.

This is a hub for students 
to create, collaborate, 
innovate, and graduate 

ready for the real world.

This is disrupting the 
cycle of poverty and 
catalyzing community 
transformation, providing 

access to high-quality 

learning opportunities  

for all students to thrive  

in college and career.

 

 

 

 

 

This is a commitment to 

peer-to-peer mentoring, 
where teachers learn  

with, and from, each other 

to make a difference in 

students’ learning.

This is how to empower  

a new generation of 
change-makers.
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FURR HIGH SCHOOL

In the spring of 2022,  
215 students graduated from 
Furr High School, the first 
graduating class to spend all 
four years at Furr since this 
comprehensive high school  
of about 1,100 students began 
its XQ journey in 2018-19.

Houston, 
Texas
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Despite disruptions caused by COVID-19, 
Furr’s Class of 2022 achieved several 
distinctions by the spring of senior year,  
such as:
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One in four graduates earning college 
credits during high school (26 percent), 

including 6 percent who earned a full 

associate degree.

About 10 percent completing internships 
while in high school.

Six in ten 12th graders planning to 
attend college (62 percent), a rate that 
approaches the national average  

(66 percent) and significantly exceeds  

the typical college-going rate for high 

poverty U.S. high schools such as Furr  

(45 percent).45
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Learning in the Community 
and Beyond

Furr has had four principals and as many 

superintendents during the past four years, 

impeding its efforts to offer innovative 

learning experiences to all of its more 

than 1,100 students. However, Class of 

2022 members who did participate in 

such opportunities found them to be very 

meaningful. When asked what aspects of 

Furr helped them achieve their goals for 

high school and college and career, more 

12th graders pointed to opportunities to 

learn outside the school in the community 

than to any other feature (41 percent).

 

Furr’s strong partnerships with outside 

organizations facilitate those kinds of 

community-based activities. For example, 

in partnership with the Houston Parks and 

Recreation Department, the high school 

created community gardens in the adjacent 

900-acre Herman Brown Park and later on 

Furr’s own campus. The gardens now house 

more than 100 fruit trees throughout the 

school grounds on more than two and a half 

acres, providing many spaces for students 

to learn about the natural environment and 

contribute to the community.

Through Furr’s partnership with Texas 

Environmental Justice Advocacy Services, 

or T.E.J.A.S., hundreds of Furr students 

learned about environmental injustices in 

the local community. These include “Toxic 

Tours” that enable students and educators 
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to observe and document the impact of 

petrochemical complexes and refineries 

in the area. Furr students also engaged 

in full internships sponsored by partners 

such as the national Student Conservation 

Association and an international nonprofit 

organization called the Fruit Tree Planting 

Foundation (FTPF).

However, outside evaluators who met 

with XQ and the school in 2021 noted 

that internships impact a small portion of 

students (50) and that the Toxic Tours don’t 

have strong connections to sustained, 

quality learning experiences. 

Nonetheless, these 
opportunities were 
meaningful to students  
who participated.

 

Around 10 percent of Furr’s Class of 2022 

members who finished the XQ Senior 

Survey reported they had completed 

internships in high school. These students 

include Lorenzo, who participated in not 

one but two internships—including one 

that enabled him and a handful of other 

Furr students to travel to El Salvador 

and Guatemala with one of his teachers 

and leaders from FTPA. Lorenzo, a first-

generation American, said he got to take 

on a leadership role during the trip as a 

representative for his peers because of 

his fluency in Spanish. After visiting a 

Guatemalan orphanage, “We all felt like 

we discovered something that we were 

not aware of,” he said. “After seeing those 

things, we are very privileged and lucky to 

live in America.”

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What aspects of 
your XQ high school 
program were most 
important in helping 
you reach your goals 
while in high school 
and for college/career?”

Class of 2022’s top four choices for “aspects”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

lets me work 

at  my own pace 

until I truly master 

the things I need 

to learn

has a partnership 

with a college/ 

university that 

provides learing 

opportunities to me 

while I am still in 

high school

41%
has opportunities 

for out of school 

learning in the 

community

39%

37%

opportunities 

for students to play 

leadership roles in 

the operations and 

life of the school

37%
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A Head Start on  
Higher Education

Lorenzo took full advantage of another 

Furr partnership, this one focused on 

higher education. Furr’s partnership 

with Houston Community College (HCC) 

enables students to take college-level 

dual credit courses without leaving the 

Furr campus. Like Lorenzo, one in four 

of Furr’s 2022 graduates earned college 

credits during high school (26 percent). 

And, like Lorenzo, about a dozen students 

accumulated enough credits to receive a 

full associate degree from HCC through 

Houston’s Futures Academy. Lorenzo 

planned to continue his education at Texas 

A&M University in the fall. More than a 

third of Furr 12th graders (37 percent) said 

the school’s partnership with HCC was 

important for them to reach their goals.

Statistics such as dual credit fail to 

capture the full range of opportunities and 

achievements among the Class of 2022, 

according to Juan Elizondo, Furr’s career 

and technical educator of agriculture, food, 

and natural resources.

He points to the many Furr students who 

earn industry-based certifications through 

Furr’s Career and Technical Education (CTE) 

pathways: media; health sciences; and 

agriculture, food, and natural resources. 

According to Elizondo, about eight in ten 

Furr students participate in one of those 

pathways, and XQ funding has provided 

equipment and covered certification 

assessment fees for participating students. 

Furr 12th graders pointed to 
another aspect of the school 
that had been important to 
them: opportunities to play 
leadership roles. 

 

Some of those roles come about through 

community-based learning experiences and 

internships. For example, Lorenzo’s other 

internship took him into the Huntsville State 

Park in Texas, where he was the assistant 

crew leader working on preservation 

projects with the Student Conservation 

Association. Furr also has a Youth Advisory 

Council whose members engage the 

school’s teachers to provide feedback 

about their learning.
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Furr continues to engage teachers in 

improving core academic courses. But 

there’s still much work to be done. For 

example, when Furr’s Class of 2022 

students took the state’s U.S. history exam 

after completing the course in 11th grade, 

only 33 percent met grade-level standards 

for that subject, compared with 60 percent 

of students taking that course in the 

Houston Independent School District and 

69 percent statewide.46

Even so, more than six in ten Furr 12th 

graders who took the XQ Senior Survey 

said they planned to attend college in 

2022 (62 percent), a rate that approaches 

the national average (66 percent) and 

significantly exceeds the typical college-

going rate for high poverty U.S. high 

schools such as Furr (45 percent).47 In the 

2021–22 school year, 96 percent of Furr 

students were from low-income families 

who qualified for the federal free or 

reduced-price lunch program. Kelly Robles, 

the school’s manager of college and career 

readiness, estimated that about eight in ten 

2022 graduates would be the first in their 

families to attend college. 

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

48%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate 
my knowledge (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis, and visualization)

46%

Creativity and 
problem-solving

39%

Collaboration, working 
in groups

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What strengths did you develop in high 
   school that made you feel prepared?”
Class of 2022’s top 3 choices for “strengths”
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Feeling  
Prepared  
for What’s  
Next

More than eight in ten Furr 12th graders (81 

percent) said they felt at least somewhat 

prepared for the future, including nearly 

half (45 percent) who felt “very” or 

“extremely well” prepared. Among students 

who felt prepared, nearly half said they had 

developed the ability to demonstrate their 

knowledge (48 percent) and creativity and 

problem-solving (46 percent) during high 

school—strengths that would serve them 

well as adults. 
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“ The idea is that you build 
up a student’s confidence 
so much through these 
experiences that when 
something comes up like 
this, they jump to the 
occasion with a solution,” 
said Elizondo. “They jump 
to the occasion with a plan 
of action, not just despair.”48

 

Lorenzo pointed to another source of 

inspiration: the opportunity to learn from 

teachers such as Elizondo. “He inspires me 

to try to fight back for brown and Black 

communities. The effort he puts in is not for 

himself, it’s for the betterment of everyone.”
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Raising proficiencies  
in science, English, and 
social studies through 
an interdisciplinary 
curriculum.

Grand Rapids Public  
Museum School 
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

This is a district high school inside  
the former home of the city’s museum  
where experiential learning happens 

through contact with hundreds of 

thousands of artifacts.

This is a school in partnership with 
business leaders and two colleges,  
where students can earn college  

credits before they graduate.

This is the belief that students can 
revitalize a community and its  

natural resources as they learn.

This is how school districts give  

students access to the resources  
of an entire community.

This is solving real-world problems  

for this city, this region, and this planet.
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Grand Rapids, 
Michigan

GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM SCHOOL 

In the spring of 2022,  
56 students graduated 
from Grand Rapids 
Public Museum 
School, the school’s 
first graduating class 
since it launched  
as an XQ high school 
in 2018–19. 
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A higher rate of 12th graders planning  
to attend college than the national average 

(72 versus 66 percent), a rate that also  

is higher than the statewide college-going 

rate (54 percent).50

Higher proficiency rates for students from 
low-income families than similar students 

districtwide and statewide (e.g., 52 percent 

meeting the college-ready benchmark  

for reading and writing versus 30 percent 

districtwide and 39 percent statewide).51

Higher rates of proficiency on state 
assessments than students in the 

surrounding district and statewide in 

English language arts, social studies, and 

science (e.g., 67 percent meeting the 

college-ready benchmark for reading  

and writing versus 30 percent districtwide  

and 57 percent statewide).52

Double the combined proficiency rate  
across all state assessments compared 

with students in 23 “similar high schools” 

identified by the Michigan Department  

of Education (42 versus 21 percent).53

X2

The Michigan Department of Education hasn’t published  
official four-year graduation rates yet for 2022. However,  
school leaders estimate that GRPMS’s first-ever graduation  
rate might be as high as 90 percent. If so, that rate should  
be well above graduation rates for the Grand Rapids Public 
Schools and Michigan as a whole, which were both around  
80 percent in 2021.49 Despite the challenge posed by  
COVID-19, the school’s first graduates can boast several 
impressive accomplishments, such as:
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Meeting College-Ready 
Benchmarks 

We do know that GRPMS’s Class of 2022 

members tended to meet college-ready 

standards on state assessments at higher 

rates than did their peers. Michigan  

uses the national SAT exam as its statewide 

assessment for testing 11th graders  

in English and math and a home-grown 

assessment for testing social studies  

and science.

More than two-thirds of GRPMS students 

(67 percent) met the SAT’s college-ready 

benchmark for Evidence-Based Reading 

and Writing in 2021, when the Class of  

2022 was 11th graders, far outpacing the 

Grand Rapids district’s rate of 40 percent 

and well above the statewide rate of  

57 percent.54 The same pattern held on the 

state’s 11th-grade social studies and science 

11TH GRADERS MEETING COLLEGE-READY BENCHMARK

SAT - Reading and Writing

GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC

MUSEUM SCHOOL

GRAND RAPIDS 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

MICHIGAN

ALL STUDENTS STUDENTS 

FROM LOW-IN-

COME FAMILIES

STUDENTS 

NOT FROM 

LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

SOURCE: MI School Data Website, College Readiness Page

NOTES: 60 out of 68 GRPMS 11th graders took the SAT in 2020–21.

67%

40%

57%

52%

30%

38%

83%

76%

67%
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assessments. In fact, GRPMS students had 

a science proficiency rate twice as high 

as those in the Grand Rapids district and 

Michigan as a whole (32 percent versus 16 

percent both districtwide and statewide).55

However, GRPMS’s overall high rates mask 

inequitable outcomes within the school. 

GRPMS’s test participation rate was nearly 

90 percent, with about half the students 

coming from low-income families.  

On every test, those students were far less 

likely to meet proficiency benchmarks than 

their peers who were not from low-income 

families. For example, 52 percent of GRPMS 

students from low-income families met 

the SAT’s reading and writing benchmark 

compared with 83 percent of the school’s 

other students. The Michigan Department 

of Education did not report test results for 

other student subgroups at GRPMS, such 

as racial and ethnic groups, because there 

were too few students to report the results, 

and to protect student privacy.

At the same time, GRPMS 
students from low-income 
families outpaced similar 
students both districtwide 
and statewide in English, 
social studies, and science. 

For example, only 32 percent of students 

from low-income families in the Grand 

Rapids district schools met the SAT’s 

reading and writing benchmark, as did  

38 percent of such students statewide—

much lower than the 52 percent at GRPMS. 

And while very small proportions of 

students from low-income families do well 

on Michigan’s high school science exam, 

those students at GRPMS were about twice 

as likely to meet the standard in science  

(14 percent) compared with similar  

students in the district and statewide  
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(6 and 8 percent, respectively).

GRPMS’s success becomes especially 

apparent when viewed through the lens  

of Michigan’s Parent Dashboard for School 

Transparency, which allows users to 

compare GRPMS with a set of 23 “similar” 

high schools based on size, staffing, 

demographics, and spending.

Considering all four 
core academic subjects 
combined, GRPMS had 
twice the proficiency rate 
as similar high schools 
in Michigan: 42 percent 
versus 21 percent. 

And GRPMS students had four times the 
proficiency rate in science as their peers in 

similar high schools: 32 percent compared 

with 8 percent.56

Math was the one area where GRPMS 

students failed to outperform students 

from across the district and state. Only 

18 percent of GRPMS’s Class of 2022 

members met the SAT’s college-ready 

math benchmark in 2021. That’s below the 

district’s rate of 20 percent, and about 

half the statewide rate of 35 percent. This 

pattern of relatively low math performance 

held for GRPMS students from low-income 

families and from higher-income families.
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GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM SCHOOL VERSUS SIMILAR SCHOOLS

11th Grade Proficiency on Tests

GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM SCHOOL SIMILAR SCHOOLS

ALL CORE 

SUBJECTS 

COMBINED

READING 

AND 

WRITING

MATH SOCIAL 

STUDIES

SCIENCE

SOURCE: Michigan Parent Dashboard for School Transparency

NOTES: “Similar Schools” are a group of 23 schools identified by the MI DOE based on four characteristics: 

the number of students enrolled in a school, the student-teacher ratio, the percent of students eligible for  

FRPL, the amount of money the school spends per student.

42%

21%

67%

37%

18%
14%

52%

25%

32%

8%
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Interdisciplinary Learning  
Helps Students Soar

Founding Principal Chris Hanks said the 

better performance in English, social 

studies, and science stems in part from 

the school’s greater success integrating 

those three subjects into the school’s 

signature learning model: interdisciplinary, 

project-based learning guided by thematic 

competencies. “Those subjects are 

the most intentionally integrated to be 

interdisciplinary, with a super tight fit 

beginning in 9th grade.” 

Hanks said GRPMS doubles the planning 

time for its teachers compared with 

other local high schools, with half of the 

time used to collaborate on curriculum, 

including interdisciplinary projects 

designed to be meaningful to students.

“ The novels they read in 
English are connected  
to the period of history 
they’re studying, which 
connects to the scientific 
inquiries they are doing,” 
said Chris Hanks, GRPMS 
Founding Principal

 

 

In fact, the school’s founders used funds 

from the XQ competition award to hire 

9th-grade teachers a full year before the 
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Hanks said GRPMS has started to “unlock 

the math difficulty” in two ways. First, 

school leaders changed the kind of math 

courses students take. GRPMS jettisoned 

the traditional high school math course 

progression—based on teaching a single 

subject such as Algebra 1 or geometry each 

year—in favor of a sequence of “integrated” 

math courses that combine topics from 

across those subjects each year.  

Working 
Toward  
 “Four in  
 the Core”

high school opened. Those teachers taught 

some electives in the existing GRPMS 

middle school, allowing them to get  

to know the school’s model and many of 

the students they would teach the following 

year. The teachers also spent that time 

developing the interdisciplinary 9th-grade 

curriculum they would co-teach when  

the high school officially opened the 

following year.

Students find the school’s learning model 

to be highly engaging. Class of 2022 

member Aeden described a memorable 

project combining science and English. 

“We were asked to do a project based 

on the periodic table of elements,” he 

recalled. “I created a comic book inspired 

by an Agatha Christie novel [with] different 

reactions to the murders like reactions 

chemicals have when they interact.” 

Hanks pointed to another advantage  

of interdisciplinary learning: it increases 

the time students spend studying each 

subject because they are studying multiple 

subjects at the same time. That adds up 

to GRPMS students getting more time for 

subjects such as science and social studies 

that often get short shrift in other high 

schools because the traditional model has 

to cram all the material into single-subject 

class periods.
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That switch took place in the fall of 2020 

beginning with students who will graduate 

in 2024. Math teachers say it’s easier to 

incorporate themed projects into the new, 

integrated math courses. And integrated 

math courses better support self-paced 

learning by allowing students to accelerate 

into higher-level courses when they are 

ready rather than waiting for a new school 

year to begin.

 

Second, GRPMS teachers and leaders 

continue to look for ways to incorporate 

math into the tightly-knit interdisciplinary 

curriculum co-taught by the school’s 

English, social studies, and science 

teachers. This includes participating  

in the first XQ Math pilot, bringing a  

multi-disciplinary, project-based approach 

to math instruction. Hanks said teachers 

themselves are advocating hardest to  

make the leap.  

“I have a contingent of 
teachers who are constantly 
pushing me, ‘We want four 
in the core, four in the core!’ 
That’s their slogan,” he said.  
“But I still haven’t been  
able to make it work with  
the school schedule and 
staffing we have.”

 

Even so, a team of expert observers who 

visited GRPMS during fall 2021 praised the 

school’s interdisciplinary learning model  

as one of its greatest strengths.57
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What Worked for  
the Class of 2022

Those expert observers identified several 

other strengths at GRPMS: its success in 

helping students and teachers form caring, 

trusting relationships; the way it empowers 

young people with voice and choice; and 

its efforts to build strong community-based 

partnerships that support learning. 

Those strengths align well with student 

responses to a question on the XQ Senior 

Survey: “What aspects of your XQ school  

were most important in helping you reach  

your goals while in high school and for  

college and career?”  

More than eight in ten  
12th graders (81 percent) 
said the school’s self-paced, 
competency-based learning 
approach was important  
to their success.

 

And more than seven in ten (72 percent) 

credited its “hands-on learning spaces.” 

Class of 2022 graduate Esteban told a 

local news outlet, back when he entered 

GRPMS in 2018, “The big thing is the entire 

educational experience you get attending 

a school in a museum. We get a clearer 

picture about what is being taught because 

we can see and feel things.”58

Nearly two in three 12th graders  

(64 percent) said opportunities to play 

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What aspects of 
your XQ high school 
program were most 
important in helping 
you reach your goals 
while in high school 
and for college/career?”

Class of 2022’s top three choices for “aspects”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

has maker 

spaces, labs, or 

other hands-on 

learning spaces

81%
lets me work 

at  my own pace 

until I truly master 

the things I need 

to learn

72%

68% has a partnership 

with a college/ 

university that 

provides learing 

opportunities to me 

while I am still in 

high school
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leadership roles at GRPMS were important 

to their success. Hanks said the Class 

of 2022 cohort experienced many kinds 

of leadership opportunities during their 

journey to graduation, from participating 

on the Mayor’s Youth Council to forming 

their own clubs and nonprofit organizations  

to taking turns leading collaborative  

learning projects.

Indeed, teachers offered many examples  

of how the Class of 2022 members became 

confident in expressing voice and choice 

within the school and even beyond the 

school walls. For example, when GRPMS 

12th graders learned that the district 

planned to hold a citywide graduation 

ceremony in a locale they deemed 

unwelcoming to LGBTQ+ youth, students 

approached district administrators to have 

the venue moved. District leaders agreed  

to their request.

Many 12th graders said opportunities to 

connect with the larger community were 

important. More than two-thirds of 12th 

graders (68 percent) pointed to the school’s 

partnerships with local colleges such as 

Grand Rapids Community College, the 

Kendall College of Art and Design, and the 

Kent County Career and Technical Center. 

Those partnerships enabled more than half 

of the Class of 2022 to earn postsecondary 

credits before they graduated from  

high school.

In the same vein, more than half of GRPMS 

12th graders (55 percent) said opportunities 

for out-of-school learning in the community 

played an important role for them. 

 

Students tell visitors of their 
love of what GRPMS calls 
“excursions,” when teachers 
lead students outside the 
school and into the city  
to experience a topic they 
are studying firsthand.
 

For example, 9th graders interview people 

experiencing homelessness as part of an 

interdisciplinary project on neighborhoods 

and gentrification.
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“ It’s a ton of support for 
whatever you want to do, 
however you want to  
do it, however abstract 
your idea is, it’s almost 
always a possibility.”  
 
Christopher,  
Class of 2022



Looking to the Future

More than seven in ten GRPMS 12th graders 

(72 percent) planned to head directly to 

college after graduating in 2022, a higher 

rate than the national average of 66  

percent from a separate survey.59 And that 

rate is much higher than the 54 percent  

of Michigan graduates who actually  

went on to college in 2021, a figure that 

declined from around 63 percent before 

the pandemic.60 

GRPMS graduates bucked national college-

going patterns in one other respect: They 

were less likely to plan on a four-year 

college than the national average (40 

percent versus 47 percent). But they were 

more likely to be heading to a two-year 

college (32 versus 19 percent nationally).  

 

Hanks said that pattern makes perfect 

sense for his school’s graduates given the 

incentive provided by the Grand Rapids 

Promise, a program that covers the full cost 

of tuition, fees, and textbooks for two years 

at Grand Rapids Community College for  

any student who graduates from one of  

the city’s 24 public high schools.
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He pointed out that his son, a member of 

the GRPMS Class of 2022, is starting out 

at the community college with plans to 

transfer to a four-year college after two 

years. In fact, the XQ Senior Survey backed 

up Hanks’s theory: Seven in ten GRPMS 

graduates planning to attend a two-year 

college also intended to transfer to a four-

year institution in the future. 

 

XQ’s Senior Survey  
also revealed that GRPMS 
graduates are heading  
into adulthood with a lot  
of confidence. 
 

More than eight in ten (84 percent) said 

they felt at least somewhat prepared for 

the future. Among that group of students, 

more than three in four said their feelings 

of preparation were bolstered by having 

developed strengths at GRPMS that  

align with the XQ Learner Outcomes: 

creativity and problem-solving  

(81 percent); the ability to demonstrate  

and communicate knowledge (83 percent); 

curiosity (78 percent); and the ability to  

collaborate (76 percent).

Esteban, the student who told journalists 

how excited he was to enroll in GRPMS 

back in 2018, put it this way as he prepared 

to graduate in 2022: “Being a learner for 

life means the mindset you developed in 

high school never leaves you. And that 

mindset is one of being curious about 

everything around you and trying to solve 

the problems that you see in the world.” 

19%

47%

GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC 
MUSEUM SCHOOL

NATIONAL

CLASS OF 2022

Anticipated College-Going Patterns

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022. National data from YouthTruth survey that asked “After you finish high school, what 

do you expect to do next?”

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY

40%

32%
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Mapping academic 
achievement to project-
based learning and  
real-world problem-
solving in and outside  
the classroom. 

Iowa BIG 
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

This is a regional high 

school program, designed 

to unleash the talents of 

young people as creators, 
entrepreneurs, and 
innovators. 
 

This is a place where 

students are in the driver’s 
seat, with teachers as  

their guides.

 

This is a place where 

learning is guided by three 
pillars: passion, projects, 
and community.

This is how students and 
the community partner  

to find solutions to real-

world problems. 

 

 

This is how districts 
collaborate to  

rethink high school 

together.
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IOWA BIG

In the spring of 2022,  
37 Iowa BIG students 
graduated from  
high school.

Cedar Rapids,
Iowa
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A higher rate of 12th graders planning  
to attend college than the national  

average (79 versus 66 percent).61

A higher average ACT score (22 percent) 

than graduates statewide (21 percent) and 

nationally62 (20 percent) among Iowa BIG 

graduates of the Cedar Rapids Community 

School District.

An overwhelming 97 percent of graduates 
feeling at least somewhat prepared for the 
future, including nine in ten saying Iowa 

BIG helped them develop collaboration 

skills that will serve them well as adults.

Learning by engaging in authentic 
projects that made concrete contributions 

to their community, including one that 

raised funds to restore the local tree 

canopy after a devastating storm.

Iowa BIG launched as an option for high school students in  
the Cedar Rapids Community Schools in 2013, later expanding  
to welcome students from a second school district to the 
southwest. Students typically join the BIG community in 11th  
or 12th grade. Most spend part of their time at BIG while 
continuing to take some traditional courses in their home high 
schools. But the time they spend at BIG can be transformative. 
Despite challenges posed by a major storm followed by a global 
pandemic, the Iowa BIG Class of 2022 can boast several 
important accomplishments, such as:
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Because BIG’s students remain officially 

enrolled in their home high schools, 

the state does not report data on them 

separately. However, Iowa BIG’s leaders 

were able to share ACT scores for 21 BIG 

students who graduated from Cedar Rapids 

High School. 

Those students had an average ACT score 

of about 22 compared with a statewide 

average of about 21 and just under 20 

nationally.63 (About half of the state of 

Iowa’s 2022 graduates took the ACT, as  

did 36 percent of graduates nationally.)

Nearly eight in ten BIG 12th graders  

(79 percent) planned to attend college in 

2022, including 59 percent planning to 

attend a four-year institution and 21 percent 

heading to a two-year school.  

 

That puts Iowa BIG 
graduates well ahead of their 
peers. Among 12th graders 
nationally, 66 percent 
planned to attend college, 
with 47 percent headed 
to a four-year college and 
19 percent to a two-year 
institution.64

 

BIG’s 12th graders also appeared more likely 

to attend college than their local peers. 

Across three comprehensive high schools 

in the Cedar Rapids district, between 

66 and 72 percent of Class of 2021 12th 

graders planned to attend college (the 

latest data available).65 Those same figures 

are not available statewide. But data for 

past graduating classes show that Iowa’s 

graduates enrolled in college at an average 

rate of 63 percent from 2018 to 2020.66

An overwhelming 97 percent of Iowa BIG 

12th graders told XQ they felt at least 

somewhat prepared for the future in the 

spring of 2022, including more than half 

who said they felt “very” or “extremely well” 

prepared.

 

When asked what strengths they had 

developed in high school that made them 

feel prepared, 92 percent pointed to 

“collaboration [and] working in groups”—a 

big testament to BIG’s highly collaborative, 

project-based learning model.

More than three in four selected several 

other competencies based on the 

XQ Learner Outcomes: the ability to 

demonstrate and communicate knowledge 

and learning, creativity and problem-

solving, and curiosity.
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19%

47%

CLASS OF 2022

College Plans

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022. National data from YouthTruth survey that asked “After you finish high school, what 

do you expect to do next?”

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY

21%

59%

IOWA BIG NATIONAL
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A team of expert observers 
who visited BIG in 2021 
praised the school’s project-
based learning model 
that empowers students 
to exercise real voice and 
choice in how they learn.67 
 

 

At BIG, students pitch real-world projects 

to solve a problem in the community or 

choose projects proposed by someone 

outside the school. Teachers then map 

state academic standards into the project. 

That approach flips the script compared 

with project-based learning in most high 

schools, where teachers come up with 

projects to cover certain academic skills or 

knowledge. At BIG, passion, projects, and 

community come first. 

 

Students clearly value BIG’s break-the-mold 

approach. When asked what aspects of 

Iowa BIG were most important in helping 

them reach their goals, 12th graders were 

clear: 85 percent named “opportunities for 

out-of-school learning in the community,” 

followed by being able to work at their 

own pace toward mastery and having 

opportunities for leadership.

At first glance, the high ranking of 

leadership opportunities might seem 

strange given that Iowa BIG is a regional 

program and doesn’t have a wide range of 

formal leadership positions for students. 

However, school leaders explained that 

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

92%

Collaboration, working 
in groups

89%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate 
my knowledge (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis and visualization)

84%

Creativity and 
problem solving

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What strengths did you develop in high 
   school that made you feel prepared?”
Class of 2022’s top three choices for “strengths”
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student leadership is woven into  

BIG’s culture and learning model in 

intricate ways. 

First, students have the opportunity to 

initiate projects and lead project teams. 

“We step back and encourage students to 

lead as soon as possible,” said co-founder 

Trace Pickering. Second, school leaders 

and teachers continuously seek and act on 

student input. “We are constantly asking 

students for feedback on how we can be 

better and what we can do differently,” 

explained Pickering.

“For example, last year our history teacher 

was introducing some activities with history 

standards that weren’t getting embedded 

well into projects. A couple of students 

approached him and said that wasn’t 

working for them. ‘Can we do it differently?’ 

He called all the students together for a 

conversation, and then in response he 

completely changed the plan.” 

The high rating in the survey for 

“opportunities for out-of-school learning 

in the community” signals the strength 

and durability of the Iowa BIG experience, 

especially for a cohort whose education 

was profoundly disrupted by COVID-19. 

School leaders and students had  

to work hard to maintain momentum  

on community-based projects when  

local education systems transitioned to 

remote learning. 

For the Class of 2022, remote learning 

lasted nearly their entire 11th-grade 

year, from September 2020 until the 

reintroduction of part-time in-person 

learning in April 2021. The Class of 2022 

didn’t resume full in-person learning again 

until the start of their 12th-grade year, 

which presented a profound challenge 

for sustaining an educational approach 

that deeply embeds learning in the local 

community. 

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What aspects of 
your XQ high school 
program were most 
important in helping 
you reach your goals 
while in high school 
and for college/career?”

Class of 2022’s top three choices for “aspects”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

lets me work 

at  my own pace 

until I truly master 

the things I need 

to learn

opportunities 

for students to play 

leadership roles in 

the operations and 

life of the school

85%
has opportunities 

for out of school 

learning in the 

community

79%

72%
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT 

Anna launched a zine focused on the 
environmental and social impact of the  
fast fashion industry: Fast Fashion Kills. 
After pitching the project to the entire  
Iowa BIG student body, Anna recruited  
five other students to help.  
 
They dubbed themselves “the Zinistas,”  
and published three issues over the course  
of the 2021–22 school year. The zine educated 
readers about the detrimental impact of fast 
fashion and offered ways for them to take  
action in their own lives. Iowa BIG helped  
the Zinistas publish PDF copies online and  
paid to print hard copies that the students 
distributed throughout the community. “I still 
have people reaching out saying, ‘I loved your 
zine. I learned so much. Thank you for  
opening my eyes,’” said Anna.  
 
Anna earned credit in business and  
economics through the project. She also said  
she gained a deeper knowledge of political 
science and honed her ability to collaborate  
and lead a team. “It made me realize how  
much of a difference I can make. If I am 
determined enough and passionate enough  
to get something done, I can do it.”
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Trace Pickering said the 
pandemic “really threw  
kids for a loop. It felt so  
good to see seniors finally 
hitting their stride again  
in the last few months of the 
year.” But he also pointed  
to a silver lining: “I think 
this group left high school 
with a level of resiliency that 
other classes haven’t had  
the opportunity to develop.”

 

That resiliency was tested by more than 

the pandemic. Just before the school year 

started in August 2020, a devastating storm 

called a derecho hit the Cedar Rapids 

region. Wind speeds of up to 140 miles per 

hour devastated buildings and destroyed 

up to 70 percent of the local tree canopy. 

While students were upset by the storm  

and its impact, members of Iowa BIG’s 

Class of 2022 saw an opportunity to help 

the community recover.

“The whole city was down; power was  

out for two weeks. And students said, 

‘We’ve got to do something to bring  

back some joy, some hope,’” said Pickering. 

“They brainstormed an idea based  

on the question, ‘What if we took  

some of the ugliness and turned it  

into something beautiful?’”

For the resulting project, dubbed Splinters, 

students contracted with local chainsaw 

artists to spend a week turning fallen wood 

into sculptures. The students auctioned the 

sculptures to raise money for Trees Forever, 

a public-private partnership dedicated to 

“re-leafing” the tree canopy damaged by 

the derecho. By the end of the project, 

Splinters had raised $25,000, nearly four 

times the students’ original goal of $6,000. 

Sixty percent of the funds went to Trees 

Forever and the rest to pay the local artists 

for their time and skill.

Over the three-month project, students  

had to engage and organize artists  

for the weeklong carving effort; obtain 

permits from the city government;  

generate publicity through the local  

media (including radio, television, and 

newspaper interviews); and execute the 

sculpture auction. 

All that translated into learning as well  

as fundraising. “It addressed a healthy 

dose of the Iowa academic standards 

in business, marketing, English, some 

government standards, and even some 

science standards,” said Pickering.

The Splinters project exemplifies the 

experiences and accomplishments of Iowa 

BIG’s Class of 2022: disruption, challenge, 

resilience, hope, hands-on learning 

through real-world projects, and working 

collaboratively to make a positive impact  

in the surrounding community.
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Preparing students  
for college and beyond 
through a personalized, 
hands-on approach to 
learning, and real-world 
collaborations with the  
Bay Area community.

Latitude High School 
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

This is a charter high school with an 

academically rigorous, hands-on 
approach to learning that leverages the 

Bay Area’s wide range of companies and 

experts so students feel more connected  

to their community while preparing them 

for college and careers.

This is real-world collaboration with 
workplaces to solve community 
challenges. Students have embarked on 

science, technology, engineering, arts,  

and math (STEAM) projects that address 

local issues—from homelessness on the 

streets to monitoring the water quality  

of San Francisco Bay. 

This is personalized learning. Teachers 

understand where a student is and where 

they hope to go. Online portfolios highlight 

students’ best work so they can reflect on 

how they grow along the school’s different 

competencies. 

This is where mentorships drive high 
expectations. Students thrive when they 

have mentors who believe in their potential, 

hold them accountable, and guide them 

through the steps necessary to achieve 

success throughout and after high school. 
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LATITUDE HIGH SCHOOL

In the spring of 2022,  
36 students graduated 
from Latitude, 
the school’s first 
graduating class since 
it launched in 2018–19.

Oakland, 
California
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Despite spending their entire 11th-grade  
year in remote learning, Latitude’s “pioneer” 
class persevered and managed several  
signal accomplishments, including:
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A much higher rate of 12th graders 
planning to attend college than the 
national average (86 versus 66 percent), 

especially four-year colleges (67 versus  

47 percent).68

A nearly perfect rate of completing all  
“A-G” courses necessary to be eligible for 
admission to California’s four-year public 
universities, far exceeding 2021 rates in 

the Oakland Unified School District and 

statewide (97 versus 58 and 52 percent).69

A high rate of graduates completing 
outside internships (44 percent).

Nine in ten graduates feeling at least 
somewhat prepared for the future (92 

percent), with three-quarters of those 

students citing collaborative skills as a key 

strength they developed at Latitude that 

will serve them well as adults.
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Inspired by  
Place-Based Learning 

Latitude considers the entire city of 

Oakland a classroom—its communities, its 

workplaces, its people are all fair game to 

mobilize learning experiences for Latitude 

students. Latitude hit the ground running 

with this kind of place-based learning as 

soon as it opened its doors to its first class 

of students in the fall of 2018. 

By January 2019, those 9th graders had 

visited well over half a dozen workplaces 

throughout the Oakland area, meeting 

with communications strategists at Apple, 

sustainable-development professionals at  

Fair Trade USA, and software engineers at 

YouTube, among others.  

The school also launched 
its first big community-
based learning project in 
its opening year: Oakland 
Changemakers.
 

 

For that project, 9th graders identified 15 

social entrepreneurs who were making a 

big impact in the surrounding community. 

These changemakers included leaders such 

as Pastor Curtis Flemming, founder  

of Dignity Housing West, and Xiomara 

Castro and Daniel Zarazua, founders of 

Pochino Press.70 

This wasn’t an ordinary research project.  

By the end of that first school year, 

students had synthesized their formal 

research and interviews to create podcasts 

delving into the stories of leaders who 

tackle local challenges and improve the 

lives of Oakland’s residents. The students 

could then listen to those podcasts on 

audio speakers they had built themselves 

in a design engineering class. They used 

a software program called Fusion 360, 

developed by professionals at Oakland-

based Autodesk, which the students had 

visited earlier in the year.71

Class of 2022 graduate Alberto said the 

project that had the biggest impact on him 

was “when we interviewed our Oakland 

Changemakers.” Alberto is now studying 

business and finance at Howard University 

in Washington, D.C. “Before that, I kind of 

saw the Changemaker as somebody who 

was famous and only able to help their 

community out by giving out money,” he 

explained. “But I started learning that you 

can make change in the world and impact 

your community in very different ways.”

Place-based learning continued to open 

new vistas for students the following year. 

“Our first physics project was building 

a house for houseless youth with Spirit 

Artworks,” recalled Andrew, another Class 

of 2022 graduate. “And I was like, dang, like, 

I’m building a house right now. I’m using 

my hands. I’m doing something in service, 

not for myself but for someone else. And 

I’m actively being a part of my community.” 

Andrew wants to become a photojournalist. 

His time at Latitude helped shape his goals 

and dreams. “I want my work to reflect being 

community-oriented and definitely being in 

service to my community,” he said. “I want 

to be a man in my community and make 

meaningful work that feels good to me.” 
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Unfortunately, school leaders had to make 

a quick pivot to fully remote learning when 

COVID-19 hit while the Class of 2022 was 

in 10th grade. Latitude’s learning model 

remained fully remote from March 2020 

all the way through the end of the class’s 

11th-grade year in May 2021, the longest 

stretch of online learning experienced by 

any XQ Class of 2022 members during the 

pandemic. Remote learning created serious 

challenges for the Latitude model, which 

calls for specific grade-wide experiences 

during the 11th-grade year, including a 

slew of college visits and a full month-long 

internship for every student.

School leaders adapted the model yet 

again when students finally returned to 

in-person learning at Latitude in the fall 

of 2021, doubling down on their goals for 

college access and work-based learning. 

The school arranged for college visits 

to occur as soon as possible. “I always 

thought college was overrated,” said 

Daveyon, “but going on those college  

trips made me really consider it.”
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Results in Coursework Show 
They’re Ready for College

Latitude’s Class of 2022 graduates far 

exceeded local and state performance 

on college-ready coursework, despite 

their performance on California state 

assessments when they were 11th graders 

in 2021. In English language arts, 24 percent 

of Latitude students scored at the proficient 

level, compared with 56 percent in the 

surrounding Oakland school district and 

59 percent statewide.72 In math, the rates 

were 8 percent compared with 19 and 34 

percent, respectively.

However, Latitude Principal Lillian Hsu said 

she and her colleagues don’t consider the 

scores to be a valid reflection of students’ 

academic progress and learning at that 

point. In part, she cited the impact of the 

pandemic. “We were still in fully remote 

learning then, so we had no control at all 

over testing conditions in students’ homes,” 

she explained. “They could have been 

in their bedrooms doing other activities 

while they took the test or in a crowded 

environment with lots of distractions.” 

Experts agree that such 
variations in testing 
conditions can have a 
big impact on students’ 
performance.73

 

This could explain why the scores on 

those 11th-grade state assessments 

were an anomaly compared with other 

measurements. But those scores don’t 

tell the whole story. Latitude’s Class of 

2022 graduates far exceeded local and 

state performance on another statistic 

important for California’s high school 

students: the proportion completing all 

“A-G” courses necessary to be eligible for 

admission to California’s four-year public 

universities. Latitude’s 97 percent is nearly 

double the rates for Oakland and the state 

as a whole, which had rates of 58 and 52 

percent of 2021 graduates completing that 

coursework, respectively.74
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College Planning Pays Off

Despite COVID-19 disruptions to Latitude’s 

carefully sequenced learning model, Class 

of 2022 12th graders worked on college 

applications and personal statements 

during a dedicated college and career class 

co-taught by the college counselor and a 

veteran teacher. And the school’s dean and 

college counselor met individually with 

every student’s family to allay fears and 

anxieties about college planning and to 

discuss each step in the process. 

“We knew going into senior year, especially 

coming out of the pandemic, that the 

psychological piece was going to be  

really major,” said Hsu. “Senior year is 

always a time of anxiety, but the sense 

of hopefulness in the world had shrunk 

in some ways for these kiddos during 

the pandemic. We had to rebuild their 

inspiration and motivation and ambition, 

and our whole team really leaned into that 

in the fall of the senior year.”

The staff’s ingenuity  
and hard work paid  
huge dividends. 
 

 

 

In the spring of 2022, 86 percent of 

Latitude 12th graders said they planned  

to go to college after graduation,  

a college-going rate 20 points higher  

than the national rate of 66 percent.75  

The difference is entirely due to students’ 

plans to attend four-year colleges: 67 

percent of Latitude 

students were heading 

to a four-year college 

versus 47 percent of  

12th graders nationwide. 

In addition, 86 percent 

of Latitude 12th graders 

heading to a two-

year college said they 

planned to finish their 

undergraduate studies  

at a four-year college.
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Completed All “A-G” Courses
Required by California’s Public
Four-Year Universities

LATITUDE 

CLASS OF 2022

OAKLAND UNIFIED

SCHOOL DISTRICT

CLASS OF 2021

CALIFORNIA

CLASS OF 2021

SOURCE: Latitude percentage provided by the school. District and state percentages from CA     

DataQuest website, https://dq.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/dqcensus/CohRate.aspx?agg

level=school&year=2020-21&cds=41689240127548

NOTES: “A-G” courses are a sequence of high school courses that students must complete with 

a grade of C or better to be minimally eligible for admission to the University of California (UC) 

and California State University (CSU).

97%

58%

52%



Interns and Entrepreneurs

Latitude’s commitment to place-based 

learning—whether for community-

embedded projects, personalized 

entrepreneurial explorations, or work-

based experiences—requires the constant 

cultivation of local partners.

By the spring of 2022, school leaders had 

forged formal partnerships with 16 Oakland 

organizations, ranging from the University 

of California Department of Paleontology to 

California Airways, a flight training school. 

“We began building a bank of community 

partners from year one, well before 

we launched the internship program,” 

19%19%

47%

CLASS OF 2022

College Plans

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022. National data from YouthTruth survey that asked “After you finish high school, what 

do you expect to do next?”

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY

67%

LATITUDE NATIONAL
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explained Hsu. “Then, for students with 

interests outside of those partners, we 

harvest leads and opportunities from our 

networks throughout the community.”

With college applications 
submitted, Latitude 
expanded its focus in the 
2021–22 school year to 
filling in gaps in work-based 
learning—dedicating the 
remainder of the college and 
career class to that purpose.

The school offered the 12th graders a 

choice between completing an external 

internship or working with Latitude’s 

dean of students, Christian Martinez, on 

a personalized entrepreneurial project 

focused on branding and clothing design. 

Ultimately, 44 percent of Latitude’s 2022 

graduates completed internships—a high 

proportion based on data from other XQ 

schools—at organizations such as the 

University of California’s Department of 

Paleontology and California Airways. Hsu 

said Latitude was able to launch its full 

internship model for all 11th graders that 

same year, so 100 percent of Latitude’s 

Class of 2023 members have already 

completed internships.  

 

That class will be the first to experience 

what the school calls its “work-based 

learning ladder” as fully intended, with 

workplace visits starting immediately in 

9th grade, job shadowing and other more 

extended opportunities in 10th grade, 

month-long internships in 11th grade, and 

year-long internships for 12th graders.

The other 56 percent of students in the 

Class of 2022 completed entrepreneurial 

projects. Martinez, a dean and fashion 

designer who usually doesn’t teach 

classes, organized a two-hour long class on 

Mondays and Tuesdays. He taught financial 

literacy by focusing on the stock market 

and encouraged his students to develop 

brands and messages that resonated with 

their own identities, cultures, and histories. 

He said he ensured the course connected 

with the state’s content standards for 

research and finding evidence. 

His students learned graphic design with 

software programs such as Adobe. They 

also had to pitch their ideas to community 

members, incorporate feedback, and 

articulate the story behind their brand 

through a presentation of learning. 
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Martinez said he was able 
to use a grant from Nike to 
give each of his 16 students 
$500–$1,000 to have their 
hoodies, T-shirts, and tote 
bags printed nearby. 

 

They then sold the clothes at Latitude’s 

big celebration of learning in the spring 

of 2022. Their brand names included 

“Cruzando Fronteras” (Crossing Borders), 

“Truth and Lies,” and “Humble Beginnings.” 

One student, who received special 

education services, made a picture of a pot 

based on the Japanese tradition of filling 

cracks with gold—a symbol of learning 

and improving from failure. “It was one 

of the most sold T-shirts [at the spring 

celebration],” Martinez quipped. 

Martinez said he came up with his idea 

for the class after seeing how the 12th 

graders didn’t seem excited about school 

when they came back in person during 

the pandemic. By the end of the spring 

semester, he said, “I saw the spark that 

I needed to see from them for them to 

end the year in a place where they feel 

successful—regardless of whether they  

go to college or work.” 
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Relationships Lead to 
Collaboration and Leadership

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What aspects of 
your XQ high school 
program were most 
important in helping 
you reach your goals 
while in high school 
and for college/career?”

Class of 2022’s top three choices for “aspects”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

offers 

internships or other 

opportunities for 

workplace learning

opportunities 

for students to play 

leadership roles in 

the operations and 

life of the school

64%
has an advisory, 

mentorship 

program, or 

other way for me 

to work closely 

with a trusted adult 

at school

64%

53%

Students appreciate the school’s efforts 

to connect them with local partners in 

various forms. When asked which aspects 

of Latitude helped them achieve their 

goals, nearly two-thirds of 12th graders (64 

percent) named internships and other work-

based learning opportunities. 

That answer tied with another important 

aspect of the Latitude model: its advisory 

program to help students build trusting 

relationships with adults at the school. “It’s 

not like teacher-student; it’s actually like 

family,” said Kya, a Class of 2022 graduate 

now studying at Shaw University in Raleigh, 

North Carolina, the nation’s first historically 

Black college or university founded in the 

Southern United States. “Like Ms. Hannah 

is my aunt, and Ms. Lillian is my other aunt. 

There’s a whole family dynamic.” 

Kya said she also felt welcomed at Latitude 

because of its diversity. In the 2021–22 

academic year, the student enrollment was 

58 percent Latino, 20 percent Black, and 10 

percent white and Asian, with 27 percent 

English language learners and nearly 60 

percent from low-income families. 

Despite the challenges they faced during 

the pandemic, Latitude’s 2022 12th graders 

graduated with tremendous confidence 

in what they learned and optimism for 

the future. More than nine in ten 12th 

graders (92 percent) said they felt at 

least somewhat prepared for their future, 

including nearly five in ten (45 percent) who 

felt “very” or “extremely well” prepared.

“That’s what we’re all about,” said Hsu. 
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76%

Collaboration, 
working 
in groups

64%

Deep knowledge in 
academic areas.
(Math, English, 
science, history, 
civics)

64%

Creativity and 
problem-solving

64%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate 
my knowledge (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis, and visualization)

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What strengths did you develop in high 
   school that made you feel prepared?”
Class of 2022’s top four choices for “strengths”

64%

Deep knowledge in 
academic areas.
(Math, English, 
science, history, 
civics)

64%

Creativity and 
problem-solving

64%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate 
my knowledge (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis, and visualization)

wledge in 

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

“And it goes beyond the collaboration 

with peers and adults in community 

projects. Even our math classes are deeply 

collaborative because we do so much work 

with academic discourse and intentional 

structuring of group work and group 

discussions.” 

 

More than half of the 12th graders pointed 

to leadership opportunities as important 

for their success—a factor Hsu named 

as particularly salient for members of 

Latitude’s Class of 2022. “For this group of 

students, we really cultivated the sense that 

they were pioneers. The students talked 

about that in their graduation speeches, 

how in the first year it was like a few dozen 

kids in a two-room schoolhouse and now 

the school they helped shape has 300 

students,” said Hsu. “In many ways, they 

were co-designers of this place. Ultimately, 

it was the lived experience of this group of 

students, their leadership and risk-taking 

and feedback, that allowed us to breathe 

life into the vision.”

“I felt that being a founding class member 

was an important role because we set the 

bar for the kids coming behind us,” said 

Courtney, a 2022 graduate now studying 

at the University of California, Merced. “It 

really showed me how to be a leader and 

step up to be a part of things.”

Kya said that all of the opportunities and 

experiences she had at Latitude gave her 

the confidence to take risks and find her 

own pathway in life. “I am very ready,” she 

said. “Whatever life throws at me, I got it.”
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Preparing students for graduation, 
college, and beyond through 
personalized, hands-on learning  
in partnership with the community 
to restore the Gulf Coast and create 
a more sustainable Louisiana.

 New Harmony High 
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

This is an open-enrollment public charter 

school of about 300 students that prepares 

them for graduation, college, and career,  

through learning that’s connected to the 
greater social and environmental context 
of the New Orleans community.

This is where students are researchers, 
advocates, problem solvers, and agents  

of their own learning as they help create  

a more sustainable Louisiana.

This is where coursework comes to life 

through internships, research projects, 
and hands-on learning. Community 

members serve as mentors for students.

This is a school that immerses learners  

in local history, culture, and landscapes  

to give them purpose.

This is where 15-member student  
advisories are led by a teacher who forms 

a personal relationship with each student. 

Social and emotional learning skills are 

taught during advisories, then applied in 

classrooms, and advisors also help keep 

students on track for graduation and 

learning exhibitions.

This is where students are introduced to 

college-level courses at local colleges,  

and where they can also gain an Industry  
Based Credential (IBC) in programs 
such as media arts, project management 
certification, and marketing.
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NEW HARMONY HIGH

In the spring of 2022,  
48 students graduated 
from New Harmony 
High, the school’s  
first graduating class 
since it launched  
as an XQ high school  
in 2018–19.

New Orleans,
Louisiana
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Despite the challenges posed by COVID-19,
New Harmony’s 2022 founding class can boast 
of several accomplishments, such as:
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A higher rate of Class of 2022 students 
scoring at or above the basic level 
on state assessments compared with 

students in the surrounding Orleans Parish 

School District (e.g., on the state’s U.S. 

history exam in 11th grade, 51 versus  

39 percent).76

An impressive percentage of students 
completing internships during high 

school (71 percent).

143

A higher rate of Black students scoring 
at or above the basic level on state 
assessments taken by members of the 

Class of 2022, compared with Black 

students in Orleans Parish and statewide 

(e.g., on the state’s U.S. history exam in 

11th grade, 45 versus 31 and 33 percent, 

respectively).77



Experiential Learning Leads  
to Success on State Tests
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New Harmony launched with a strong start 

in the fall of 2018 as its “founding class” of 

9th graders engaged in a wide variety of 

learning experiences. From the beginning, 

students enjoyed many opportunities to get 

outside and learn about their community’s 

culture, environment, and resources—what 

the school calls “Leaving to Learn.” For 

example, at the end of October 2018, the 

9th graders visited Bayou Bienvenue to 

learn more about urban area wetlands. They 

analyzed soil samples, toured an industrial 

canal, and removed invasive plant and 

animal species.78 

New Harmony also brought 
the world to its students with 
guest speakers who 
talked about their 
professions and 
career pathways. 
These guests 
included an attorney 
who founded a 
nonprofit that 
advocates for more 
diverse juries, the 
chief financial officer 
of New Orleans East 
Hospital, and even  
a local special effects 
makeup artist.79

 

Each quarter, the 9th graders 

held exhibitions of their 

learning and progress. In October, they 

made presentations about their most 

valuable learning experiences prompted by 

the question “Who Am I?”80 In December, 

during the second quarter, students 

presented unique interdisciplinary projects 

showing how they explored interests 

beyond traditional coursework, each based 

on the theme “What Is My Opinion?”81 

New Harmony’s founding class outpaced 

their peers locally on standardized tests 

administered at the end of their 9th-grade 

year, in the spring of 2019.82 On Louisiana’s 

English I exam, 71 percent of New Harmony 

students scored at the “basic” level or 

higher (equivalent to a course grade of C), 

compared with 62 percent of 9th graders 

taking the exam in the surrounding Orleans 

Algebra 1 End-of-Course Exam,
2018-19: Scoring Basic +

ALL STUDENTS BLACK

 STUDENTS

STUDENTS FROM 

LOW-INCOME

FAMILIES

70%

64%

58%
55%

59%
54%

58%

53%

67%

SOURCE: Louisiana Department of Education, Data Center, High School Performance web page, 

downloadable data file, “2019 State LEA School High School EOC Achievement Level Summary 

with Subgroups,” https://www.louisianabelieves.com/resources/library/high-school-performance

NOTES: Percentages for some groups might differ from other sources by 1 point due to rounding 

and other state reporting practices.

NEW HARMONY ORLEANS PARISH LOUISIANA
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Parish district and 71 percent statewide. 

In Algebra I, 70 percent of New Harmony 

students met that benchmark compared 

with 58 percent of Orleans Parish students 

and 67 percent of the high schoolers who 

took Algebra I statewide.

On both of those exams, New Harmony’s 

Black students had higher rates of 

achieving the basic level than Black 

students in Orleans Parish and statewide. 

For example, on the Algebra I test,  

64 percent of Black 9th graders at New 

Harmony met that mark compared with 

55 percent of such students in Orleans 

Parish and 53 percent across Louisiana. 

New Harmony students from low-income 

families also were more likely to score at 

the basic level or higher on those exams 

than were similar students in Orleans Parish 

and statewide.

COVID-19 presented serious challenges  

for New Harmony’s learning model when 

the school had to close and pivot to 

remote learning in the spring of 2020. The 

school stayed entirely remote until April 

2021, when students began returning to 

the school in person every other week. 

“The kids in that class were virtual almost 

English 1 End-of-Course Exam,
2018-19: Scoring Basic +

NEW HARMONY ORLEANS PARISH LOUISIANA

ALL STUDENTS BLACK 

STUDENTS

WHITE 

STUDENTS

STUDENTS FROM 

LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

STUDENTS 

NOT FROM 

LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

SOURCE: Louisiana Department of Education, Data Center, High School Performance web page, downloadable data file, “2019 State LEA School High School 

EOC Achievement Level Summary with Subgroups,” https://www.louisianabelieves.com/resources/library/high-school-performance

NOTES: Percentages for some groups might differ from other sources by 1 point due to rounding and other state reporting practices.

71%

64%

83%

64%

81%

62%

71%

59%

93%

83%

58%

85%

87%

63%
59%
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ALL STUDENTS BLACK 

STUDENTS

WHITE 

STUDENTS

STUDENTS FROM 

LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

STUDENTS 

NOT FROM 

LOW-INCOME 

FAMILIES

U.S. History End-of-Course Exam,
2020-21: Scoring Basic +

NEW HARMONY ORLEANS PARISH LOUISIANA

SOURCE: Louisiana Department of Education, Data Center, High School Performance web page, downloadable data file, “2019 State LEA School High School 

EOC Achievement Level Summary with Subgroups,” https://www.louisianabelieves.com/resources/library/high-school-performance

NOTES: Percentages for some groups might differ from other sources by 1 point due to rounding and other state reporting practices.

51%

45%

70%

42%

74%

39%

52%

31%

97%

69%

34%

72%

66%

43%

33%

their entire junior year,” said Sunny Dawn 

Summers, New Harmony’s co-founder  

and school leader. 

 

“ We were one of the only 
schools to stay virtual  
that long because it  
was the right thing  
to do and because it was 
working for us.”

 

 

New Harmony’s Class of 2022 students 

held their own on the state assessment 

given at the end of the U.S. history course 

in the spring of 2021. About half of the 

New Harmony students (51 percent) scored 

at the basic level or higher on that exam, 

compared with 39 percent of students 

taking the exam in the surrounding Orleans 

Parish and 52 percent statewide.83 Again, 

New Harmony’s Black students outpaced 

Black students in the surrounding Orleans 

Parish district and statewide with 45 

percent of Black New Harmony students 

scoring basic or higher compared with  

31 percent of Black students in Orleans 

Parish and 33 percent statewide.
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The Power of Strong 
Relationships

Summers said the unusually strong 

relationships those students had forged 

with teachers, and with each other, before 

the pandemic made it possible for them to 

maintain deep engagement in learning. “I 

know it might sound silly, but if you could 

make a graph on love like you have on test 

scores, you’d see what I mean,” she said. 

“The reason our kids show up and the 

reason our kids do so well is that special 

sauce we have at our school.” 

She noted that New Harmony’s attendance 

rates remained far higher than those in the 

surrounding districts and statewide before 

and during the pandemic. According to 

Louisiana’s state department of education, 

New Harmony had 0 percent of students 

experiencing chronic absenteeism (missing 

more than 10 percent of the school year) 

in 2021–22, compared with about one in 

five students in the surrounding Orleans 

Parish and statewide (22 and 19 percent, 

respectively).84

A team of expert observers who visited 

New Harmony in the spring of 2022 

identified the strong sense of belonging 

students feel at the school—powered by 

close relationships with their teachers—as 

one of the school’s greatest strengths.85 The 

observers noted that the staff goes to great 

lengths to make students feel welcome and 

free to express their individual identities.
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When asked to identify what aspect of 

New Harmony was most important to their 

success, two in three 12th graders (67 

percent) who completed the XQ Senior 

Survey pointed to the school’s advisory 

time and other ways New Harmony helped 

them work closely with trusted adults. That 

response outranked all the other options for 

this question on our survey.

“This school supports your own personal 

health better than other schools may,” 

said Troy, a Class of 2022 member who 

transferred to New Harmony. “Like, they 

teach you to focus on yourself and put 

yourself above all, in, like, the sense of 

focusing on your own mental health,” he 

explained. “Whereas at other schools, it’s 

like you’re one of a number, here it’s like 

you’re your own person.”  

“ You actually have  
personal attention like 
one-on-one with teachers, 
staff, even the principal,” 
he added. “The principal 
knows us individually, and 
she can walk up to us and 
have a conversation. I feel 
like that’s an important 
step, to have that kind  
of connection.”

 

His classmate André recalled an English 

class where he had trouble connecting with 

the character in a novel. He said his teacher 

pushed him to dive deeper instead of 

“taking everything at face value,” and that 

he really valued that connection. 

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What aspects of 
your XQ high school 
program were most 
important in helping 
you reach your goals 
while in high school 
and for college/career?”

Class of 2022’s top four choices for “aspects”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022
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55%

has opportunities 

for out of school 

learning in the 

community

55%
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Twelfth graders also appreciated New 

Harmony’s efforts to provide them with 

internships and other kinds of work-based 

learning opportunities, with 60 percent 

saying that feature helped them achieve 

their goals for high school and the future. 

More than seven in ten (71 percent) of New 

Harmony students completed internships 

during high school, a very high percentage, 

especially given challenges posed by the 

pandemic. Summers says that’s because 

New Harmony set 9th grade as a key year 

for internships when it launched, enabling 

students in the Class of 2022 to have that 

experience before COVID-19 hit.

“I will say the Class of 2022 who did 

internships their freshman year also did 

capstone projects their senior year with 

community partners, that class got a 

lot of exposure even though half their 

sophomore year and their junior year were 

completely disrupted by the pandemic,” 

Summers said. “Between freshman and 

senior year, they got a kind of work-based 

learning sandwich.”

New Harmony’s leaders have restructured 

the school’s approach to internships 

following the pause demanded by the 

pandemic. “We realized that not all 9th 

graders have the social and emotional 

skills to be successful in full internships,” 

Summers explained. Internships are still an 

important component of New Harmony’s 

model, but they occur later in a more 

intentional continuum of work-based 

learning experiences across the four years 

of high school, culminating with a capstone 

project in 12th grade.

Internships and  
Capstone Projects
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Like nearly everything else at New 

Harmony, the Class of 2022 pioneered 

the school’s capstone project approach 

as 12th graders in 2021–22. New Harmony 

required all 12th graders to take a project 

management course, and students then 

applied those techniques to manage their 

capstone project work. In their capstones, 

students focused on an environmental or 

social problem and worked with community 

partners to explore solutions. For example, 

Troy’s capstone focused on gun violence. 

Researching the statistics made him more 

curious. “It made me really want to really 

stop the problem,” he said. “And really want 

people to be more aware of it so they can 

help stop the problem as well.” 

André, who worked on the capstone 

with him, also described a data science 

project where he had to come up with 

a list of his top five places to live in the 

U.S. by analyzing economic indicators 

and crime stats. He said this prepared 

him well for college because “it gives me 

that shield and sword.” He planned to 

attend Talladega, an HBCU in Alabama, 

where he wants to study criminal justice. 

The capstones also highlighted a second 

strength identified by the expert observers 

who visited in the spring of 2022: the 

school’s clear mission that is embraced by 

adults and students alike.  

New Harmony seeks to 
“educate diverse problem 
solvers rooted in their 
communities and informed 
by a greater social and 
environmental context.” 

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

76%

Creativity and 
problem-solving

48%

Collaboration, working 
in groups

48%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate 
my knowledge. (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis, and visualization)

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What strengths did you develop in high 
   school that made you feel prepared?”
Class of 2022’s top three choices for “strengths”
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That focus on social and environmental 

problems permeates all aspects of the 

school, especially student projects. Among 

New Harmony 12th graders who felt at 

least somewhat prepared for the future 

(73 percent), more than three in four (76 

percent) pointed to creativity and problem-

solving as strengths they developed during 

high school that made them feel prepared 

for their future.

Lisbeth, another 2022 graduate, illustrates 

how New Harmony’s mission and model 

help students discover passions and 

forge career goals. Lisbeth interned at a 

law office specializing in immigration. “I 

got more passionate about that because 

of the stories I would hear,” she recalled. 

She took other opportunities to learn 

about the issue in projects following 

her internship. Then, during 12th grade, 

Lisbeth focused her capstone project on 

issues faced by immigrants to the United 

States, and included an interview with her 

mother. Lisbeth planned to attend Nunez 

Community College in the fall to study to 

be a paralegal. “After I finish two years at 

community college, I want to work at a law 

firm. And if that works out, I’ll go back to 

college to become an immigration lawyer.”
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College-Going Rates

According to the XQ Senior Survey, 56 

percent of New Harmony 12th graders 

planned to attend college in 2022, 10 

percentage points lower than the national 

average of 66 percent.86 Summers pointed 

out that the figure doesn’t capture the 15 

percent of New Harmony 12th graders who 

had enrolled in “bridge year programs” 

(Troy told us that was his plan). 

These are state-funded programs that offer 

college coursework and career training free 

of charge to public high school graduates. 

Among the 12th graders planning to attend 

college, 42 percent were headed to four-

year colleges and 13 percent to two-year 

institutions. Like Lisbeth, 83 percent of 

those who said they were headed to a 

two-year college also said they planned to 

complete their undergraduate education at 

a four-year college or university. More than 

half of 12th graders (55 percent) said that 

New Harmony’s many opportunities to learn 

outside of school in the community had 

been important to their success—a number 

that should rise with subsequent cohorts as 

pandemic restrictions continue to recede. 

The same percentage pointed to 

opportunities for leadership as important 

for achieving their goals during high school 

and for the future. Summers said those 

leadership opportunities were especially 

profound for the school’s founding class 

members, who helped shape many of New 

Harmony’s enduring norms. Students also 

enjoy formal leadership opportunities at 

New Harmony, such as a student union 

launched in 2021–22. The union’s first 

order of business? The representatives 

surveyed their fellow students, crafted a 

declaration of rights, and then presented it 

to administrators as an opening gambit in 

negotiations to enact a formal set of rights 

for students at the school.
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Preparing students, especially 
students of color from across 
Indiana, for future careers in 
STEM through partnerships 
with Purdue University and 
Indiana industry partners.

Purdue Polytechnic  
High School 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

This is a school developed 
in partnership with 
Purdue University, 

business leaders, the city 

of Indianapolis, and the 

state of Indiana to raise 

the number of students 

from underrepresented 

backgrounds attending 

Purdue University and 

going into STEM careers.

This is where all students 

can leave high school with 
college credit, in-demand 
industry credentials, and 
preferred admission to 

nine out of the ten colleges 

at Purdue University.

This is a project-based 
approach to all courses, 

from physical education 

to mathematics, where 

students research problems 

and design solutions.

This is real-world, future-
ready work. Students pitch 

ideas to community and 

industry partners, such as 

Eli Lilly and Company and 

Citizens Energy Group, 

giving them the exposure, 

preparation, and pathways 

needed to succeed.

 

 

This is personalized 
learning. Students 

choose their schedules, 

which change every eight 

weeks. Teachers are called 

“coaches” and act as guides 

rather than instructors, 

increasing student agency 

and building a culture  

of support. 

 

This is a successful model 

that’s grown to three 

charter school locations, 

with plans to establish 
eight to ten serving  

5,000–6,000 students 

across Indiana. 
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Indianapolis,
Indiana

PURDUE POLYTECHNIC HIGH SCHOOL

In the spring of 2022, 
110 students graduated 
from the flagship 
campus of Purdue 
Polytechnic High 
School (PPHS),  
the school’s second 
graduating class since 
it launched in 2017–18.
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Despite the challenges posed by the  
pandemic, the Class of 2022 achieved  
some remarkable successes, including:
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Sending 34 graduates to Purdue University, 

more than tripling the average total 
number of public school graduates from 

Indianapolis who enroll in the university 

each fall.87

Proficiency rates on state assessments  

that are four to six times higher than
citywide rates for Indianapolis Public 
Schools (e.g., 34 versus 8 percent scoring 

at the passing level on a statewide test 

when they were 11th graders).89

Higher proficiency rates on state 
assessments for Black students, Latino 
students, students from low-income 
families, and students who qualify for 
special education services compared with 

similar groups districtwide and statewide 

(e.g., among students who qualify for 

special education services, 30 percent  

at PPHS scoring at the passing level  

on a statewide test when they were  

11th graders, versus 1 percent districtwide 

and 8 percent statewide).90

An overall college-going rate that 

significantly exceeds the most recent 

statewide figure (65 versus 53 percent).88

Nine in ten graduates feeling at least 
somewhat prepared for the future, with 

three in five of those students saying PPHS 

helped them develop strengths in creativity 

and problem-solving that will serve them 

well as adults.
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When former governor Mitch Daniels 

became president of Purdue University 

in 2013, he dug into the numbers on 

how Indiana’s public universities could 

help meet statewide goals for workforce 

development. Daniels noticed a disturbing 

trend: Only a handful of Indianapolis  

Public Schools graduates were qualifying 

for admission to Purdue University  

each year, and even fewer were applying 

and enrolling.

Together with leaders in K-12 education 

and the business community, the university 

helped launch PPHS as an innovative 

charter high school specifically designed 

to propel more Indianapolis students—

especially students of color—into higher 

education and STEM careers. 

That would, in turn,  
help meet the state’s goal  
of increasing the number  
of qualified employees  
for high-tech, high-paying 

Expanding the Pipeline  
to Higher Education and  
STEM Careers
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jobs important for Indiana’s 
future, such as wind and 
solar energy.

PPHS has succeeded in its founding 

mission. Among the PPHS Class of 2022, 

39 students gained admission to Purdue 

University and 34 enrolled, most of whom 

were students of color.91 That’s more than 

twice the average number of Indianapolis 

high school graduates who enrolled  

at the university between 2016 to 2020  

(15 a year), before PPHS graduated its  

first group of students.92

Overall, 63 percent of PPHS 12th graders 

said they were college-bound, a figure that 

edged up to 65 percent by the time the 

class graduated in June.93 More than half  

of PPHS graduates planned to attend  

a four-year institution (51 percent) with  

12 percent saying they were headed to  

a two-year college. 

Those figures are just about even with the 

national average of 66 percent planning to 

attend college in 2022, 47 percent at a four-

year and 19 percent at a two-year college.94 

More to the point, PPHS’s rate significantly 

surpasses Indiana’s statewide college- 

going average, which fell from a high  

of 63 percent in 2015 to just 53 percent for 

2020 graduates, the latest year available.

“ We serve a population  
that has historically  
not been as represented  
in higher education and  
a lot of students who would 
be the first in their  
families to go to college,” 

said Keeanna Warren, the founding 

principal of the PPHS North campus who 

now serves as associate director of the 

Purdue Polytechnic High School Network. 

“So we know that it’s really important to 

get them engaged with the college-going 

process right away. 

“From the first day that they enter their 

9th-grade year, they’re getting constant 

exposure to Purdue University.”

Teachers, called coaches, provide college 

information and guidance during advisory 

time, and the school’s full-time college 

counselor offers information and assistance 

at other hours. In addition, all students 

have the opportunity to spend a week to 

a month on the Purdue University campus 

every summer, taking classes and living in 

the dorms, at no cost to their families. “We 

have so many students come back from 

that visit and say, ‘I didn’t think college was 

for someone who looked like me, but I now 

know I can do it,’” said Warren.

Class of 2022 graduate Alan agreed that 

such visits can be life changing. “During 

the junior year of high school, I lived at 

Purdue for a whole month in the summer 

and experienced campus to the fullest,” he 

recalled. “That’s when I knew Purdue was 

for me.” Alan is majoring in mechanical 

engineering technology at the Purdue 

Polytechnic Institute, one of ten academic 

colleges at the university. He is the first in 

his family to attend college.95
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PPHS’s success in expanding the pipeline  

to higher education also shows up in results 

on state assessments. Indiana students 

typically take a biology course in 9th grade, 

followed by a state exam in that subject. 

About two thirds of PPHS Class of 2022 

members took the state biology exam in 

2019, and they were nearly six times as 

likely to perform at the proficient level as 

students in the surrounding Indianapolis 

Public Schools (IPS) district (52 versus 9 

percent).96 Black students, Latino students, 

and students from low-income families all 

had higher proficiency rates than those 

same groups citywide.

PPHS Class of 2022 students again 

overwhelmingly outperformed students 

across Indianapolis high schools on the 

state tests given to 11th graders in 2021. 

PPHS students were four times as likely to 

pass both the math and English sections  

Ahead on State Assessments

Biology End-of-Course Assessment, 2019

PPHS INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS INDIANA
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SOURCE: Indiana Department of Education, Assessment Results web page, https://www.in.gov/doe/it/data-center-and-reports/

NOTES: Eighty-two PPHS students took the ILEARN Biology assessment in 2018-19.
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of the test as students in IPS (34 versus  

8 percent).97 Black students, Latino 

students, and students from low-income 

families at PPHS all had passing rates about 

four times as large as the rates for those 

groups across IPS. 

The school did such a good job at raising 

achievement rates among different 

subgroups that PPHS 11th graders from low-

income families were twice as likely to pass 

both sections of the test as IPS students 

who were not from low-income families.

This pattern didn’t hold when comparing 

the overall performance of PPHS students 

with those in the rest of the state. PPHS 

students were just slightly less likely to  

pass both sections of the 11th grade test 

than were their counterparts statewide  

(34 versus 36 percent). 

Again, however, Black students, Latino 

students, and students from low-income 

families all were more likely to pass both 

sections of the test than the same groups 

across Indiana. For example, 21 percent  

of Black PPHS 11th graders passed, 

compared with 14 percent of Black  

11th graders statewide.

We saw another noteworthy trend in the 

assessment results. PPHS students who 

qualified for special education services 

performed exceptionally well relative  

to their counterparts in the surrounding 

district and state.

At PPHS, roughly three in ten students who 

qualified for special education services 

met the standard on both tests, compared 

with only one out of 100 such students 

districtwide. In fact, PPHS students who 

GRADE 11 STATE ASSESSMENT, 2021

Passing Both English Language Arts and Math

PPHS INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS INDIANA
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41%

SOURCE: Indiana Department of Education, Assessment Results web page, https://www.in.gov/doe/it/data-center-and-reports/

NOTES: Ninety-seven PPHS 11th graders took the ISTEP+ 10 in 2021, for a 77% participation rate.
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qualified for special education services 

were three to four times as likely to meet 

standards on both assessments as IPS 

students who did not qualify for such 

services. Notably, these students with 

special needs at PPHS also significantly 

outperformed their counterparts across the 

state as a whole on both assessments.

Warren believes this success comes down 

to several factors at PPHS, where about 

one in five students overall qualify for 

special education services—somewhat 

higher than average for the Indianapolis 

Public Schools. First, these students are 

not marginalized at PPHS. Every student 

has a highly personalized education plan 

and schedule, not just students with 

a mandated Individualized Education 

Program, or IEP. Second, the school also 

builds-in personalized learning time for 

one-on-one meetings between students 

and coaches. Finally, PPHS empowers 

students to exercise voice and choice  

in their educational journeys, which  

helps them learn how to monitor their 

learning and advocate when they need 

additional help. 

“That voice and choice is often taken 

away from students who historically have 

been marginalized, and that includes the 

special education population,” Warren 

explained. “Giving them that voice back 

and empowering them to own their own 

learning has been a game changer.”
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Students as Problem Solvers

Nine in ten PPHS 12th graders said they felt 

at least somewhat prepared for their future, 

including more than half (53 percent) who 

felt “very” or “extremely well” prepared. 

Of those students, about six in ten cited 

creativity and problem-solving, along with 

the ability to collaborate with others, as 

strengths they had developed at PPHS that 

would serve them well into adulthood. 

PPHS teaches its students 
collaborative problem-
solving strategies as soon as 
they enter 9th grade, using 
a process the school calls 
“design thinking.” 

Students practice design thinking in 

projects called “industry challenges,” where 

they work with community and business 

leaders to solve authentic problems of 

interest and create prototypes they pitch  

to industry experts. 

For Alan, these industry challenges— 

with partners such as Eli Lilly, Subaru, and 

the United Way—proved as transformative 

as his month on Purdue’s campus. His 

enthusiasm for problem-solving sparked 

during 9th grade when he got to work  

with industry professionals trying to solve  

a resource-management problem for 

Citizens Energy Group, an Indianapolis 

utility company.

“I used to believe that the problems that 

our community faced were impossible 

to solve,” he said. “Working with industry 

partners showed me that no effort is  

too small, and it can lead to innovative 

ideas. Now, when I encounter a problem,  

I implement the design thinking skills  

I’ve learned.”

Students can participate in a new industry 

challenge during each so-called “cycle,” 

one of the eight-week blocks of time 

the school uses to organize learning 

opportunities. During each cycle, they also 

can opt into two other kinds of project-

based experiences: immersions and 

passion projects. In immersions, PPHS 

coaches guide students in exploring topics 

within an academic area such as math or 

English language arts. Passion projects  

give coaches and students an opportunity 

to dive deeply into shared interests,  

from robotics to graphic design to  

guerilla street art.
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During immersions, coaches grade students 

on their ability to demonstrate and apply 

subject-area content and skills through real-

world challenges. In industry challenges 

and passion projects, students earn 

grades by demonstrating mastery of PPHS 

competencies such as “understand diverse 

perspectives” or “make sense of problems 

and persevere in solving them.” Students 

can track their progress in mastering all 20 

of the school’s competencies in the Alma 

learning management system.  

Passion projects get their 
name not just because  
they appeal to students’ 
current interests, but also 
because they can help 
students discover lifelong 
passions and make plans  
for the future. 

 

Class of 2022 graduate Victor said he was 

always intrigued by aviation but discovered 

a new interest in finance through passion 

projects. “I always wanted to be an aviation 

engineer because I was interested in how 

planes move,” he explained. “Through 

the Money Moves project, I found I liked 

working with finance. And through modern 

segregation, I learned how school finance 

works, how tax dollars flow through schools 

to help us succeed and learn.”

Another project called “What Is Your 

Passion?” led Victor to think about how 

to combine his evolving interests. And a 

presentation by a visiting representative of 

Purdue University sealed the deal. Today, 

Victor is pursuing a degree in integrated 

business and engineering, a unique major 

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What aspects of 
your XQ high school 
program were most 
important in helping 
you reach your goals 
while in high school 
and for college/career?”

Class of 2022’s top four choices for “aspects”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

has maker 

spaces, labs, or 

other hands-on 

learning spaces

opportunities 

for students to play 

leadership roles in 

the operations and 

life of the school

60%
lets me work 

at  my own pace 

until I truly master 

the things I need 

to learn

54%

43%

has a partnership 

with a college/ 

university that 

provides learning 

opportunities to me 

while I am still in 

high school

43%
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offered through a partnership between 

Purdue’s Krannert School of Management 

and its College of Engineering.  

“ For me, preparing for 
college was in the name  
of the high school,”  
Victor said. “All of that,  
and the four weeks I spent 
on campus, fostered my 
relationship with Purdue 
and showed me what  
a university education  
could be.” 

 

He’s also minoring in political science, he 

said, because “PPHS has shown me I can 

make an impact in my community.”

Asked which aspects of PPHS were 

most helpful for achieving their goals, 

12th graders most frequently cited the 

opportunity to work at their own pace 

to master learning (60 percent) and the 

school’s multiple hands-on learning spaces 

(54 percent). Alan said his favorite passion 

projects “involved use of the makerspace 

where we have a miter saw, drill press, and 

other tools. For one project, I designed and 

built a hydroponic system. For another, my 

team designed a glider using CAD software 

and then built it in the makerspace.” 

 

Nearly one in three PPHS graduates (31 

percent) earned college credits while still 

in high school, either during their summer 

studies at Purdue University or from other 

institutions. However, only about one in ten 

completed a full internship, partly due to 

challenges in work-based learning during 

the COVID-19 pandemic. Warren said now 

that restrictions are lifted, she is focused on 

getting more students into internships in 

the 2022–23 year, and expects that number 

to increase.

Like its students, PPHS showed remarkable 

resilience and adaptability during the 

pandemic, and its 2022 graduates are 

proud to have helped it become what 

it is today. “Through all our trials and 

tribulations, we have persevered,” Victor 

told the audience at his PPHS graduation 

ceremony.98 “We built a community where 

we have used each other’s perspectives 

to grow in our lives. Although we are 

graduating today, this community will 

continue to help and nurture our growth  

for the rest of our lives.”
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A focus on  
business, design,  
and project-based  
learning to prepare 
students for the future.

 PSI High 
SANFORD, FLORIDA

This is a project-based, experience- 
driven program. Students complete 

projects that serve a real need within or 

beyond the community, made possible 

through robust partnerships with local 

government, businesses, and nonprofit 

service organizations. 

This is measuring students’ learning  
by showing what they know, with 

standards-based grading based on 

competencies instead of how much  

time they spent in a seat.

 

 

This is a place where young people  
have the freedom and encouragement 
they need to thrive. Every student’s  

journey is grounded in their unique 

interests and skills, allowing them to  

grow as a scholar and as a person. 

This is a future-ready high school 
program. PSI High has expanded the 

definition of what it means to be  

college- and career-ready. Students 

collaborate in teams to solve real-world 

problems and build skills through  

the district’s ePathways Skills for  

Future-Ready Graduates. 
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PSI HIGH

In the spring of 2022,  
36 PSI High students 
graduated from  
the PSI High Program 
in Seminole County 
Public Schools (SCPS).

Sanford, 
Florida
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SAT

An average SAT score more than  
50 points higher than the statewide 

average (1037 versus 983).99

A slightly higher proportion of 2022 
graduates planning to attend college  
than the national average (69 versus  

66 percent).100

More than 9 in 10 graduates feeling at 
least somewhat prepared for the future 

(94 percent), with nine in ten of those 

students saying PSI High helped them 

develop creativity and problem-solving 

skills that would empower them as adults.
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Located in the 9th Grade Center building on the  
Seminole High School campus, PSI High began enrolling 
students in the 2018–2019 school year. The program started  
with a small population of 9th and 10th graders. The Class  
of 2022 students were the second cohort to graduate from  
PSI High, having enrolled as 9th graders and completing  
the program in its entirety. Despite the challenges posed  
by COVID-19, PSI High’s 2022 graduates can take pride in  
several accomplishments, such as:



Student Success  
in a New Program

PSI High is a small program of around 

200 students located within Sanford, 

Florida’s much larger Seminole High 

School, a comprehensive high school 

that enrolls more than 5,000 students in 

grades 9–12. Within the Seminole County 

school system, PSI High is classified as 

a “Program of Emphasis (POE),” which 

provides a structured strand of study based 

on a career pathway. PSI High focuses on 

business and design and uses a project-

based curriculum for student learning. 

However, unlike other POEs across the 

county, PSI High is the only full-time 

program where enrolled students complete 

all their graduation requirements. This 

means the school operates more like a 

magnet, but allows greater flexibility for 

students to access various electives either 

on the larger, adjacent campus or through 

Florida Virtual School. Most students 

choose to take all their classes at PSI High.

Because the Florida Department of 

Education considers PSI High to be a 

specialized program within a larger school, 

it does not publish separate data about PSI 
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High students, such as scores on state tests 

or official graduation rates. However, the 

staff at PSI High are able to track individual 

student data through district systems, 

including various assessment results and 

graduation rates. Dr. Rebecca Carter, the 

college and career strategist at PSI High, 

works with students to ensure they are on 

track for graduation, and also supports 

students in the college application process.

 

Data on other assessments show that PSI 

High graduates compare favorably with 

students statewide and nationally. PSI’s 

2022 graduates scored an average of 1037 

on the SAT compared with a statewide 

average of 983—more than 50 points 

higher.101 This, despite having a greater 

participation rate on the SAT compared 

with Florida as a whole (100 versus 87 

percent). And PSI graduates met the exam’s 

college-ready benchmark for reading and 

writing at the same rate as exam-takers 

nationally (65 percent).

CLASS OF 2022

SAT Participation and Performance
PSI HIGH FLORIDA NATION

TOOK THE SAT 

EXAM

MET SAT 

BENCHMARK IN 

READING AND 

WRITING

MET 

BENCHMARK 

IN MATH

SOURCE: PSI High percentages from XQ analysis of data provided by PSI High, Florida and U.S. 

percentages from College Board, 2022 SAT Suite of Assessments Annual Report for the Nation and 

for California, https://newsroom.collegeboard.org/sat-program-results-cap-

ture-impact-of-covid-on-class-of-2022

100%

87%

48%

65%

59%

65%

38%

31%

45%
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Preparing for the Future  
with Hands-On Learning  
and Problem-Solving

PSI’s graduates overwhelmingly said they 

felt prepared for life after high school. More 

than nine in ten 12th graders (94 percent) 

said they felt at least somewhat prepared 

for the future, including 50 percent who felt 

“very” or “extremely well” prepared.

Of those students, 91 percent cited 

creativity and problem-solving as important 

skills they developed at PSI High that would 

serve them well after high school. School 

leaders said that the response validates 

the school’s main focus: PSI stands for 

“Problem-Solving Incubator.”

PSI High builds its curriculum around 

project-based learning that demands 

creativity and critical-thinking skills. These 

rigorous projects encourage students to 

research and identify solutions to authentic 

problems and challenges within their 

community. Students use flexible spaces, 

the latest technology, and a process called 

“design thinking.” The school provides 

opportunities to publish and display their 

projects while still in progress so students 

can make use of feedback as they iterate 

their designs.

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

91%

Creativity and 
problem-solving

76%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate 
my knowledge. (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis, and visualization)

62%

Collaboration, working 
in groups

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What strengths did you develop in high 
   school that made you feel prepared?”
Class of 2022’s top three choices for “strengths”
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For example, PSI’s Class of 2022 displayed 

their projects at an Exhibition of Learning 

Open House in the spring of 2021, when 

they were 11th graders. “We take equations 

from physics class and apply them to 

building robots,” said Noah, a Class of 

2022 graduate from PSI High. “Then we 

use the robots to compete with other 

schools across the United States.”102

At that same exhibit, another Class of 

2022 graduate, Lukas, displayed a small 

electrical car he and others built with 

support and encouragement from Jesse 

Patrick, PSI High’s coordinator. “All this is 

thanks to Mr. Patrick’s wonderful ideating,” 

said Lukas. “He came up with this project 

and decided to organize everything for 

us to pursue it.” Lukas said his team was 

working hard on the project even though 

they weren’t earning formal class credit  

for it. “We’re not working for a grade  

or anything. We’re doing it as hobbyists 

after class.”

Asked what aspects of PSI High were  

most important to them for achieving their 

goals, more than eight in ten members  

of the Class of 2022 (83 percent) cited the 

school’s hands-on learning spaces. “One  

of the things that I enjoy about being in  

PSI High is the amount of creativity 

and the tools we have here,” said 2022 

graduate Precious. She cited the school’s 

camera, green screen, 3D printers, laser 

cutters, and art supplies.103 

“These materials are useful so we can all 

express ourselves with the projects that 

we are trying to conduct and the things 

that we’re trying to create to make the 

world a better place,” she said. “I think it’s 

really cool that we just have these things at 

our fingertips.” Precious created the videos 

displayed on a large TV in PSI’s lobby along 

with other public-facing digital media for 

the school’s expos, middle school visits, 

and other events.

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What aspects of 
your XQ high school 
program were most 
important in helping 
you reach your goals 
while in high school 
and for college/career?”

Class of 2022’s top 3 choices for “aspects”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

opportunities 

for students to play 

leadership roles in 

the operations and 

life of the school

lets me work 

at  my own pace 

until I truly master 

the things I need 

to learn

83%
has maker 

spaces, labs, or 

other hands-on 

learning spaces

72%

67%
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Relationships Empower 
Students

Nearly three-quarters of 12th graders 

(72 percent) pointed to another 

important feature of PSI High: leadership 

opportunities.  

“ We don’t make  
school-wide decisions 
without student input,” 
said coordinator Patrick.

The school surveys students about what’s 

working and what could be improved upon, 

and sometimes convenes student panels 

for deeper conversations. In addition, 

students sit on committees to interview 

applicants for teaching positions, lead 

all the visitor tours, and serve as school 

ambassadors on recruiting trips to area 

middle schools.

A team of expert observers who visited PSI 

High in the spring of 2022 named youth 

empowerment as the school’s biggest 
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strength.104 They shared with school leaders 

how impressed they were by the degree of 

student agency, observing that students 

maintained ownership of their learning 

and showed a very open desire to come to 

school every day. During the visit, school 

leaders said the founding Class of 2022 

was particularly influential in improving the 

school model for subsequent cohorts, and 

they expected the graduates to continue to 

be engaged as alumni. “Any time we get a 

chance to allow students to step up and be 

leaders, we do it,” said Patrick.

About two-thirds of 12th graders (67 

percent) said they appreciated how PSI 

High allowed them to work at their own 

pace to demonstrate mastery. Students 

also appreciate being given a choice in 

how they demonstrate mastery. Patrick 

cited the example of a science teacher 

who allowed a student to use music to 

illustrate historical timelines of discoveries 

in chemistry. “If students want to create 

a different deliverable to demonstrate 

mastery, they can do it,” he explained. 

That kind of flexibility is made possible by 

the strong, trusting relationships between 

teachers and students.

Nearly two in three 12th graders (64 

percent) said they valued the PSI advisory 

program and other ways the school helps 

them build relationships with trusted adults. 

PSI matches each entering 9th grader 

with a teacher who serves as a personal 

advisor to provide social and emotional 

support and academic guidance for all four 

years of high school. Students meet with 

the teacher and other advisees four times 

per week, forming a close-knit group that 

becomes what the school calls “a family 

within the family” of PSI High.
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A Pipeline to College

More than one in five PSI graduates 

(22 percent) earned college credits in 

high school. School coordinator Patrick 

explained that students often take dual 

enrollment courses “right down the 

road” at Seminole State College. PSI also 

builds time for such courses into its three 

pathways students can choose from at 

the end of their 10th-grade year. The other 

pathways include computer science and 

art and design. Both of these tracks are 

built around project-based learning and 

design thinking. In addition, all PSI students 

take business classes and have the chance 

to earn a certification from the national 

Project Management Institute.

All Class of 2022 students took at least 

five AP courses at PSI High, including 

AP language and composition and AP 

environmental science.  

To support student success 
and promote pathways 
for equity, Seminole High 
School pays the fees for 
all its students, including 
those at PSI, to take the 
AP exams—removing 
the burden of costs from 
students and their families. 
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As a result, 100 percent of PSI’s 2022 

graduates participated in AP courses and 

exams, nearly triple the rate of 35 percent 

among U.S. high school graduates in 2021.105

About seven in ten PSI 12th graders (69 

percent) said they planned to attend 

college in 2022, with 44 percent heading  

to four-year institutions and 25 percent to 

two-year colleges. Most chose colleges  

and universities within the state, including 

the University of Central Florida, the 

University of Florida, and the University  

of South Florida.

That places PSI graduates just ahead of 

the national average for 2022 graduates 

in a separate survey, which found that 

66 percent planned to go to college, 47 

percent to a four-year, and 19 percent to a 

two-year college.106 Impressively, all the PSI 

12th graders planning to attend a two-year 

college also said they planned to transfer 

to a four-year university to finish their 

undergraduate education. 

Dr. Rebecca Carter, PSI High’s college and 

career strategist, said Florida’s excellent 

articulation between its inexpensive two-

year community colleges and public four-

year universities makes that an attractive 

option for PSI High students who come 

from low-income families. Students who 

attend two-year colleges in the state of 

Florida and graduate from those institutions 

are guaranteed admission to a four-year 

public university within the state.
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A self-directed learning plan 
and close teacher-to-student 
mentorship with clear goal 
setting leads to higher-than-
average college readiness.

Summit Public Schools: Shasta 
DALY CITY, CALIFORNIA

This is a high school where everyone 
graduates with a clear purpose and a 
“Concrete Next Step” toward achieving it.

This is where students develop “habits  
of success” such as persistence, curiosity, 

and responsibility. 

This is a charter school in the Summit 

Public Schools network where each 
student has a self-directed learning plan, 
and teachers have the powerful tools  
to support them, with time to collaborate 

and check in regularly.

 

This is where staff and students build 
caring relationships to support social  

and emotional learning.

This is where educators receive 
sophisticated professional development—

with a teacher residency program  

designed to build a long-term, sustainable,  

and diverse pipeline of teachers prepared 

to lead high-quality, personalized  

learning classrooms.

This is a place where mentorships  
provide students with the caring support 
they need to succeed in a community  

of educators, business leaders,  

and innovators. 
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SUMMIT SHASTA

In the spring of 2022,  
126 students graduated  
from Summit Public  
Schools: Shasta,  
representing the school’s  
first cohort to spend  
all four years at the  
school since it began its  
XQ journey in 2018–19.

Daly City,
California
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Despite the challenges posed by COVID-19,
Summit Public Schools: Shasta’s Class  
of 2022 upheld the school’s impressive  
record of preparing students well for  
college and life, including:
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SAT

100%

Double the rate of graduates passing  
one or more AP exams compared with  

the 2021 graduates nationally (47 versus  

23 percent).107

A higher proportion of graduates meeting 
the SAT’s college-ready benchmark  
for reading and writing compared  

with California and the U.S. (75 versus  

72 and 65 percent). This, on top of an 

SAT participation rate four times the state 

average and twice the national average  

(96 versus 21 and 48 percent).110

A nearly perfect rate of completing  
all “A-G” courses necessary to be eligible  

for admission to the state’s four-year  

public universities, almost double the rates 

in the surrounding district and statewide  

(99 versus 50 and 52 percent).111

A 100 percent rate of participation in at 
least one AP course and exam compared 

with 35 percent nationally.109

A substantially higher rate of 12th  
graders planning to attend college  

than the national average (94 versus  

66 percent).108
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College Bound

Summit Public Schools: Shasta seeks 

to prepare all students for college, and 

the results speak for themselves. An 

overwhelming 96 percent of the school’s 

12th graders planned to attend college in 

2022, including 83 percent planning to go 

to a four-year college or university. Those 

numbers far exceed the national averages 

of 66 percent and 47 percent, respectively, 

in 2022.112 Summit Public Schools: Shasta’s 

graduates planned to attend a wide range 

of colleges, including Brigham Young 

University, Cal Poly’s Pomona and Obispo 

campuses, George Washington University, 

San Francisco State University, and 

University of California’s Berkeley, Davis, 

Irvine, and Los Angeles campuses. 

But Summit Public Schools: Shasta does 

more than send students to college; it  

helps them discover passions that lead  

to concrete future plans.

47%

CLASS OF 2022

College Plans

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022. National data from YouthTruth survey that asked “After you finish high school, what 

do you expect to do next?”

PLAN TO ATTEND 
A FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY

12%

83%

SUMMIT

SHASTA

NATIONAL

19%
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Making Plans

Concrete Next Step 
started as a pilot program 
at Summit Shasta with 
support from XQ. 

 

It’s now in use throughout the Summit Public 

Schools charter network. Ninth graders are 

encouraged to maximize opportunities as 

soon as they arrive in high school—such as 

expeditions, in addition to the courses they 

take and the grades they earn—so they’ll be 

strong applicants for college. 

 

Students set goals in each year of high 

school, plan to take AP classes, prepare 

for the SAT, and meet with college 

representatives. Summit supports students 

in navigating opportunities for meaningful 

summer experiences such as volunteer 

work and leadership programs.

The system culminates in 12th grade  

when students create an informed plan  

for the next experience after high school 

that connects with their stated goals  

for the next five years. Summit Public 

Schools: Shasta encourages students to 

obtain two acceptances that would fit the 

plan, including one from a good-fit college. 

Students also assemble a Personal  

Advisory Board of people who can help 

them achieve their goals as they transition 

out of high school and into adulthood. 

Pearl, who graduated in 2022, said  

Summit Shasta’s Concrete Next Step 

system helped her apply to colleges and 

get through her financial aid forms.

Summit’s immersive, two-week electives 

called “expeditions” give students the 

chance to explore a wide variety of topics, 

from film production to engineering, four 

times per year.

Pearl said Summit Shasta helped cultivate 

her interest in architecture as she spent 

one expedition during her 12th-grade 

year in independent study, researching 

architecture and building houses through 

online games. “I would work on it for hours 

and hours,” she said. “It was so much fun.” 

For the school’s celebration of learning  

in the spring of 2022, Pearl showed  

a video with walks through the houses  

she built in the games. Pearl now 

attends the University of California Santa 

Cruz, where she’s majoring in applied 

mathematics with an eye toward getting  

a master’s in architecture. 
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Students also explore 
interests in longer 
internships through  
their expeditions. 

More than one in four Summit Public 

Schools: Shasta graduates (28 percent) 

participated in an internship during high 

school, an impressive rate given the 

disruptions posed by COVID-19. Class of 

2022 graduate Tiffany interned at San Mateo 

Outdoor Education, where she developed a 

keen interest in helping young people learn 

responsibility.113 Summit Shasta’s executive 

director, Wren Maletsky, said she expects 

that number to increase for subsequent 

cohorts as COVID-19 recedes and the school 

builds more community partnerships.

More than half of Summit Public Schools: 

Shasta’s Class of 2022 members (52 

percent) identified such internship 

opportunities as important for helping them 

achieve their goals. Three-quarters (78 

percent) pointed to Summit’s personalized 

learning model that allows students to work 

at their own pace to reach mastery. And 

about seven in ten (69 percent) tagged 

advisory and mentorship.
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Summit Public Schools: Shasta pairs all 

students with a mentor—a teacher who 

helps students in all aspects of high school 

by getting to know them and their families, 

and helping with college and scholarship 

applications. Pearl’s mentor was a math 

teacher who worked with her and about 

20 other classmates starting in 9th grade. 

“I really miss having her as a support to go 

to,” she said. “She was my point person for 

everything I needed.”

Mentors helped two Class of 2022 

graduates apply for and win Posse 

Foundation Awards.  

The award recognizes 
academic excellence and 
leadership ability among 
students who would be 
the first in their families to 
attend college, and it comes 
with a full-tuition four-year 
college scholarship.

 

Both Posse Foundation Award winners  

said that Summit Public Schools: Shasta 

mentors were critical to their successes. 

One winner was Tiffany. The daughter  

of Central American immigrants, who 

entered high school still grieving the loss  

of her brother, Tiffany said her mentor,  

Mentorships That  
Make a Difference

Ms. WuRohe, offered compassion and 

support. “I had a pretty negative outlook,”  

recalled Tiffany.  

But as Ms. WuRohe urged her to explore  

her interests and start setting goals,  

she began to believe in herself and think  

about her future. “Ms. WuRohe really  

kept it real and pushed me to expect 

greatness of myself.”114

Jessica, the other award winner, said 

she loved daily mentor time because it 

connected her with a caring adult and  

also helped her build relationships with 

peers. “Mentor time really helped me  

build a family,” she said, adding that she 

thought hard about how to “keep that  

same dynamic” when choosing a college. 

She also learned a lot from her mentor,  
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Mr. Thompson. “My mentor, he’s helped 

me so much with my time management,” 

she said. “If he sees me struggling, he’ll sit 

down and come up with a plan with me.”115

 

Maletsky said school staff worked hard  

to improve Summit Shasta’s mentorship 

program over the past several years. “We’ve 

done a lot to make it fun and engaging as 

well as useful,” she said.  

“ There’s a lot of intentional 
relationship building  
and strategies we  
practice on a daily  
and weekly basis  
so that students feel  
very connected to that 
group of people.”

 

Those strong relationships helped 

Summit Public Schools: Shasta leaders 

and teachers maintain engagement and 

persistence during the pandemic. 

Maletsky said another factor helped, too. 

Students and teachers were already using 

the online platform, initially developed 

by the network: the Summit Learning 

Platform.116 Nearly every student logged  

on every day. In fact, Summit Shasta’s rate 

of chronic absenteeism actually declined  

to 1.5 percent in 2020–21 compared with  

a rate of 13 percent before the pandemic  

in 2018–19.117
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Mastering Standards  
and Meeting Benchmarks

Like most California public schools,  

Summit Shasta continued to teach 

remotely through March 2021. 

As a result, the state enabled LEA’s the 

choice to opt out of the standardized  

tests in the spring of 2021. Because  

Summit schools have strong internal 

assessments, Summit Shasta was able  

to make a concerted choie to opt out  

of state assessments in spring, 2021. 

Summit Shasta reported that 100 percent  

of its 11th graders met grade-level 

standards on Summit’s project-based 

assessments in English, and 99 percent 

met them in Summit’s concept unit 

assessments in math.118

Maletsky said such high proficiency rates 

are natural when looking at data from 

mastery-based assessments.  

“ The reason that’s  
100 percent is that all  
of our juniors completed  
all of their projects  
at grade level,”  
she explained, “which 
means they achieved 
mastery on the  
rubric for the projects  
in English.”

Summit has adapted its math curriculum 

to rely less on big projects, but it still 

incorporates “a lot more word problems 

and portfolio problems” in broader 

conceptual units such as variable statistics. 

Nearly all Summit Public Schools: Shasta 

graduates took the SAT exam, which 

offers another perspective on academic 

achievement. 

In fact, 96 percent of Summit Shasta 

graduates participated in the SAT exam 

a rate that far eclipses the 21 percent of 

2022 graduates who took the SAT across 

California and the 48 percent who took it 

nationwide.119

A higher proportion of Summit Public 

Schools: Shasta’s 2022 graduates met the 

SAT’s college-ready benchmark for reading 

and writing than statewide and nationally 

(75 percent versus 72 and 65 percent, 

respectively).  

 

While Summit Shasta’s Latino graduates 

were less likely to meet the benchmark 

than white and Asian students, a higher 

percentage of the school’s Latino students 

met the reading and writing benchmark 

than Latino students across California and 

nationally (57 versus 50 and 52 percent, 

respectively). In math, however, 44 percent 

of Summit Shasta graduates met the 

benchmark, compared with 56 percent 

statewide and 45 percent nationally.120
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SOURCE: Summit Shasta 

percentages from XQ analysis 

of data provided by Summit 

Shasta, California and U.S. 

percentages from College 

Board, 2022 SAT Suite of 

Assessments Annual Report for 

the Nation and for California, 

https://newsroom.college

board.org/sat-program-re-

sults-capture-impact-of-covid-

on-class-of-2022

NOTES: 96% of Summit Shasta’s 

Class of 2022 graduates took 

the SAT, compared with 21% 

California’s Class of 2022 

graduates and 48% of Class 

of 2022 graduates nationwide.

Meeting the Readiness Benchmark
on SAT Reading and Writing

ALL STUDENTS LATINO WHITE ASIAN

SUMMIT SHASTA CALIFORNIA NATION

75%
72%

65%

57%

50%
52%

80%

90%

77%

91% 91%

84%

CLASS OF 2022

SAT Participation and Performance

SUMMIT SHASTA CALIFORNIA NATION

TOOK THE SAT 

EXAM

MET SAT 

BENCHMARK IN 

READING AND 

WRITING

MET 

BENCHMARK 

IN MATH

SOURCE: Summit Shasta percentages 

from XQ analysis of data provided by 

Summit Shasta, California and U.S. 

percentages from College Board, 2022 

SAT Suite of Assessments Annual 

Report for the Nation and for 

California, https://newsroom.college-

board.org/sat-program-results-cap-

ture-impact-of-covid-on-class-of-2022

75%

96%

44%

21%

48%

72%

56%

45%

65%
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Completing Courses 
for College

Summit Public Schools: Shasta requires 

all students to take the so-called “A-G” 

sequence of college prep courses required 

for admission to the University of California 

and California State University. Completing 

the sequence requires students to pass all 

of the courses with a C or better. Nearly all 

of Summit Shasta’s graduates completed 

all “A-G” courses (99 percent), effectively 

doubling the rate of “A-G” completion 

among 2021 graduates in the surrounding 

Jefferson Unified High School District and 

statewide (99 versus 50 and 52 percent, 

respectively).121

Going beyond college prep courses, every 

single Summit Shasta graduate took at 

least one college-level AP course and 

exam, compared with only about one in 

three 2021 graduates nationally (100 versus 

35 percent). Nearly half of the school’s 

graduates, 47 percent, scored a 3 or 

higher on at least one AP exam, which is 

considered passing the test, since many 

colleges use that benchmark to award 

college credit. That’s more than double the 

rate of 23 percent passing one or more AP 

exams among 2021 graduates nationally.122

Some student groups were more likely 

to pass one or more AP exams than were 

others at Summit Public Schools: Shasta. 

For example, 51 percent of students who 

were not from low-income families passed 

an AP exam compared with 38 percent 

of graduates who were. Seventy-nine 

percent of white students passed an AP 

exam compared with 59 percent of Asian 

students and 45 percent of Latino students. 

Even so, Summit Shasta is providing  

much more access to AP for Latino 

students than are most public high  

schools in the U.S. Based on the most 

recent (2013) national figures, only  

29 percent of Latino graduates took at  

least one AP exam during high school.123
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Completed All “A-G” Courses
Required by California’s Public
Four-Year Universities

SUMMIT SHASTA

CLASS OF 2022

JEFFERSON UNION

HIGH SCHOOL 

DISTRICT

CLASS OF 2021

CALIFORNIA

CLASS OF 2021

SOURCE: Summit Shasta percentage provided by the school. District and state percentages from 

CA DataQuest website, https://dq.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/dqcensus/CohRate.aspx?agg level=school&-

year=2020-21&cds=41689240127548

NOTES: “A-G” courses are a sequence of high school courses that students must complete with 

a grade of C or better to be minimally eligible for admission to the University of California (UC) and 

California State University (CSU).

99%

50%

52%

AP EXAMS

Participation and Passing Rates
SUMMIT SHASTA CLASS OF 2022 NATIONAL CLASS OF 2021

TOOK 1+ 

AP EXAM

SCORED 3 

OR HIGHER 

ON 1+ AP 

EXAM

100%

47%

35%

23%

SOURCE: Summit Shasta percentage based on XQ analysis of data from Summit Public Schools. 

National data from the College Board, AP Programs results: Class of 2021, released in April 2022, 

https://reports.collegeboard.org/ap-program-results/2021
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Prepared for College and Life
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Nearly nine in ten Summit Public Schools: 

Shasta graduates (88 percent) said they felt 

at least somewhat prepared for their future. 

Students said that they had developed 

many strengths at Summit Shasta that 

made them feel prepared, including 

the ability to collaborate (81 percent), 

demonstrate and communicate knowledge 

(79 percent), and express creativity and 

problem-solving (76 percent). In addition, 

two out of three students said they had 

developed deep knowledge in academic 

areas and a sense of curiosity to learn more.

Based on previous years’ data, Maletsky 

said students typically leave Summit Public 

Schools: Shasta with solid preparation for 

college and life. But this is the first time 

a graduating class has had to meet such 

expectations during a global pandemic. 

“ The fact that their 
persistence was  
so strong, and these data  
are so strong, tells me  
they are going to go  
on and do great things,” 
Maletsky predicted.

Tiffany put it another way when asked what 

advice she would give to Summit Shasta’s 

rising 12th graders. “Never compromise 

your full potential,” she said. “Seek every 

opportunity with humility and kindness. 

Always give it your all.”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

81%

Collaboration, working 
in groups

79%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate 
my knowledge (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis, and visualization)

76%

Creativity and 
problem-solving

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What strengths did you develop in high 
   school that made you feel prepared?”
Class of 2022’s top three choices for “strengths”
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Using project-based learning, 
real-world entrepreneurship 
experiences, and 
personalized learning  
to engage students  
who struggle in a traditional 
school setting.

Tiger Ventures 
ENDICOTT, NEW YORK

This is a high school designed to address 
the economic and industrial decline  

of a region in upstate New York by building  

a pipeline of entrepreneurs and innovators.

 

This is an inclusive school community 
where students are immersed in 

collaborative, small classes with project-

based learning, entrepreneurial methods, 

and restorative practices. 

This is where students gain authentic 

learning experiences to cultivate vital 
problem-solving skills and the confidence 

to be effective and resilient members  

of the global community.

This is raising the bar of expectations 
and support for underserved and 

underestimated students. 

This is where students have a major voice  

in setting their schedules. Every student 

works with an advisor to develop a 

personalized set of learning goals  
and an action plan.
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TIGER VENTURES

In the spring of 2022,  
11 students graduated 
from Tiger Ventures,  
the school’s third 
graduating class since 
launching in 2016–17.

Endicott,
New York
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Seven in ten surveyed 

12th graders completing 
internships, including five 

who used their internships 

to successfully launch a 

new business in the school 

building.

Nine in ten surveyed 12th 

graders feeling at least 
somewhat prepared for 
the future (90 percent), 

with an equally high 

number also saying they 

developed creativity and 

problem-solving skills in 

high school that would 

serve them well as adults.

Tiger Ventures is located in Endicott,  
New York—the birthplace of IBM. After 
years of industrial and economic decline in 
the upstate New York region, voters approved 
a $14 million capital improvement to make 
an alternative high school with a business 
incubator. Tiger opened in 2016 and then  
won an XQ grant for the 2017–18 school year. 
As a small school of only about 70 students  
in grades 8–12, Tiger provides intensive 
support to students who had been struggling  
in a traditional school setting.

Many Tiger students had poor attendance 
and grades in their previous schools, and 

a significant number experienced social 
anxieties and challenges in their home lives. 
Nearly 100 percent of Tiger students come 
from low-income families and qualify for the 
federal free and reduced-price lunch program. 
When they enroll at Tiger, students get to 
experience strong social bonds with adults  
and their fellow students, growing in 
confidence to take risks and explore their 
interests through Tiger’s entrepreneurship  
and business management opportunities.

Ten of 11 students who graduated completed  
the XQ Senior Survey, which is a very high 
response rate. 

Their responses show us how—despite the 
challenges posed by COVID-19, particularly 
for a group of students with a history of 
disengagement from school—Tiger’s Class 
of 2022 can boast of several important 
accomplishments, such as:

Six in ten surveyed 12th 

graders planning to attend 
college (60 percent), 

a rate that approaches 

the national average (66 

percent) and significantly 

exceeds the typical college-

going rate for high poverty 

U.S. high schools such as 

Tiger (45 percent).124
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Ingenuity Delivers Internship 
Opportunities

Tiger Ventures is in its own building six 

miles away from Union-Endicott High 

School, but the state of New York doesn’t 

consider Tiger a separate school entity. 

As a result, the state does not publish 

traditional data on Tiger, such as graduation 

rates or results on state standardized tests. 

However, the XQ Senior Survey revealed 

important aspects of the Class of 2022’s 

experiences and plans for the future.

Seven in ten surveyed 12th graders had 

completed internships, a remarkable 

accomplishment considering pandemic 

restrictions. When Tiger originally launched, 

the school building housed a new business 

incubator where students could interact 

with local entrepreneurs, often leading to full 

internships. But the business incubator had 

to be relocated due to remodeling and later 

was unable to reopen due to COVID-19.
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School leaders pivoted ingeniously to deal 

with those obstacles, allowing students 

to launch a café in the basement of the 

building during the 2021–22 school year. 

This plan provided five 12th graders with  

full internships, mentoring from 

entrepreneurs who own a local business 

called Java Joe’s Roasting Company, and 

the chance to be full-fledged entrepreneurs 

in their own right. 

 

“ We built the café from  
the ground up,” said 
Trinity, a Class of 2022 
graduate who was one of 
the café’s founders. “We 
had to develop a business 
plan first and do all of the 
other things any business 
owner has to do. We went 
to roasting companies, 
figured out how to handle 
pricing, and how to deal 
with supply and demand.”

Trinity and her café co-founders conducted 

surveys of the school’s students every 

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday to decide 

what kind of baked goods they should 

sell each week. They learned how to bake 

items such as muffins, cakes, cookies, 

and scones using three ovens the school 

helped them install in the basement space 

and purchasing supplies from a nearby 

supermarket using revenues from the café. 

One of the students developed an online 

ordering system and backend software to 

track sales and inventory.

In the fall of 2022, Trinity enrolled at 

Cazenovia College, a private four-year 

college about 90 minutes north of Endicott. 

She plans to obtain a degree in interior 

design, a longstanding interest. But her 

experience with the café expanded her 

aspirations. “A lot of what I experienced, 

just learning how to run a business and 

everything, now I want to eventually run  

my own interior design business,” she said.
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Stoking  
College  
Aspirations

Trinity said she didn’t think college was  

a possibility for her while she was enrolled 

at her previous high school, where  

she felt disengaged and suffered from 

social anxieties. 

“ The classes were too big, 
and back then I felt I had 
to be that shy quiet kid,” 
she explained. “At Tiger 
Ventures, I felt like  
I was appreciated, and  
I didn’t have to be that  
shy, quiet kid anymore.  
All the teachers loved me. 
They took me in and  
I felt really loved.” 

 

She said Tiger’s teachers and counselor 

also helped her understand the possibilities 

a college education could offer her and 

showed her how she could afford it. 

According to the XQ Senior Survey, six in 

ten surveyed 12th graders planned to attend 

college in 2022, a rate that approaches 

the national average of 66 percent based 

on a separate survey.125 Annette Varcoe, 

Tiger’s new principal—who took over when 

principal Mary Mullock retired in the spring 

of 2022—said that rate is high considering 

that nearly all Tiger students are from low-

income families and, she estimates, at least 

two-thirds would be the first in their families 

to attend college. Indeed, based on the 

most recent data, only about 45 percent 

of students who graduate from similar 

high-poverty high schools in the U.S. go 

directly to college.126 Because of its small 

size and successful efforts to foster trusting 

relationships between students and adults, 

Tiger can help all 12th graders make plans 

to be successful after graduation, whether 

or not they decide to go to college. Mullock 

noted that, for example, the staff helped one 

Class of 2022 graduate obtain a certification 

in welding from one of New York State’s 37 

Boards of Cooperative Educational Services, 

or BOCES, locations. “He joined the Navy 

and has been promised he can train to be an 

underwater welder,” she said.

A team of expert observers who visited 

Tiger Ventures in December 2021 praised 

the school’s efforts to build an exceptionally 

safe, warm, caring community characterized 

by trusting relationships between students 

and adults.127 Students told the observers 

they felt welcomed, well-known, and highly 

supported by all adults in the building. 

During the visit, one student described how 

teachers rushed to provide support as soon 

as they learned the student’s mother had 

died, and that all the school’s teachers later 

attended the funeral.
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Prepared for the Future

Nine in ten surveyed 12th graders said  

they felt at least somewhat prepared for  

the future, according to the XQ Senior 

Survey. Of those students, 90 percent  

cited creativity and problem-solving  

as key strengths they had developed  

in high school that will serve them well  

in adulthood. 
 

That’s not surprising 
considering Tiger’s 
strong emphasis on 
entrepreneurialism and the 
opportunities students have 
to experience it firsthand.

The café provides one good example. In 

another example, Tiger students used 

ingredients from the school’s garden to 

create and bottle hot sauces, which they 

then figured out how to market and sell. 

About three in four of Tiger’s surveyed 12th 

graders said they had developed curiosity 

and a desire to keep learning, according 

to the XQ Senior Survey. The school 

encourages students to identify interests 

and pursue them. Students told the expert 

observers that the school’s counselor  

took great pains to bring in adults from  

the community who could talk about 

specific interests the students described. 

At the time, one student marveled that  

the counselor even searched for a horse 

trainer who could come to the campus.
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When asked what aspects of Tiger Ventures 

helped them achieve their goals both 

during high school and for the future, Tiger 

12th graders overwhelmingly pointed to the 

school’s spaces for hands-on learning. That 

might seem surprising given that the main 

space for such activities—the business 

incubator wing—was still closed due to 

COVID-19. However, the school’s teachers 

all use a project-based approach to 

learning. And the business teacher provides 

constant opportunities to make, build, 

market, and sell many kinds of items, from 

the aforementioned hot sauces to wooden 

Christmas ornaments.

Seventy percent of surveyed 12th graders 

said they appreciated being able to work 

at their own pace to master what they 

need to learn. The school uses a pass-

fail, standards-based grading system that 

ensures students have the time they need 

to learn and master new material. Students 

told the expert observers they appreciated 

how teachers always provided enough  

time to learn. They said this was in contrast 

to the pacing in their former high schools, 

where teachers would cover a topic  

in a few days and move on to a new 

one regardless of whether students had 

mastered the material. 

Nonetheless, some Tiger students told 

the observers they wished teachers could 

accelerate learning for students who need 

less time to master material. Teachers  

also commented that they struggle with 

how to challenge more advanced learners.

Seven in ten surveyed 12th graders 

identified opportunities to play a leadership 

role in the school as an important aspect of 

Tiger’s model. Students and staff members 

pointed to three main ways students can 

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

89%

Creativity and 
problem-solving

78%

Curiosity, a 
desire to keep 
learning more

67%

Collaboration, 
working in groups

67%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate 
my knowledge (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis, and visualization)

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What strengths did you develop in high 
   school that made you feel prepared?”
Class of 2022’s top four choices for “strengths”
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exercise leadership. First, Tiger has a very 

active and respected student council that 

works closely with school leaders and 

teachers to address problems and make 

improvements. Second, teachers survey 

students after every class project to find 

out what worked well and what didn’t. 

Third, students feel very comfortable 

voicing concerns and criticisms during 

daily advisory period circles.

Varcoe pointed to another feature of 

Tiger’s model that encourages upper-

grade-level students to exercise leadership: 

The advisory period, lunch periods, and 

physical education classes mix students 

from across grades 8–12. This design 

encourages older students to mentor 

younger students so they can learn to 

resolve conflicts without going to adults  

for help. “Honestly, as a longtime high 

school principal, I expect to be dealing  

with a lot more discipline problems, and 

I’m not doing so because I’m seeing the 

students solve problems in their own way,” 

said Varcoe. “It’s super impressive and 

actually kind of amazing, and I hope no  

one finds out how cool my job is because 

it’s really cool.”

Finally, six in ten surveyed 12th graders 

said that opportunities to learn outside the 

school in the community were important. 

School leaders said they expect that figure 

to increase with subsequent cohorts of 

students who won’t have experienced the 

same pandemic restrictions.  

“ Last year was the  
first year we were able  
to take students on  
field trips again since  
the pandemic started,” 

said the former principal Mullock.  

During the 2021–22 school year,  

Tiger Ventures took all the 12th graders  

on a trip to Washington, D.C., and 

conducted several field trips closer  

to home, such as a visit to a local  

television station.

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What aspects of 
your XQ high school 
program were most 
important in helping 
you reach your goals 
while in high school 
and for college/career?”

Class of 2022’s top three choices for “aspects”

SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

lets me work 

at  my own pace 

until I truly master 

the things I need 

to learn

opportunities 

for students to play 

leadership roles in 

the operations and 

life of the school

90%
has maker 

spaces, labs, or 

other hands-on 

learning spaces

70%

70%
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Helping the largest graduating 
class of XQ, a school with  
a majority Latino population, 
achieve their academic goals 
through personalized pathways 
to learning, peer-to-peer 
coaching, and a focus on  
holistic wellness.

Vista High School 
VISTA, CALIFORNIA

This is a professional community of 
educators learning to transform a large 
comprehensive high school of about 

2,200 students. Roughly 79 percent of 

students are Latino and about two-thirds 

qualify for free and reduced-price lunch. 

This is where social and emotional skills, 

restorative justice, and healthy habits  

are all major components—starting with  

a wellness seminar for 9th graders, an 

annual holistic survey to gather student 
feedback on the academic and social-

emotional climate, and a Wellness Center.

This is where students are supported  

in their interests, culminating in 
personalized pathways aligned  
with their academic goals. 

This is how self-directed learners are 

developed who inquire about challenges, 

comprehend varying perspectives, and 

prototype solutions—by giving students 

a say in how and what they learn, 

empowering future activists who can 
tackle the world’s problems.

This is where school leaders developed 

a cohort of peer-to-peer coaches who 

collaborate with teachers as thought 

partners to develop new ideas for building 

student voices into learning experiences.
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VISTA HIGH SCHOOL

In the spring of 2022,  
526 students graduated 
from Vista High School, 
the school’s second 
graduating class  
since it began its  
XQ journey in 2017-18.

Vista,
California
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Due to challenges faced by the Vista school 
community this fall, XQ could not complete  
a data conversation with leaders of Vista  
High School. However, we relied  
on pre-existing data and knowledge about 
Vista High and its students, including  
our Spring 2022 Senior Survey, in which  
Vista students participated in great  
numbers; published data where available;  
and the expertise and experience of our  
School Success Team.
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• Two in three 12th graders planned  

to attend college (68 percent), a rate 

that exceeds the national average  

(66 percent).128 

• Among Vista 12th graders planning  

to attend college, 23 percent planned 

to attend a four-year college and 45 

percent a two-year college. That pattern 

differs from 2022 rates for 12th graders 

nationally, 47 percent of whom planned 

to attend a four-year college and  

19 percent of whom were headed to  

a two-year institution.129 

• One in ten Vista 12th graders earned 

college credits during high school  

(11 percent), and 2 percent completed 

an internship. 

• Eight in ten Vista 12th graders said they 

felt at least somewhat prepared for the 

future (81 percent). Of those students, 

over half said they had developed 

creativity and problem-solving skills  

(56 percent) and collaboration skills  

(54 percent), strengths that would serve 

them well in the future. 

• When asked which aspects of Vista  

High School had helped them achieve 

their goals, one answer stood out for 

the school’s 12th graders: “opportunities 

for students to play leadership roles”  

(41 percent). 

• On California’s statewide exam for  

11th graders in the spring of 2021,  

Vista students were less likely than their 

peers both in the surrounding Vista 

Unified School District and statewide 

to meet standards in English Language 

Arts (47 versus 61 and 59 percent, 

respectively) and mathematics  

(17 versus 34 percent for both the 

district and state).130

The following bullets 
describe what we do know 
based on the XQ Senior 
Survey and California’s state 
assessment results.
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A high school focused on 
raising the academic  
and future prospects of 
low-income Black students 
through computer science, 
guided by a diverse team  
of highly qualified teachers.

Washington Leadership 
Academy 
WASHINGTON, D.C.

This is a high school where young  
people create technology and don’t just  
consume it. Computer science is required 

for all students during all four years. 

This is a school that single-handedly 
tripled the number of Black girls passing 
the AP Computer Science Principles  
exam in all of Washington, D.C.

This is a commitment to highly qualified 
and diverse teachers for Washington 

Leadership Academy’s diverse student 

body, most of whom are Black and come 

from low-income families. School leaders 

consciously focus on recruiting adults  

of color to serve as teachers, professional 

partners, and mentors. 

This is civic engagement and social justice. 

WLA’s commitment to social justice 

extends beyond its school culture and 

includes helping students become engaged 

citizens—where technology, civics,  

and real-world learning all come together.
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WASHINGTON LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

In the spring of 2022, 
93 students graduated 
from Washington 
Leadership Academy 
(WLA), the school’s 
third graduating class 
since its founding  
in 2017–18.

Washington, 
D.C.
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As they walked the stage, WLA’s  
graduates had several accomplishments  
to celebrate, such as:
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More than double the national rate of 
participation in one or more AP courses 
and exams (89 versus 35 percent).131

More than double the national rate  
of passing one or more AP exams  
(54 versus 23 percent).132

Nearly two-thirds of 12th graders 
planning to attend college in 2022 (64 

percent), a rate that compares favorably 

with the national average (66 percent) and 

significantly exceeds the typical college-

going rate for high poverty U.S. high 

schools such as WLA (45 percent).133

84 percent of students feeling at least 
somewhat prepared for the future,  

with six in ten of those students citing 

creativity and problem-solving as skills 

they had developed at WLA that will  

serve them well in the future.
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A College-Going Culture

Due to the pandemic, WLA’s Class of 2022 

was the first to enjoy a “normal” graduation 

ceremony since the school’s founding. WLA 

honored its first graduating class virtually in 

2020 and its second graduating class with 

a limited, socially distant ceremony with 

masked guests in 2021. 

WLA’s 2022 graduates also enjoyed the 

school’s first College Decision Day—a new 

tradition aiming to strengthen the “college-

going culture” among students. The event 

featured a College Decision Day video, 

where students ceremoniously announced 

their plans for the fall and teachers offered 

advice on making the most of their time  

in college. Later that afternoon, the  

school held a pep rally and college fair  

for students from lower grade levels.

At the time of College Decision Day,  

74 percent of WLA 12th graders were 

accepted into at least one college or 

university, a remarkable figure considering 

30 percent of WLA students will be the 

first in their families to attend college.134 

According to the XQ Student Survey,  

64 percent of WLA 12th graders planned  

to enroll in college in 2022, including  

50 percent planning to attend a four-year 

college and 14 percent heading to a  

two-year college. That places WLA near the 

national average according to a separate 

survey, which found that 66 percent of 

12th graders planned to attend college in 

2022—47 percent at four-year colleges and 

19 percent at two-year schools.135 
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SOURCE: XQ Senior Survey of the Class of 2022

60%

Creativity and 
problem-solving

49%

The ability to demonstrate 
and communicate 
my knowledge (critical 
reading, oral and written 
communications, data 
analysis, and visualization)

47%

Collaboration, working 
in groups

SPRING 2022 EXIT SURVEY

“What strengths did you develop in high 
   school that made you feel prepared?”
Class of 2022’s top three choices for “strengths”

WLA’s executive director Stacy Kane said 

her team plans to monitor whether students 

actually enroll in college by the end of 

2022. For context, the most recent data 

published by DC Public Schools shows 

that 57 percent of WLA’s 2020 graduates 

did enroll in college within six months 

of leaving high school, compared with 

a districtwide rate of about 51 percent. 

Among graduates who qualified as “at 

risk,” according to the district, 61 percent 

of those graduating from WLA enrolled in 

college that year compared with only 36 

percent of such graduates districtwide.136

Kane said she was gratified to see her 

students’ college plans were about the 

same as national averages. Still, she 

pointed out that WLA’s college-going 

rates look even better compared with 

rates at high schools that have student 

demographics similar to WLA’s. For 

example, according to the National Student 

Clearinghouse, only 45 percent of students 

who graduated from “high-poverty” high 

schools in 2020 enrolled in college by 

the following fall. Those are high schools 

where, like WLA, more than three-quarters 

of students are from low-income families 

who qualify for the federal free and 

reduced-price lunch program.137

In our survey, more than four in five WLA 

12th graders (84 percent) said they felt at 

least somewhat prepared for their future, 

and 60 percent of those students said they 

had developed creativity and problem-

solving skills at WLA that would serve 

them well after graduation. Kane pointed 

to computer science courses as one key 

source of such learning. WLA requires all 

students to take four years of computer 

science in order to graduate.
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Opening Access to  
AP Classes with Success

Class of 2022 graduate De’von enrolled in 

WLA partly for that reason. Today, De’von 

is at Morehouse College where he plans 

to double major in computer science and 

criminal justice with a minor in American 

Sign Language. De’von said he started 

coding on his own in middle school. With 

four years of formal coding classes plus 

four years of computer science under 

his belt, including computational art and 

computational music, De’von told College 

Day visitors he is “probably more prepared 

than any other kid in America” for what 

the future holds. Two dozen other WLA 

12th graders indicated their interest in 

majoring in or studying computer science 

as undergrads.

One of De’von’s computer science classes 

was a college-level course called AP 

Computer Science Principles (AP CSP). The 

College Board launched the course in 2016 

specifically to attract more students from 

historically underrepresented groups to 

computer science and diversify the pipeline 

to college STEM majors. Students who take 

AP CSP are more than three times as likely 

to declare a computer science major at 

the start of college compared with similar 

students who did not have AP CSP available 

to them.138

WLA’s founders incorporated computer 

science as a core component of the model 

in the school’s first year, setting records 

in the District for exponentially increasing 

the percentage of girls and students of 

color taking and passing the AP computer 

science exam. This accomplishment earned 

WLA the AP Computer Science Female 

Diversity Award in AP computer science 

principles for two years running. AP CSP 

teacher Taylor Deutsch told the College 

Board in 2020 that in her classes, 

 

“ The girls love looking at 
the impact of technology 
on the world. They also 
love getting creative 
with coding with long-
term projects, seeing the 
immediate results on  
the screen.”139
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WLA’s Class of 2022 continued that record 

of AP distinction, participating in and 

passing at least one AP exam at rates 

double or more the national average. About 

nine in ten WLA graduates (89 percent) 

participated in at least one AP course and 

exam, compared with only 35 percent of 

2021 graduates nationwide. More than half 

of WLA graduates (54 percent) earned 

a score of 3 or higher on at least one AP 

exam—the minimum score many colleges 

accept for course credit—compared with 

just one in four 2021 graduates nationally 

(23 percent).140 

This exceptionally high rate of AP 

participation puts WLA at the forefront of 

American high schools opening access to 

college-level content for groups that have 

historically had much less access to such 

courses. All of WLA’s 2022 graduates were 

from low-income families, and 89 percent 

identified as Black.

Like their peers across the city, most WLA 

graduates took the national SAT exam. 

Washington, D.C., began offering the SAT 

to all high school students for free in 2014. 

Among the 86 percent of WLA graduates 

who took the SAT, 28 percent met the 

college-ready benchmark for reading and 

writing, and 16 percent met the benchmark 

for math. Nationally, 65 percent and 45 

percent of SAT takers met the benchmarks 

in reading and writing and math, 

respectively. However, the two groups 

are not comparable: 100 percent of WLA’s 

graduates were from low-income families, 

while only 22 percent of national SAT takers 

were from families in the bottom two-fifths 

of median income.141

AP Participation and Passing Exams
WLA CLASS OF 2022 NATIONAL CLASS OF 2021

TOOK 1+ 

AP EXAM

SCORED 3 

OR HIGHER 

ON 1+ AP 

EXAM

SOURCE: WLA percentages based on XQ analysis of data provided by WLA. National data from the 

College Board, AP Program Results: Class of 2021, released in April 2022, https://reports.college-

board.org/ap-program-results/2021

89%

54%

35%

23%
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Empowering Leaders

Asked what aspects of WLA had helped 

them achieve their goals, more than half 

of Class of 2022 12th graders (57 percent) 

named the school’s advisory program 

and other opportunities to build trusting 

relationships with adults. Each student is 

assigned an advisor to help them achieve 

their emotional, personal, and academic 

goals, including helping them with college 

planning. Kane said WLA has continued 

to evolve the school’s advisory program, 

and students meet with advisory groups 

almost daily. For example, WLA now “loops” 

students with the same teacher advisor 

across multiple years and has experimented 

with different curricula for the program. In 

2022–23, school leaders plan to conduct 

walkthroughs during student advisory 

time to check for consistency in student 

engagement and learning quality.

True to its name, WLA empowers students 

to become leaders in their communities, 

which begins in the school. “Everything 

over the years, all we’ve been through from 

the beginning, led us to this realization that 

students actually need to own, lead, and 

run everything,” said Kane. 

“ We’ve really 
underestimated as  
a society what teenagers 
are capable of, but 
letting students lead has  
to be the new norm  
and not the exception.” 

 

More than half of the 12th-grade class 

(54 percent) cited opportunities to play 

leadership roles in the life and operations 

of WLA as important for meeting their 

personal goals.

WLA Principal Eric Collazo added, “This 

work is about helping students realize  

that the moment they walk into WLA they 

have the potential to change the world for 

the better. We’re helping our kids realize 

that they are leaders who can create 

positive change now.”

In the 2021–22 academic year, school 

leaders invited a student to participate 

in all of WLA’s school-wide leadership 

team meetings, sitting alongside Kane, 

the school principal, and other staff 

members. That student, Dream, offered the 

student perspective on everything from 

curricular decisions to the school calendar, 

staffing, and what types of professional 

development teachers may need. A Class  

of 2022 graduate, Dream planned to  

double major in mass communications  

and journalism with a minor in music 

history at Towson University in Maryland.

But the pandemic put a serious damper 

on other critical elements of the WLA 

model. Only 37 percent of 12th graders said 

opportunities to learn outside of the school 

in the community were important. Only  

33 percent cited internships or other  

work-based learning opportunities.  

Kane said around 85 percent of students 

successfully completed internships 

before the pandemic, which dropped 

to 22 percent for the Class of 2022. She 

also cited the loss of a key staff member 
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who had built and managed the school’s 

internship program. In the 2022–23 year, 

school leaders are examining ways to 

build on existing opportunities, Kane said, 

such as D.C.’s excellent summer internship 

program for teenagers. 

 

De’von puts a human face on COVID-

19’s impact on the Class of 2022. “Before 

COVID-19, there was never a boring 

moment at WLA,” he said. “We went on a 

field trip every Friday.” He fondly recalled 

one such excursion for his 9th-grade 

project studio class.  

“ I remember one Friday 
field trip to learn how to 
build our own solar panels 
on a house, and we angled 
out angles and everything. 
Due to our research on 
solar panels, a family  
got power they otherwise 
would not have. I was  
like, ‘Dang! This house  
is getting powered!’”

 

But by the time the 12th-grade year rolled 

around, “I was on the verge of dropping 

out,” he said, “not because of grades but 

because I wasn’t motivated.” WLA remained 

fully remote through April 2021, nearly 

all of De’von’s 11th-grade year. “I had to 

basically rebuild my friendships after two 

years of being virtual,” he said. “Before the 

pandemic, we were just little boys and girls, 

and after two years at home, you’re a fully 

grown man or woman.”

Kane said WLA amped up social and 

emotional support significantly when 

students returned to school in person in 

August 2021. “We did a lot of wellness 

training for staff and put multiple support 

structures in place,” she described. 

“Including a contractor who provided 

group therapy for students, an in-house 

psychiatrist, and two full-time social 

workers.” The staff also provided intensive 

college counseling and assistance to its 

returning 12th graders.

De’von credits WLA with reigniting his 

enthusiasm for school in his 12th-grade  

year and helping him get into his first-

choice college, Morehouse. “WLA was  

one of the best things to help prepare  

me for life,” he said.
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MORE ON OUR METHODS

XQ collected  
evidence from  
multiple sources  
to learn about  
the Class of 2022  
in each school.
But, as noted in the introduction, the 

evidence available differed from school  

to school. In this section, we describe  

the most common kinds of evidence  

and provide a table showing which  

types of evidence were available to us  

for each school.

XQ Senior Survey Results: We present 

Class of 2022 XQ Senior Survey results  

for all 16 schools. The survey had an 

overall response rate of 87 percent.

State-Published Data: Wherever possible, 

we provide data from state academic 

assessments for Class of 2022 members 

at various points in the journey through 

high school. We had state test results for 

nine of the 16 schools. 

We include test results only when the 

following conditions are met: 1) At least 

two-thirds of the Class of 2022 members 

took a particular test, and 2) School 

leaders told us they believe the data are  

a valid reflection of their students’ 

academic progress.

Only one state, Tennessee, had published 

official four-year graduation rates for 2022 

by the time this publication went to press. 

A few school leaders in other states told 

us they could reliably estimate graduation 

rates for the Class of 2022, and we discuss 

those estimates in the profiles.

For each school, we include data for 

all student groups for which the state 

published any data. Those groups vary 
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from school to school depending on 

whether a school enrolled students in 

a particular group. In addition, states 

withhold data for a group whenever 

the number of students in that group is 

too small in order to protect individual 

students’ privacy. That means for 

some schools we are only able to show 

breakouts for a few groups of students, 

such as “Black students” and “white 

students” or “students from low-income 

families” and “students not from low-

income families.”

We use standardized names for student 

groups in both text and charts, based 

on XQ’s in-house style. If a state used a 

different term to describe a student group, 

we make note of that in the end notes 

(e.g., “disadvantaged students” instead of 

“students from low-income families”).

Data Conversations with School 
Leaders: We held conversations with 

leaders of 15 schools to review XQ Senior 

Survey results and state assessment data, 

both to confirm accuracy and to dig into 

the human context and student stories 

behind the data. In some cases, the 

conversations revealed ways that adults 

are continuing to evolve the school  

model in response to student experiences 

and input.

School Observation Visits: Teams of 

experts from XQ’s partner Springpoint 

conducted in-depth, two-day observation 

visits at eight of the 16 schools during 

2021–22. After each visit, Springpoint 

produced the following documentation:

1. An overall judgment of how far 

the school had progressed in 

implementing all six areas of the  

XQ Design Principles Rubric (DPR). 

2. An approximately 15-page document 

providing in-depth judgments and 

evidence on the following two 

focus areas of the DPR: meaningful, 

engaged learning and caring, trusting 

relationships.

3. An approximately 80-page summary 

and analysis of all the evidence 

collected during the two-day visit, 

including two areas of strength to 

build on and two areas for future 

improvement.

We incorporate judgments and examples 

from the Springpoint visits as appropriate 

to convey a better understanding of  

the experiences and outcomes of the 

Class of 2022.

Data Shared by Schools: Some schools 

shared additional information about their 

Class of 2022 members, primarily data 

from national assessment programs such 

as SAT, ACT, and AP.

A few schools provided that information 

as data on individual graduates, removing 

personally identifiable information  

about the students. In those cases,  

XQ analyzed the student-level data 

to produce overall numbers and 

percentages. In order to protect student 

privacy, we only show data for student 

groups of 10 or more individuals.

Student Voices and Examples: Whenever 

possible, we include student quotes and 

examples to illustrate and humanize key 

themes that emerged from our analysis 

of the evidence above. We obtained the 

material from a wide range of sources, 

including interviews by XQ staff and 

contractors; social media posts and videos 

published by XQ schools; traditional media 

coverage featuring XQ Class of 2022 
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members; and student publications such 

as blog posts and school newspapers.

A Note about Comparison Data:  
We provide national, state, or local data 

whenever recent, comparable data are 

available to make comparisons. In some 

instances, we found such data to be too 

out of date to provide reliable context, 

especially information collected prior to 

* We held a Data Conversation with newly appointed school leaders who were not working at the school during the time the Class of 2022 was 

enrolled and graduated.

the disruptions caused by the pandemic. 

For example, California has not published 

college-going rates for any cohort since 

the Class of 2018.
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